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XXXII. Contributions to an &$sect Flmna of the Amazon Palley. LEPIDOPTERA: 
HELICONIDB. By HENRY WALTER BATES, Esq. (Communicated by the Secretary.) * 

Read November 21st, 1861. 

“ Die wissenschaftliche Untersuchung der Natur strebt in den Einzelheiten das Allgemeine zu erkennen, um endlich 
dem Grunde aller Dinge naher zu kommen. F u r  diese Brt  Untersuchungen, die iminer das Ziel der Naturforschung 
sein sollte, bietet wold keine Thierclasse so reichen Stoff als die Insecten.”-Karl Ernst uon Baer, Address on the 
Opening of the Russian Entomological Society, St. Petersburg, May 1860. 

THE family HeZiconidG was established by Mr. E. Doubleday in 1847, in Doubleday 
and Hewitson’s ‘Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera.’ It was founded on a number of 
Butterflies, remarkable for the elongated shape of their wings, and peculiar (with the 
exception of one genus, Hctmadqas, which the author placed provisionally in the family, 
op. cit. p. 98) to  the intertropical and subtropical zones of America. Many of them had 
been described by the older authors under HeZiconia, Mechanitis, and several other 
ill-defined genera. They had been previously (in 1836) united in a tribe, Heliconides, 
by Dr. Boisduval in his ‘ Spt5cies G6nBral des Lt5pidoptbres ;’ but this comprehended also 
the group A c r ~ i d ~ ,  which Doubleday excluded from the family. Linnzeus treated them 
as a section of the genus Pupilio, under the name of Heliconii. The nearest allies of the 
HeZiconicZa are the Acre id@ just mentioned and the Danaidcz : all are distinguished 
from the true Nyrnplk&id@ by the discoidal cell of the hind wings being always closed 
by perfect tubular nervules. Mr. Doubleday, placing more reliance on the shape of the 
antenne and the abdominal border of the hind wings than on the far more important 
character above named, was led to exclude the genus Eueicles from the family : this 
rendered the defiiiition of the two groups very difficult, if not impossible, a e i d e s  having 
the wing-cells closed in the same way as the HeZiconidce. Excepting that I re-admit 
Ezceides, and exclude Hamad~yas ,  which does not enter into the series of the American 
Heliconid@, the family will be treated of in the present memoir as defined in the work 
above quoted. 

The position of the HeZiconide in the order Lepidoptera may be understood when I 
state that in a natural system the group would stand at the head of the whole series of 
families of which the order is composed. At least, this should be its place according to 
the view now taken of the order by many systematists, who arrange the families of 
Rhopalocera, or Butterflies, according to their degree of dissimilarity to  the Heterocmn, 
or Moths-in other words, according as their structure shows a lower or a higher stage 
in an ascending scale of organization. For, as the lower families of Moths are allied to 
other orders of insects, the further a group recedes from them in structure, the higher is 
the grade of perfection of the Lepidopterous type which it exhibits. The families show 
their degree of affinity to  Moths by many characters, the principal of which is the 

* The materials on which this memoir is founded were collected by the author during eleven years’ research on the 
banks of the Amazons. 
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structure of the anterior legs in the adult state of the insects. The Beterocem have 
always six perfect legs : most of the families of Rlzopalocem have the anterior pair in a 
more or less rudimentary condition ; and as the atrophy seems to have reached its furthest 
stage in the I€elicoizicZ~, this group must be considered as occupying the highest rank in 
the order. Other characters accompany the one derived from the structure of the legs, 
which it is unnecessary here to enumerate. It mill be seen from these remarks that the 
order Lepidoptera is one of those groups in the Animal Eingdom which show, beyond the 
many collateral branches of development that always exist, a clear linear advancement 
of organization. 

The Heliconidce, Danaidcz?, and AcrGidG are related to each other in a different way 
from that which appears in the received classifications. A few remarks on their mutual 
affinities are necessary, in order to exhibit the true relations of the Heliconid@ to the 
allied groups of the Old World tropics. It has escaped the notice of all authors, that the 
Heliconid& are composed of two groups, which differ very considerably in important 
points of structure ; in fact, the majority of the genera of which the family is composed 
ought to be withdrawn from it, and placed with the Danaidce. The very great superficial 
resemblance between the two sets of genera has led to  their being united by all authors, 
and prevented inquiry into their real relationship. To avoid innovation, I mill retain the 
family as it stands, and call the group which is allied to the Dcc?zuid&, DANAOID HELI- 
CONIDB, and the other, which approximates somewhat to the A c ~ ~ ~ i c h ,  ACRBOID HELI- 
CONIDB. The Acraeoid group comprehends the genera Heliconius and Zueides ; the 
Danaoid, the whole of the remaining Belieonid@. The following are the distinguishing 
characters of the two groups :- 

Acmoid  Helicoizidcz?. The hind wing-cell is very small, and the nervures are so 
arranged that the upper and lower radials * (discoidal nervures of Doubleday) appear 
to be branch and sub-branch of the subcostal nervure, the discocellulars being short 
and continuous with them ; the costal nervure is prolonged to the apex of the wing. 
The larvae are similar to those of Acr~ea and Argynnis (NymplinZidG), being beset 
with hispid spines?. 

Dannoid ITeliconida The hind wing-cell is very large, and irregular in shape ; the two 
radials never appear as branches of the subcostal, but are very uncertain in position, 
owing to the very vacillating length and direction of the discocellulars : the costal 
nervure is short, and terminates on the costa, not reaching the apex of the wing. 
The larim (only one species is known) are smooth, like those of the Dmaide, but 
are furnished with tubercles, instead of long fleshy threads. Head small, orbicular ; 
palpi slender $. 

The head is broad, the palpi thick. 

* I have adopted the terminology of Doubleday (Douhl., Hewits., and Westwood’s Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera) 
with regard to the neuration or veining of the wings, excepting that I call the “ nervules ’’ of the subcostal and 
median nervures “ branches,” and the “ discoidal nervures ” “radials,” these alterations appearing necessary to 
prevent the verbal confusion of riervule with nervure, and discoidal with discocellular. 

I reared, myself, Heliconius Erato (and Doris) 
and Eueides Lybia. We are acquainted, through other sources, with the larvae of H. Melpomene, I$. Ricini, and 
Mechaiiitis Polymnia. 

++ Since the above memoir was read, Dr. C .  Felder of Vieniia, in an article entitled, “ Specimen Faunae Lepidopte- 
rologictx riparuin Negro superioris in Brasilia septentrionali,” ‘ Wiener Entoniologische Monatschrift,’ March ! 862, 

t The early states of these insects were not known to Doubleday. 
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DAN 

This view of the affinities of the family will make a great difference in the conception 
of the group as regards the affiliation of theforms. Instead of being a group isolated in 
its structure, and peculiar to  the tropical parts of America, it results that the bulk of the 
genera have a very close relationship to  the Dunaide, which are found in all hot countries 
of both hemispheres : the Acrmid Heliconid@ alone are an isolated set of forms. The 
American productions, however, show a great superiority in structure and in the diversity 
of the forms over those of the Old World. I n  Africa only one genus occurs, namely, 
Damais. I n  the tropical parts of Asia four genera are found, besides Dunais ; these are 
Ideopis ,  Hestia, Euplcea, and Hccnzadryas, which contain together '74 species. I n  the 
hot parts of America 16 genera (of Dunaoicl Heliconich) have been discovered, comprising 
233 described species. Besides this greater diversity of generic and specific forms, the 
American productions show a much greater advance in organization than those of the 
Old World ; in other words, they recede further from what may be considered as the 
common type, namely, Danais. This is clear from the great and progressive modification 
in the position of the radial nervures and discocellulars of the hind wings, and the 
advanced stage of atrophy of the male fore legs reached by most of the genera. I n  all 
the Asiatic genera the fore legs are in the same condition as in Danais and the Nym- 
phalide. The following Table will show the relative value of the productions of the two 
hemispheres in a clearer manner. I have placed the genera in accordance with what 
seem to  be their mutual affinities. The relative length of the lines between them is 
a rough expression of the degree of relationship. The collateral lines of connexioii are 
also attempted to be expressed. 

DANAIDZ. 

AOID HELICONIDB. 

Asia. 
Danais (31 sp.) 

Ideopsii (2  sp.) 1 
Hestia (1 2 sp.) 

I Euploea (58 sp.) 

I 
I 

Hamadryas (2 sp.) 

Africa. 
Dmais (10 sp.) 

I 
Methona (3 sp.) 

d I 
Thyridia (3 sp.) 
Dircenna (8 sp.) 

Callithomia (3  sp.) 

Eutresis (1 sp.) 
Olyras (1 sp.) 

Melinza (13 sp.) 

Tithorea (7 sp.) 

I I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 
Mechanitis ( 1  7 sp.) 

Sais ( 1  sp.) 
(including Athesis) d 

Ceratinia (23 sp.) 
I Napeogenes ( 1 7  sp.) Ithomia (I 07 sp.) 

I 
Hymenitis (10 sp.j 

has ventured to withdraw the whole of the genera composing the group Danaoid I€eliconida, placing them with the 
Danaida, and restricting the family Helieonida to the two geliera Heliconius and Eueides. H e  has discovered an 
excellent aiid constant character for the Banaida (in which the Danaoid Heliconida participate), in addition to those 
already known, namely, the existence of a small nervule at the base of the fore-wing median nervure which ana- 

3 x 2  
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There is a very wide dissimilarity in minor points and in general appearance between 
the Asiatic set of forms and the American : the only Old World genus which at all 
approaches the New World group is Hccmadiayas ; but the shape, colours, and neuration 
of the wings show that it has no close affinity with them. The two sets of forms seem 
to agree, however, in habits, and apparently occupy the same sphere in the economy of 
nature in their respective countries. Mr. Wallace, who has had the good fortune to 
observe both in their native abodes, says, the habits of the South Asian Ez,Zaxe (the 
most numerous genus) are precisely those of the Helieomid@. The Asiatic Dcuzaid@ are 
mostly above the middle size, and include some of the largest Butterflies known ; their 
American equivalents are in general below the middle size. Both are extremely prolific 
or abundant in individuals, and are amongst the most characteristic productions of their 
respective countries. Each set, also, are the objects of numerous mimetic resemblances 
on the part of other Lepidopterous insects of their own region belonging to different 
families,-the Asiatic mimickers being modelled after the Asiatic Duizuide, and the 
American after the American members of the same family. The entire dissimilarity of 
the two sets of forms would seem to  teach us that there can have been no land com- 
munication east and west between the tropical parts of Asia and America since they first 
came into existence, and therefore that the great continents must have remained separate 
in those quarters from a very remote epoch to allow for such an extensive independent 
development of forms. They are both strictly confined to the hottest parts of their 
respective hemispheres. In America they are not found beyond the northern tropic, 
nor much further south than 30" S. lat. They are not known to occur so far from the 
equator as either tropic in the Old World, but are limited to the south-eastern parts of 
Asia and the islands of the New Guinea group. The genus Danais, with which we have 
seen both groups are connected, ranges as far north as 41' in Europe, and 45" in North 
America. It is interesting thus to find that the only genus which is common to the 
three tropical regions is the sole one of the family that occurs in high latitudes. The 
only means of communication between the intertropical lands of America and Asia seems 
to have been a circuitous route by the north (or south) ; and the essentially tropical 
forms do not appear to have passed along it. The fact of the peculiar equatorial Asiatic 
Damaide not reaching Africa is explicable on the same grounds as their entire distinct- 
ness from the American ones, namely, the non-existence of an equatorial connexion of 
land of a nature suitable for their transit between the two continents since the remote 
date when the first forms of the group came into being. 

The habits of the Heliconida, have been described by various travellers,-Lacordaire 
having given a complete account of the Cayenne species, and Dyson and Gosse some 
interesting notes on those of Venezuela and Jamaica. The total number of species de- 
scribed is 284, namely, 233 belonging to the Danaoid, and 51 to the Acrzoid group. They 
are peculiarly creatures of the forests, and, like the Platyrrhine Monkeys, the arboreal 

- 

stomoses with the median a short distance from its origin. 
follow Dr. Felder in this altered classification. 
repented, completely and widely distinct. 
of the one might easily be confounded (if not closely examined) with species of the other. 

I n  the systematic part of the present memoir I shall 
The two groups which composed the family Ileliconide are, it must be 

Yet the analogical resemblance between them is so great, that some species 
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Gullinacen (Penelopidci? and Cmcide) ,  and other groups of the same region, point to 
the gradual adaptation of the fauna, during an immense lapse of time, to a forest-clad 
country. 

I found on the banks of the Amazons 94 species (besides many local varieties, con- 
sidered by some authors as species) of the two groups (67 Danaoid and 27 Acrzeoid), 
representing all the genera of the family but three. They are most numerous in those 
parts of the country where the forests are most extensive and the climate most sultry and 
humid. I found the number of species to  increase in travelling from east to west, from the 
Lower Amazons towards the eastern slopes of the Andes. They were rare in the somewhat 
drier tract of country which borders the Lower Amazons about the middle of its course. 
I found in this large district only 26 species, namely, 10 belonging to  the Danaoid and 
16 to the Acraeoid group. Within an area of about the same dimensions, in the moist 
region of the Upper Amazons, I collected 64 species, of which 42 were Danaoid and 
22 Acrzeoid Eeliconid&. I should judge, from the collections received in England 
from those parts, that the hot Andean valleys near Bogota, or in Ecuador, contain a 
still larger number of species than the plains of the Upper Amazons. I n  the dry forests 
which clothe a great part of the banks of the Tapajos I found exceedingly few : at one 
locality, where I collected four months, and which was rich in other families of Lepi- 
doptera, I saw only one species of the Danaoid and four of the Acrzeoid group. Accord- 
ing to Dyson, many species (Itlmnie) of the lowlands in Venezuela have a vertical range 
of 2000 feet, and some genera (Bymenitis [B. Dercetis], Olyras, Eutresis), which do not 
inhabit the Amazon region, occur at an elevation of 8000 feet. The species are exceed- 
ingly abundant in individuals wherever they occur : they show every sign of flourishing 
existence, although of slow flight, feeble structure, unfurnished with apparent means of 
defence, and living in places which are incessantly haunted by swarms of insectivorous 
birds. The pathways in the forest near towns are quite enlivened by the multitudes 
which fly about amongst the lower trees, in their bright dresses of orange, blue, and 
yellow, and red and black. 

The 
Heliconii and Bueides move along in a sailing manner, often circling round for a con- 
siderable time, with their wings horizontally extended. The species of the Danaoicl 
group, for the most part, keep near the ground, and have a very slow irregular flight, 
settling frequently. They are all of social or gregarious habits. Not only do individuals 
of the same species congregate in masses, but the set of closely allied species which people 
a district keep together in one or more compact flocks. I noticed in four districts rich ill 
Danaoid Eeliconide,  where I collected, that about half the species of Ithomia flew 
together in one circumscribed area of the forest, and the other half in a second similar 
locality, the rest of the tolerably uniform wooded country, in each case, being nearly 
untenanted by t8hem. The larger species (Reliconii, Lyco?ve)  frequent flowers, probing 
the nectaries with their proboscides ; but the smaller kinds (Ithomie), and the members 
of the Danaoid group generally, are very rarely found thus occupied: I noticed thein 
sometimes imbibing drops of moisture from leaves and twigs. The fine showy Helico?hii 
often assemble in small parties, or by twos and threes, apparently to sport together or 

The mode of flight of the members of the two groups is somewhat different. 
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perform a kind of dance. The 
sport begins generally between a single pair: they advance, retire, glide right and 
left in face of each other, wheel round t o  a considerable distance, again approach, and 
SO on : a third joins in, then a fourth, or more. They never touch : when too many 
are congregated, a general flutter takes place, and they all fly off, to fall in again by pairs 
shortly afterwards. The species which I have seen most frequently employed in this 
way is the Zeliconizcs Rheu, a glossy blue-black species, with bright yellow belts across 
its wings. 

The larvze of the two or three species whose transformations I observed feed together 
in clusters on the leaves of trees of moderate elevation, near the places where the adult 
insects are found. 

I was surprised, when travelling 
on the Upper Amazons from east to west, t o  find the greater part of the species of 
Ithomia? changed from one locality to another, not further removed than 100 to 200 
miles. For instance, there were 11 of these Itlzomic~ at a place called Fonte Boa, and 
9 at St. Paulo, 180 miles distant; but only two of the total number (20) were found in 
both localities. This is remarkable when we consider that the whole of the country of 
the Upper Amazons is a nearly level plain, uniformly covered with forest, and offering no 
perceptible difference in soil or other physical conditions. Five only out of the 20 species 
have been met with in any other part of South America. The areas of distribution of 
most of the remaining 15 must be, in each case, a very limited tract of country. The 
species which inhabit other parts of Tropical America must have similarly contracted 
ranges, if we may judge from the collections received in England from different districts. 

Now, many of these local species have the appearance of being geographical varieties ; 
I could not help suspecting them to  be such when I met with them in nature, the dif- 
ferences between the forms of one and those of another locality relating in many cases 
simply to the colours and colour-patterns of the wings. The marks of distinction, how- 
ever, are in the majority so well defined, so ordinarily common to all the individuals 
concerned, and there is so generally an absence of connecting links, that they are held 
on all hands to be good and true species. Moreover, in those cases already mentioned, 
where a number of very closely allied species fly together, they keep themselves per- 
fectly distinct; there are no hybrid forms (I am speaking of the Ithornice and allied 
genera), and on observing individuals i m  copzclu, I almost always * found the pair to be 
precisely the same in colours and markings. I n  the multiplicity, apparent distinctness, 
and restricted ranges of the species, this group much resembles the family of Humming- 
birds of the same regions. 

I believe, nevertheless, that the suspicion of many of the species being nothing more 
than local modifications of other forms has proved to be well founded. Amongst 
the great number of perfectly distinct and well-marked species, a few occurred which 
showed great variability: these, I think, afford a key to the explanation of the origin 
of the rest. The details of variation will be given under the head of each species: 

I believe the parties are composed chiefly of males. 

The majority of the species have very limited ranges. 

* The exception was in the case of Mechanitis Polymnin, which, as will be seen, on referring to the account of it 
i n  its place, is a polymorphic species, whose local varieties are in an imperfect state of segregation. 
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those which supply the most decisive results are Mechunitis Polym1~in, Itlionzia Oi*oli~zct 
and nlinissu, Cemtinia Ninoniu, and the Lycoree. The varieties of these present all the 
different grades between simple individual differences and well-marked local varieties or 
races, which latter cannot be distinguished from true species, when two or more of them 
are found coexisting in the same locality without intercrossing, as takes place in Ithonzici 
Illinisscc and its allies, and probably in Mechanitis Neswcc and Lysimnicc. A striking 
case of the production of a local variety now spread over a wide area, and undistin- 
guishable from a true species, is afforded in €ZieZiconius TheZxiope, to the details of which, 
given in the systematic part of this memoir, I must refer the reader. 

These species, when carefully studied, seem to  me conclusively to  show that many of 
the now distinct species of €€eliconide have arisen from local varieties, segregated from 
the variations of preexisting widely disseminated species ; for these distinct forms or 
species do not essentially differ from the undoubted varieties of the species cited. The 
genera show different degrees of susceptibility of change under altered local conditions. 
Thus, many species of Helico~zizcs (H. Rhea, Clgtia, Bicini, Testa, Thelxiope, An tiochi,  
&c.) are unchanged over the whole of the wide country which includes the areas of 
several successive local races of many Ithomia and Napeogenes *. 

The process of the creation of a new species I believe to  be accelerated in the Itlio- 
mi@ and allied genera by the strong tendency of the insects, when pairing, to select 
none but their exact counterparts : this also enables a number of very closely allied ones 
to  exist together, or the representative forms to live side by side on the confines of their 
areas, without amalgamating. 

The course followed by Nature in the formation of these numerous local species, I 
think, is clearly exhibited in Mechanitis Polymnia, to the details of which, given in its 
place, I must beg the reader to  refer. We see here the manufacture, as it were, in 
process. The species is widely disseminated and variable. The external conditions in 
certain localities are more favourable to  one or more of the varieties there existing than 
to the others ; those favoured ones, therefore, prevail over the others. We find, in this 
most instructive case, all the stages of the process, from the commencement of the forma- 
tion of a local variety (var. Bguensis) t o  the perfect segregation of one (var. Lysiiizn&i, 
considered by all authors as a true species). I n  this species, most of the local varieties 
are connected with their parent form by individuals exhibiting all the shades of varia- 
tion ; and it is on this account only that we know them to be varieties. I n  the species 
allied to Ithonaia FZora, the forms are in a complete state of segregation (with the excep- 
tion of I. Illinism, which throws light on the rest), and therefore they are considered as 
species ; they are, in fact, perfectly good species, like all other forms considered as such 
in natural history. It is only by the study of variable species that we can obtain a clue 
to the explanation of the rest. But such species must be studied in nature, and with 

* These are Ithomiu f lora,  an inhabitant of the whole Lower Amazon region (from the Atlantic to the Rio Negro), 
which is represented by I. Hippodumiu in Cayenne, and I. Oneya, Illinissa, Gunillu, Priscilla, Ilerdina, in different 
areas on the Upper Amazon ; Napeogenes Cyriunassa, which becomes N. udeelphe on the banks of the Cupari (Tapajos), 
and AT. Tunantinu on the north bank of the Upper Amazons ; N. I n a d i a ,  which is changed to N. su@winu at 
Bahia, and to A'. Ercillu, N.  Corenu and N. Pharo in different areas on the Upper Amazon. Other species might 
be added in confirmation. Most of the species of H e h o n k s  quoted are found unchanged over the collective areas 
of all these forms of Ithorniu and Napeoyenes. 
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strict reference to the geographical relations of their varieties. Many closet naturalists, 
who receive disconnectedly the different varieties in any group, treat them all as inde- 
pendent species: by such a proceeding, it is no wonder that they have faith in the 
absolute distinctness and immutability of species. 

Secondary sexual characters 
of another description occur, however, very generally in the Danaoid group. The 
males, in all the genera but two (Lycorea and I tuna)  of this section, are furnished with a 
pencil or fringe of long hairs near the costal edge of the hind wings on the upper sur- 
face. It sometimes arises from the bottom of a shallow horny cup situated between the 
costal and subcostal nervures ; the hairs are long, soft, and adpressed. I was unable to 
discover any use in this structure ; it seemed not to be under the control of the insect. 
There is no movement in flight, or position in repose, peculiar to the male sex, which 
might require an instrument to hold the wings together-a function which the position of 
the hairs, in the place where the fore wing overlaps the hind wing, suggests to the mind. 
I believe the appendage must be considered as an outgrowth of the male organization, 
which is not in this case applied to  any especial purpose: it may be taken to  be of the 
same nature as the pencil of hairs on the breast of the male Turkey. Growths of one 
kind or other, on the surface of the wings, peculiar to  the male sex, are frequent in 
Butterflies: in Dnnais the males have a small horny excrescence on the disk of the 
hind wings, which, considering the near relationship proved to exist between the two 
groups, I take to  be homologically the same as the pencil of hairs in the Danaoid Heli- 
conida In  the genus Pccvonia, belonging to the family bras solid^^, the males in some 
species have a fringe of hairs near the abdominal border ; in others, a long pencil of the 
same on the disk ; and, again, in others, instead of these appendages, a thickened plate 
on the inner margin of the hind wings. 

The most interesting part of the natural history of the Zelicolzidce is the mimetic 
analogies of which a great many of the species are the objects. Mimetic analogies, it is 
scarcely necessary to  observe, are resemblances in external appearance, shape, and colours 
between members of widely distinct families: an idea of what is meant may be formed 
by supposing a Pigeon to  exist with the general figure and plumage of a Hawk. Most 
modern authors who have written on the group have mentioned the striking instances 
of this kind of resemblances exhibited with reference to the Helicolzide ; but no attempt 
has been made to describe them fully, nor to  explain them. I will give a short account 
of the leading facts, and then mention some circumstances which seem to throw light 
on their true nature and origin. 

A large number of the species are accompanied in the districts they inhabit by other 
species which counterfeit them in the way described. The imitators belong to the following 
groups :-PapiZio, Pieris, EGterpe, and Leptalis ( fam. Papilionid@), Protogonius (Nym- 
pha l idc~) ,  Ithomeis (Erycinida?), Castnia ( Castniadce), Dioptis, Pericopis, Hyelosia, and 
other genera ( B o m b y c i d ~ ~  Moths)%. I conclude that the Heliconide are the objects 
ii;&ated, because they all have the same family facies, whilst the analogous species are 
dissimilar to their nearest allies-perverted, as it were, to produce the resemblance, from 

The sexes in the HeZiconide very rarely differ in colours. 

The accompanying Table, in which a number of the most striking of these are arranged in parallel columns, will 
give some idea of the extent to which this system of imitation prevails. 
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the normal facies of the genus or family to which they severally belong". The re- 
semblance is so close, that it is only after long practice that the true can be distinguished 
from the counterfeit, when on the wing in their native forests. I was never able to 
distinguish the AeptaZides from the species they imitated, although they belong to a 
family totally different in structure and metamorphosis from the Heliconid&, without 
examining them closely after capture. They fly in the same parts of the forest, and 
generally in company with the species they mimic. 

I have already given an account of the local modifications to which the XeZiconicZe are 
subject. It is a most curious circumstance, that corresponding races or species of counter- 
feiting groups accompany these local forms. I n  some cases I found proof that such species 
are modified from place to place to suit the peculiar forms of HeZiconide there stationed. 
As this is an important point, and one which throws light on the origin of mimetic species, 
I must ask the reader's careful attention to the details, referring to the plates. 

Plate LV. fig. 1 a (Ithomia FZora) and fig. 1 (Leptalis Fheorziie) represent a Heliconide 
and its imitator, both of which inhabit the banks of the Cupari, 8 river belonging to the 
Bmazoii system, in 55" W. long. Neither of these is found on the Upper Amazons 
(60" to 70" W. long.), where I made the remaining part of my observations on these 
insects. At Ega, on this upper river, in 65" W. long., two species of Ithonzia occurred, 
which I consider to be local varieties or races of I. PZoru, namely, I. Oizega (PI. LV. 
fig. Za) and I. IZZirzissa (Pl. LV. fig. 6a) .  It is immaterial to the question in hand 
whether these be considered absolutely distinct species or races ; the Leptulis which 
was found in their company was the form called L. Lysinoe (Pl. LV. fig. 3), with its ad- 
mitted varieties (figs. 4, 5, 6, and 8). Only one of these varieties of Leptcdis mimics 
an Ithomia; this is our fig. 6, which evidently counterfeits Ithomiu IZZiwissa (fig, 6 a). 
The prevailing form of Xeptulis, the L. Lysimoe (fig. 3), has no resemblance to any 
Ithomia of Ega, but is, when flying, a wonderful imitation of the 8taZachtis DzcvaZii 
(Pl. LV. fig. 3 a) ,  a common insect belonging to a genus (family Byeinid@) equally 
flourishing and abundant in individuals with the members of the family HeZicokZe. I 
think there will be no doubt in the mind of any one that the Ega LeptaZides are local 
varieties of the Cupari L. Fheofioe (fig. l), when all the connecting links between them are 
studied in the figures given on our two plates. It is highly probable, therefore, that 
this species has been by some means modified with especial reference to the changed 
Ithomie, or other insects, of the locality. The varieties, figs. 4, 5, and 8, were excessively 
rare : they have the appearance of sports, and show how variable the species has been in 
this district. 

Here we find the Ithomie again 
changed. Neither the I. Flora of the Cupari and Lower Amazons nor the I. BZinissa of 
Ega occurs ; but the second Ega species, I. Onega, inhabits the district, and several other 
species not found in other places, amongst them I. IZercZina (Pl. LVI. fig. 4 a) ,  I. Cl~ryso- 
dowia (Pl. LVI. fig. 3a) ,  and I. Virginia (Pl. LVI. fig. 6 u ) .  The prevailing species of 

The same takes place at St. Paulo, in 69" W. long. 

* This may be seen from tile figures given of Leptalis,-fig. 5 ,  P1. LVI. bcing L. Arehernia, a species exhibiting the 
usual form of the family Pieride, to which the genus Leptalis belongs ; whilst all the other Leptalides figured are 
mimctic species, totally unlike, as far as facies is concerned, this normal. form. 
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Ithonziu of the locality being thus changed, how stands it with the Leptulides? They 
are changed also, and again with close reference to the Itthonaie. I found a iiurnber of 
different varieties, which I could not doubt were local forms of the same species as that 
found on the Cupari and at Ega. Thus, there was one (Pl. LV. fig. 2) closely resembling 
L. Theonoe (fig. l), but modified to produce a nearer imitation of the Ithomicb Oizegu 
(Pl. LV. fig. 2 u) ,  which I believe to be a local form of I. Floi*u. Another (Pl. LVI. fig. 3) 
resembled ItJz,omia Chi*ysodo& (Pl. LVI. fig. 3 cc) ; but the imitation is not fixed or exact 
in all the specimens taken, as may be seen by comparing figs. 1, 2, 3, of the same Plate. 
We here detect nature, as it were, sti-icing after a correct imitation : the explanation of 
this will be attempted further on. A third form of Leptcclis found at St. Paulo is the 
one figured P1. LVI. fig. 6, which mimics the Ithonzia Virginia (Pl. LVI. fig. Gu) .  
Besides these, a few varieties occurred which did not  closely counterfeit any Ithonticc ; 
they were very much rarer than the others. I figure two of these (Pl. LV. figs. 7, 9), t o  
show how they connect the other more strongly modified varieties with the Ega forms. 

The Iihomie concerned in these imitations have the character of true species, being 
distinct and constant, with the exception of I. Clwysoclonia, whose varieties are detailed 
under the head of the species, which is variable, and throws light on the origin of the 
rest. They are all excessively numerous in individuals, swarms of each kind being found 
in the localities they inhabit. The Leptulides are exceedingly rare ; they cannot be 
more than as 1 to 1000 with regard to the Itlzonzie. It may be asked, how can we know 
they are all varieties (using the term as meaning forms descended from others) of one 
species? I must refer to  the figures given, which, although they do not include all the 
connecting varieties that were collected, show how nearly all the forms are linked to- 
gether. The 
feature which distinguishes fig. 4 is the white colour of the disk of the hind wings, and 
the veins which traverse it. This character is shown to be due to variation, from the 
facts that ItJaomiu Oncidicc, an undoubted variety of I. Clwysoclonia (or Orolina), exhibits 
a commencement of this milky shade of the wings, and that many individuals of I; Iler- 
clinch (Pl. LVI. fig. 4cc) display steps of modification in the colours of the veins. The 
variety figured P1. LVI. fig. 6, appears distinct, from the single pale spot near the tips of 
the wings ; an approximation to this is seen in the variety figured P1. LV. fig. 9, which 
is an undoubted modification of L. Lysinoe (Pl. LV. fig. 3). The remarkable variety 
figured P1. LV. fig. 4 has been described by the only author who has treated on these 
insects (Mr. Hewitson) as a variety of L. Lysinoe. I n  a polymorphic form, like this 
Leptalis, none of the varieties can be taken from the rest and denominated species, 
(using the term as meaning forms which cannot have descended from other closely allied 
ones), without exercising the art of species-making in the most arbitrary manner. For if 
we allow so great a latitude to variation as that from figs. 3 t o  4,5, 6,7, 8, and 9, P1. LV., 
how can we venture to say that natural modification, having gone so far, was incompetent 
to go further, so as to  produce figs. 4 and 6, P1. LVI., aiid that those forms must have 
arisen by some unknown agency ? It is true, they have not arisen by simple variation, 
or sports, in one generation, but, as we shall presently see, by an external agency 
accumulating the modifications of many generations in two diverging directions. As 

The most distinct amongst them are those figured P1. LVI. figs. 4 and 6. 

3 ~ 2  
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the connecting links have not all been found, they may be called species : the word 
is of little importance. When I had collected only two 
or three of the most distinct, I considered them separate species ; but intermediate forms 
successively occurred, every capture tending to link the whole more closely together. 
The explanation that the whole are the result of hybridization from a few originally 
distinct species cannot at all apply in this case, because the distinct forms whose inter- 
crossing would be required to produce the hybrids are confined to districts situated many 
hundred miles apart. 

None of these Leptalides have been found in any other district or country than those 
inhabited by the Ithornice which they counterfeit. A species very closely allied t o  L. 
@shoe, var. Argochloe (Pl. LVI. fig. S), has been received from Mexico (L. Antherixe) ; 
but an Ithomia, of nearly the same colours (I. Nero) also inhabits Mexico. Many other 
species of Leptalis, of much larger size than the one here discussed, also rnimicBeZiconid~, 
the objects of imitation not being Ithonzice, but other genera of the family. Two of these 
are figured on P1. LVI. L. Orise (Pl. LVI. fig. 8) is a remarkably exact counterfeit of 
Methoaa Psidii (fig. 8 a) ,  the resemblance being carried to minutiae, such as the colour 
of the antennae and the spotting of the abdomen. L. Amphione, var. Egaeaa (Pl. LVI. 
fig. 7), is very curious, as being a satellite of Mechunitis Polymnia, var. Egaensis (fig. 7 a),  
both peculiar to the district of Ega,-the typical L. Amphione being found at Surinam, in 
company with the typical M. Polymnia, which it resembles-local varieties or sister 
species of Leptalis Amphione accompanying local varieties of Meclzaaitis Polymnia in 
other parts of tropical America. 

Several species of Dioptis, a genus of Moths, and Ithonzeis, a genus of Byein id@,  also 
accompany these species or distinct local forms of Ithomia. A few of the Moths are 
figured on F1. LV. figs. 10,11,12,13. The imitations may not appear very exact from 
the figures ; but when the insects are seen on the wing in their native woods, they de- 
ceive the most experienced eye. 

A similar series of mimetic analogies occurs in the Old World, between the Asiatic 
and African Daaaide, or representatives of the Heliconid@, and species of other families 
of Butterflies and Moths. No instance is known in these families of a tropical species of 
one hemisphere counterfeiting a form belonging to the other. A most remarkable case 
of mimicry has been recorded by Mr. Trimen" in a Papilio of Southern Africa, P. Cenea, 
whose male wears to deception the livery of one species of Danais, namely, D. Echeria, 
whilst the female resembles a quite Werent one, D. Chrys@pus,-both African. Mimetic 
analogies, however, are not confined to the Lepidoptera ; most orders of insects supply 
them; but they are displayed only by certain families. Many instances are known 
where parasitic Bees and two-winged Flies mimic in dress various industrious or nest- 
building Bees, at whose expense they live in the manner of the Cuckoo. I found on the 
banks of the Amazons many of these Cuckoo Bees and Flies, which all wore the livery of 
working Bees peculiar to the country. 

The instances of this kind of analogy most familiar to European entomologists are those 
of the European species of T~ochiZiwm (a genus of Moths), which strangely mimic various 

The habits of all are the same. 

* ' Rhopalocera AfricE Australis,' p. 21. Cape Town. 
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Bees, Wasps, and other Hymenopterous and Dipterous insects. The parallelism betweell 
these several forms and their geographical relations have not yet, I believe, been inves- 
tigated. The resemblances seem to be more closely specific in tropical countries than 
in Europe ; and I think it likely that the counterfeits in high latitudes may not always be 
found in company with their models. It is possible the geographical relations between 
the species concerned may have been disturbed by the great climatal and geological 
changes which have occurred in this part of the world since the date when they first 
came into existence. 

Not only, however, are Eelicofiidci? the objects selected for imitation ; some of them 
are themselves the imitators ; in other words, they counterfeit each other, and this to a 
considerable extent. Species belonging to distinct genera have been confounded, owing 
to their being almost identical in colours and markings; in fact, many of them can 
scarcely be distinguished except by their generic characters. It is a most strange cir- 
cumstance connected with this family, that its two sections, or subfamilies, have been 
mingled together by all authors, owing to the very close resemblance of many of their 
species. It is 
sometimes difficult to understand in these cases which is the imitator and which the 
imitated. We have, however, generally a sure test in the one set exhibiting a departure 
from the normal style of colouring of their congeners, whilst the other are conformable 
to  their generic types. The species of Nczpeogems are, by this criterion, evidently all 
imitators of Zhomia; they are also rare insects, like the Leptalicles. The mimetic 
species of Heliconius must be, for the same reason, imitators. 

These imitative resemblances, of which hundreds of instances could be cited, are full 
of interest, and fill us with the greater astonishment the closer we investigate them ; for 
some show a minute and palpably intentional likeness which is perfectly staggering. I 
have found that those features of the portrait are most attended to by nature which pro- 
duce the most effective deception when the insects are seen in nature. The faithfulness 
of the resemblance, in many cases, is not so striking when they are seen in the 
cabinet. Although I had daily practice in insect-collecting for many years, and was 
always on my guard, I was constantly being deceived by them when in the woods. It 
may be asked, why are mimetic analogies so numerous and amazingly exact in insects, 
whilst so rare and vague in the higher animalsm ? The only answer that I can suggest 
is, that insects have perhaps attained a higher degree of specialization, after their type, 
than most other classes : this seems to be shown by the perfection of their adaptive 
structures and instincts. Their being more numerous and striking in tropical than in 
temperate countries is perhaps attributable to the more active competitive life, and the 
more rapid succession of their generations, in hot than in cold countries. 

It is not difficult to divine the meaning or final cause of these analogies. When u e  

* Two instances of mimicry in birds, quite as wonderful as those between Leptalis and Ithomia, have just beeu 
commuuicated to me by my old travelling companion, Mr. A. R. Wallace. H e  has observed two species of Oriolide 
(perverted from the normal facies of the family) attendant on two species of Meliphagida, and mimicking them in the 
most curiously minute way in colours and in general figure. The associated pairs inhabit separate islands, as follows :- 
-I. Bourou, Mimcta (Oriolida) Bourohsis, Tropidorhynchus (Meliphagidce), n. sp. ; I. Ceram, Mirneta Forstini, 
Tropidorh ynchus suhcarinatus. 

Analogies between the two subfamilies have been mistaken for affinities. 
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see a species of Moth which frequents flowers in the daytime wearing the appearance 
of a Wasp, we feel compelled to  infer that the imitation is intended to  protect the other- 
wise defenceless insect by deceiving insectivorous animals, which persecute the Moth, 
hut avoid the Wasp. May not the Heliconide dress serve the same purpose to  the 
Leptalis? Is it not probable, seeing the excessive abundance of the one species and the 
fewness of individuals of the other, that the Heliconide is free from the persecution to  
which the Aeptcclis is subjected ? 

I think it clear that the mutual resemblance in this and other cases cannot be entirely 
due to similarity of habits or the coincideiit adaptation of the two analogues to similar 
phpical conditions. This is a very abstruse part of our subject ; for I think the facts of 
similar variation in two already nearly allied forms do sometimes show that they have 
been affected in a similar way by physical conditions. A great number of insects are 
modified in one direction by a seaside habitat. I found, also, the general colours of 
many widely different species affected in a uniform way in the interior of the South 
American continent. But this does not produce the specific imitation of one species by 
another ; it only prepares the way for it. 

It is perhaps true that the causes (to be discussed presently) which produce a close or 
mimetic analogy cannot operate on forms which have not already a general resemblance, 
owing to similarity of habits, external conditions, or accidental coincidence. Species or 
groups which have this kind of resemblance to each other have been called by Dr. Col- 
lingwood recurrent animal forms. The English Bee-Moths owe the narrow and pointed 
shapes of their wings, which already approximate them to Bees, to their blood-relationship 
to the Hawk-Moth family. Their Bee-like size, form, and flight doubtless arise from 
their Bee-like habits. A close specific analogy between any one of these and a Bee, 
such as exists between the insects discussed in this memoir, could scarcely be due to an 
accidental resemblance like that between the Hawk-Moth and a Bee, or to similarity of 
habits. 

I believe, therefore, that the specific mimetic analogies exhibited in connexion with 
the Heliconid@ are adaptations-phenomena of precisely the same nature as those in 
which insects and other beings are assimilated in superficial appearance to the vegetable 
or inorganic substance on which, or amongst which, they live. The likeness of a Beetle 
or a Lizard to the bark of the tree on which it crawls cannot be explained as an identical 
result produced by a common cause acting on the tree and the animal. 

Some of the imitations by insects of inanimate and living objects are very singular, 
and may be mentioned in this place. Many caterpillars of Moths, but sometimes the 
cases only which are manufactured and inhabited by the caterpillars, have a most 
deceptive likeness to dry twigs and other objects. Moths themselves very frequently 
resemble the bark on which they are found, or have wings coloured and veined like 
the fallen leaves on which they lie motionless. The accidental general resemblance 
hetween the shape of Moths' wings and leaves here gives nature the ground-work 
for much mimetic analogy. It has been pointed out by Rossler" that the Buff-tip 
Moth, when at  rest, is intended to represent a broken piece of lichen-covered branch, 

* I n  an article on resemblances between insects and vegetable substances (Wiener Entomol. Monatschrift, 1861, 

It would mean an adaptation of the Moth with especial reference to the Bee. 
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-the coloured tips of these wings, when they are closed, resembling a section of the 
wood. Other Moths are deceptively like the excrement of birds on leaves. I met 
with a species of Phytophagous Beetle (C?~lumys pil.zclu) on the Amazons, which was 
undistinguishable by the eye from the dung of Caterpillars on foliage. These tn-o 
latter cases of imitation should be carefully considered by those who would be in- 
clined to think that the object of mimetic analogies in nature was simply variety, 
beauty, or ornament : nevertheless these are certainly attendants on the phenomena ; 
some South-American Cassida resemble glittering drops of dew on the tips of leaves, 
owing to their burnished pearly gold colour. Some species of Longicorn Coleoptera 
( Onychocems scorpio and concentricus) have precisely the colour and sculpture of the 
bark of the particular species of tree on which each is found. It is remarkable that 
other species of the same small group of Longicornes (Phacellocera Buqicetii, 69- 
clopeplzls Butesii) counterfeit, not inanimate objects, like their near kindred just cited, 
but other insects, in the same way as the Leptcclicles do the i3eliconidR. 

Amongst the living objects mimicked by insects are the predacious species from whieh 
it is the interest of the mimickers to  be concealed. Thus, the species of S"cap?~uru (a 
genus of Crickets) in South America resemble in a wonderful manner different Sand 
Wasps of large size, which are constantly on the search for Crickets to provision their 
nests with. Another pretty Cricket, which I observed, was a good imitation of a Tiger 
Beetle *, and was always found on trees frequented by the Beetles (Odontocheila). 
There are endless instances of predacious insects being disguised by having similar 
shapes and colours to those of their prey ; many Spiders are thus endowed : but some 
hunting Spiders mimic flower-buds, and station themselves motionless in the axils of 
leaves and other parts of plants t o  wait for their victims. 

The most extraordinary instance of imitation I ever met with was that of a very 
large Caterpillar, which stretched itself from amidst the foliage of a tree which I was 
one day examining, and startled me by i t8  resemblance to a small Snake. The first three 
segments behind the head were dilatable at  the will of the insect, and had on each side 
a large black pupillated spot, which resembled the eye of the reptile : it was a poisonous 
or viperine species mimicked, and not an innocuous or colubrine Snake ; this was proved 
by the imitation of keeled scales on the crown, which was produced by the recunibent 
feet, as the Caterpillar threw itself backwards. The Rev. Joseph Greene, to whom I gave 
a description, supposes the insect to have belonged to the family Notodontida?, many of 
which have the habit of thus bending themselves. I carried off the Caterpillar, and 
alarmed every one in the village where I was then living, to  whom I showed it. It 
unfortunately died before reaching the adult state. 

p. 164). The author enumerates many very singular cases of mimicry ; he also states his belief that the mimicry is 
intended to protect the insects from their enemies. 

There is an interesting note, by the Rev. Joseph Greene, in the 'Zoologist,' 1856, p. 5073, on the autumn and 
winter Moths of England, whose colours are showxi by the author to be adapted to the prevailing tints of nature in 
the season in which the species appear. 

remarkable instance of deceptire analogy relating to a Cricket and a species of Cicindela is described by Kes t -  
wood in Trans. Lin. SOC. vol. xviii. p. 419. I n  this memoir, Mr. Westwood has enumerated many curious cases of 
mimetic analogy. 

* 
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I think it will be conceded that all these various kinds of imitative resemblances belong 
to  the same class of phenomena, and are subject to the same explanation. The fact of 
one species mimicking an inanimate object, and another of an allied genus a living 
insect of another family, sufficiently proves this. I do not see how they differ from the 
adaptations of organs or instincts to  the functions or objects they relate to. All are 
adaptations, either of the whole outward dress or of special parts, having in view the 
welfare of the creatures that possess them. 

Every species in nature may be looked upon as maintaining its existence by virtue of 
sonie endowment enabling it to withstand the host of adverse circumstances by which 
it is surrounded. Some are provided with special 
organs of offence, others have passive means of holding their own in the battle of life. 
Great fecundity is generally of much avail, added to capabilities, active or passive, of 
wide dispersion ; so that when the species is extirpated in one part of its area of distribu- 
tion, the place is refilled by migration of individuals from another part. A great number 
have means of concealment from their enemies, of one sort or other. Many are enabled 
to escape extermination, or obtain subsistence, by disguises of various kinds : amongst 
these must be reckoned the adaptive resemblance of an otherwise defenceless species to 
one whose flourishing race shows that it enjoys peculiar advantages. 

What advantages the BeZicoi~ide possess to make them so flourishing a group, and 
consequently the objects of so much mimetic resemblance, it is not easy to discover. 
There is nothing apparent in their structure or habits which could render them safe 
from persecution by the numerous insectivorous animals which are constantly on the 
watch in the same parts of the forest which they inhabit. It is probable they are un- 
palatable to  insect enemies. Some of them (Lycorea, Ituna) have exsertible glands near the 
anus, which are protruded when the insects are roughly handled ; it is well known that 
similar organs in other families ( Carabide, #taphyli?zide) secrete fetid liquids or gases, 
and serve as a protection to the species. I have noticed also that recently killed speci- 
mens of Danaoid Helicolzide, when set out to dry, were always less subject than other 
insects to  be devoured by vermin. I never saw the 
flocks of slow-flying Helico.nide in the woods persecuted by birds or Dragon-flies, to 
which they would have been easy prey ; nor, when at rest on leaves, did they appear to 
he molested by Lizards or the predacious Flies of the family Asil ide,  which were very 
often seen pouncing on Butterflies of other families. If they owe their flourishing ex- 
istence t o  this cause, it would be intelligible why the Leptcclicle, whose scanty number 
of individuals reveals a less protected condition, should be disguised in their dress, and 
thus share their immunity. 

This explanation, however, would not apply to the imitation of Danaoid Heliconide 
hy other species of the same subfamily. Moreover, there are several genera of other 
groups (e. g., Heliconius, Papilio) which contain mimetic species side by side with species 
that are the objects of mimicry by members of other families, as will be seen by reference 
to the Table at p. 503. There is no reason to conclude that some of these possess the 
peculiar means of defence of the Danaoid €€,eliconicla?, whilst their near kindred are de- 

The means are of endless diversity. 

They have all a peculiar smell*. 

* Ah. Wallace tells me the Euplcea of the Eastern Archipelago have also this peculiar smell. 
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prived of them. It is not unreasonable to suppose that some species are taken by in- 
sectivorous animals, whilst others flying in company with them are avoided. I could 
not, from their excessive scarcity, ascertain on the spot that the LeptccZides were thus 
picked out. I noticed, however, that other genera of their family (Pieride) were much 
persecuted. We have proof, in the case of Sand-Wasps, which provision their nests 
with insects, that a single species is very generally selected out of numbers, even of the 
same genus, existing in the same locality. I was quite convinced in the case of Cerceris 
bilzodis of South America, which destroys numbers of a MegccZoston2is (family Clythride), 
that the great rarity of the Beetle was owing to its serving as prey to the Cerceris. We 
cannot point out all the conditions of life of each species concerned in these mimetic 
analogies. All that we can say is, that some species show, by their great abundance in 
the adult state, that during this period, before they propagate their kind, they enjoy by 
some means immunity from effective persecution, and that it is therefore an advantage 
to  others not so fortunate, and otherwise unprovided for, if they are so like as to  be 
mistaken for them. 

The process by which a mimetic analogy is brought about in nature is a problem 
which involves that of the origin of all species and all adaptations. What I have pre- 
viously said regarding the variation of species, and the segregation of local races from 
variations, the change of species of HeZieonide from one locality to another, and the 
probable vital necessity of their counterfeits which accompany them keeping to the 
exact imitation in each locality, has prepared the way to  the explanation I have to give, 
I n  the cases of local variation of the HeEiconida, there was nothing, as before remarked, 
very apparent in the conditions of the localities to show why one or more of the varieties 
should prevail in each over their kindred varieties. There was nothing to show plainly 
that any cause of the formation of local varieties existed, other than the direct action of 
physical conditions on the individuals, although this might be seen to be clearly incom- 
petent to explain the occurrence of several varieties of  the same species in one locality. 
We could only conclude, from the way in which the varieties occur in nature, as described 
in the case of Mecharzitis Polyinnia, that the local conditions favoured the increase of one 
or more varieties in a district at  the expense of the others-the selected ones being 
different in different districts. What these conditions were, or have been, was not revealed 
by the facts. With the mimetic species Leptalis Theon02 the case is different. We see 
here a similar segregation of local forms to that of Neehamitis Polymnia ; but we believe 
we know the conditions of life of the species, and iiud that they vary from one locality to  
another. The existence of the species, in each locality, is seen to depend on its form and 
colours, or dress, being assimilated to those of the Ithomie of the same district, which 
Ithornia are changed from place to place, such assimilation being apparently its only 
means of escaping extermination by insectivorous animals. Thus we have here the 
reason why local races are formed out of the natural variations of a species : the question 
then remains, how is this brought about ? 

The explanation of this seems t o  be quite clear on the theory of natural selection, as 
recently expounded by Mr. Darwin in the ' Origin of Species.' The local varieties or 
races cannot be supposed to have been formed by the direct action of physical conditions 

VOL. XXIII. 3 2  
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on the individuals, because, in limited districts where these conditions are the same, the 
most widely contrasted varieties are found existing together, and it is inexplicable how 
they could have produced the nice adaptations which these diverse varieties exhibit. All 
the varieties figured on P1. LV. figs. 2, 7, 9, and on P1. LVI. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, are 
found at  St. Paulo, within a mile of each other, in the same humid forest. Neither can 
these adapted races, as before remarked, have originated in one generation by sports or a 
single act of variation in each case. It is clear, therefore, that some other active prin- 
ciple must be here at  work to draw out, as it were, steadily in certain directions the 
suitable variations which arise, generation after generation, until forms have resulted 
which, like our races of Zeptalis TheonoZ, are considerably different from their parent 
as well as their sister forms. This principle can be no other than natural selection, the 
selecting agents being insectivorous animals, which gradually destroy those sports or 
varieties that are not sufficiently like Ithomia! to deceive them. It would seem as 
though our Leptalis naturally produced simple varieties of a nature to resemble 
I i h o m i ~ ~ ;  it is not always so, as is proved by many of them figured in the places above 
quoted. There is some general resemblance, it is true ; and this is not purely accidental ; 
for it is quite natural that the parent Leptalis should produce offspring varying in the 
direction of IthomiG, being itself similar to  an Ithomia, and having inherited the pro- 
perty of varying in this manner through a long line of ancestors. We cannot ascertain, 
in this case, whether changed physical conditions have had any effect, quantitative or 
qualitative, on the variability of the species after migrating to a new district. At any 
rate, the existing varieties of our Leptalis show that the variations of Leptalis and 
Ittlzomia are not quite coincident, and that the agency of natural selection is required to 
bring the slowly forming race of one to resemble the other. I do not forget that at each 
step of selection the forms of Lept&s must have had sufficient resemblance to an Itho- 
mia to lead to their preservation, or, at least, to prevent their complete extinction: as, 
however, the two analogues so much resemble each other at the commencement of the 
process, these steps would not be numerous. In  many cases of mimetic resemblance, 
the mimicry is not so exact as in the Zeptatides. This would show either that the imi- 
tator has only inherited its form from remote ancestors who were actively persecuted, 
the persecution having ceased during the career of its immediate ancestors ; or it would 
show that the persecutor is not keen or rigid in its selection; a moderate degree of 
resemblance suffices to deceive it, and therefore the process halts at  that point. I leave 
out of consideration all resemblances which can only be accidental, or which are resem- 
blances of affinity. 

If a mimetic species varies, some of its varieties must be more and some less faithful 
imitations of the object mimicked. According, therefore, to the closeness of its persecu- 
tion by enemies, who seek the imitator, but avoid the imitated, will be its tendency to 
become an exact counterfeit,-the less perfect degrees of resemblance being, generation 
after generation, eliminated, and only the others left to propagate their kind. The actual 
state of Leptalis ITheonoe is not the same in all of its three districts. A few varieties, or 
sports, are seen at Ega (65" W. long.) and St. Paul0 (69' W. long.), namely, those figured 
P1. LV. figs. 4,5,7,8, and 9, which have an indeterminate resemblance. On the Cupari 
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(55' W. long.) the resemblance is perfect (Pl. LV. fig. 1) ; and this is the only form of' 
the Leptalis known in the locality. The varieties figured P1. LVI. figs. 1, 2, 3, slion- 
different degrees of resemblance to Ithornia Chrysoclonicc (fig. 3 u) ; these, therefore, 
exhibit the selection in process. Thus, although we are unable to watch the process of 
formation of a new race as it occurs in time, we can see it, as it were, at one glance, by 
tracing the changes a species is simultaneously undergoing in different parts of the area 
of its distribution. 

The fact of one of the forms of LeptaEis Theowoe, namely L. Lysinoe, mimicking at Ega, 
not an ZtJzomia, but a flourishing species of another quite distinct family (StaEachtis 
Buvalii), shows that the object of the mimetic tendencies of the species is simply dis- 
guise, and that, the simple individual differences in that locality being originally in the 
direction, not of an Iihornia, but of another object equally well answering the purpose, 
selection operated in the direction of that other object. This point is well illustrated 
by the species of a small group of Longicorn Beetles already cited, some of which mimic 
a piece of bark, and others insects of another family-and by hunting Spiders, many of 
which wear the form of insects, and many that of inanimate objects amongst which 
they seek their prey. 

When the persecution of a variable local form of our Leptalis is close or long con- 
t'inued, the indeterminate variations naturally become extinct ; nothing then remains in 
that locality but the one exact counterfeit, whose exactness, it must be added, is hence- 
forward kept up to the mark by the insect pairing necessarily with its exact counterpart, 
or breeding i r ~  und 4%. This is the condition of Leptalis Theoizob (Pl. LV. fig. 1) in its 
district ; and it is the condition of all those numerous species of different orders which 
now appear fixed and distinct. When (as happens at St. Paulo, where a greater abund- 
ance of individuals and species, both of Ithornia and Leptalis, exists than in the locality 
of the last-named) many species have been in course of formation out of the varieties of 
one only, occasional intercrossing may have taken place ; this would retard the process 
of segregation of the species, and, in fact, aid in producing the state of things (varieties 
and half-formed species) which I have already described as there existing. 

I n  what way our Leptalis originally acquired the general form and colours of Ithomia 
I must leave undiscussed. We may conclude (if we are to  reason at all from existing 
facts) that, as the antecedent forms of our races of Leptctlis which are still undergoing 
change were themselves similar to Ithomiu?, the form has been inherited through a long 
line of ancestors, which have been more or less subjected to similar conditions. The 
instance of one of our forms leaving the Ithowaie to mimic a species of another family 
may show us how a new line of mimetic analogy and gradual modification may have 
been originally opened. 

Such, I conceive, is the only way in which the origin of mimetic species can be ex- 
plained. I believe the case offers a most beautiful proof of the truth of the theory of 
natural selection. It also shows that a new adaptation, or the formation of a new species, 
is not effected by great and sudden change, but by numerous small steps of natural 
variation and selection, Some of the mutual resemblances of the ZeEiconiid~ already 
mentioned seem not to be due to the adaptation of the one to the other, but rather, as they 

3 2 2  
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have a real affinity, the genera to which they Belong being throughout very similar in 
colours and markings, and all equally flourishing, to  the similar adaptation of all to the 
same local, probably inorganic, conditions. The selecting agent, which acts in each 
locality by destroying the variations unsuitable to the locality, w k l d  not in these cases 
Be the same as in Leptalis ; it may act, for anything we know, on the larvm ; in other 
respects, however, the same law of nature appears, namely, the selection of one or more 
distinct varieties by the elimination of intermediate gradations *, The conditions of life 
of these creatures are different in each locality where one or more separate local forms 
prevail, and those conditions are the selecting agents. With regard to the Leptalides, 
I believe we may be said to know these conditions. To exist at all in a given locality, our 
Leptalis Theolzoi; must wear a certain dress, and those of its varieties which do not come 
up to the mark are rigidly sacrificed. Our three sets of Leptalides may be compared to 
a variable flowering plant in the hands of a number of floriculturists, whose aims are dif- 
ferent, each requiring a different colour of flower, and attaining his end by c c  roguing ” 
or destroying all variations which depart from the standard. 

It may be remarked that a mimetic species need not always be a rare one, although 
this is very generally the case ; it may be highly prolific, or its persecution may be in- 
termitted when the disguise is complete. 

The operation of selecting agents, gradually and steadily bringing about the deceptive 
resemblance of a species to some other definite object, produces the impression of there 
being some innate principle in species which causes an advance of organization in a 
special direction. It seems as though the proper variation always arose in the species, 
and the mimicry were a predestined goal. This suggested the only other explanations 
that I have heard of, namely, that there may be an innate tendency in the organization 
to become modified in a given direction-or that the parent insect, being powerfully 
affected by the desire of concealment from the enemies of its race, may transmit pecu- 
liarities to its offspring that help it to become modified, and thus, in the course of 
many generations, the species becomes gradually assimilated to other forms or objects. 
On examination, however, these explanations are found to be untenable, and the appear- 
ances which suggest them illusory. Those who earnestly desire a rational explanation, 
must, I think, arrive at the conclusion that these apparently miraculous, but always 

* Some of the close resemblances amongst the HeZiconi& themselves seem to be kept up by their varying in a 
precisely similar way. There is a very singular instance in three species of three different genera, Melinea, Me&- 
nitis (Mothone), and Heliconius, which are all, in East Peru, orange and black in colour, and in New Granada 
orange, black, and yellow. This seems to be a case of coincident, simple variation ; for if three fornis are quite alike 
in colours, it is conceivable that they may vary alike when placed under new conditions by migration. Our Lepta- 
Zides have been shown not to vary precisely like their models ; and therefore the case just quoted does not throw any 
difficulty in the wag of the explanation I have given ; but it is a very extraordinary one. 

I have not thought it necessary to mention cases of close resemblances in insects which are only accidental, or which 
are explicable by the blood-relationship or affinity existing between the species which display them. Some orders of 
insects contain an almost infinite variety of forms, and it will not be wonderful, therefore, if species here and there 
be found to resemble each other, although inhabiting opposite parts of the earth, and belonging to widely different 
families. Such analogies are accidental, and can have nothing at  all to do with the evidently intentional system 
of resemblances, carried on from place to place, which I have discussed. Some cosmopolitan families present very 
similar species in all parts of the earth ; i t  can scarcely be necessary to say that close resemblances between New and 
Old World forms in these cases are resemblances of affinity, and not mimetic analogies. . 
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beautiful and wonderful, mimetic resemblances, and therefore probably every other kind 
of adaptation in beings, are brought about by agencies similar to those we have here 
discussed. 

HELICONIDB. 

I have mentioned, in a note at  p. 496, that I should follow the example of Dr. Felder 
in separating the Danaoid Helicolzidce from the remainder of the family, and com- 
bining them with the DalzaZdQ. I shall, however, consider these groups as sub- 
fa.milies, instead of families. The modifications in the classification thus introduced will 
be seen by the following synopsis of the section Rhopalocera. 

Order LEPIDOPTERA. 

Section RHOPALOCERA. 

Family 1. HESPERIDE. Six perfect legs in cf Q ; hind tibiae, with few exceptions, having two pair of 
Larva inhabiting a rolled-up leaf; pupa secured by many threads, or enclosed in a slight 

Family 2. PAPILIONIDLE. Wing-cells (at least, of the hind wings) closed by 
perfect tubular nervules. Pupa secured by the tail and a girdle 
across the middle in an upright position. (The Papiliones have a leaf-like appendage to the fore tibiae, 
as pointed out recently by Dr. Adolf Speyer ; the character approximates the family to  the Hesperidae and 
Moths.) 

Six perfect legs in 0 ; four in 8 ; the ibre tarsi wanting the tarsal claws, but 
densely spined beneath. Pupa secured 
by the tail and a girdle across the middle. 

Family 4. ERYCINIDB. Six perfect legs in $! ; four in d ; the fore tarsi consisting only of one or two 
joints, and spineless. 

Pupa recumbent,flattened beneath, secured by the tail and a girdle across 
the middle. 

Pupa not flattened beneath, secured rigidly by the tail in an inclined 

spurs. 
cocoon. (These characters approximate the family to the Moths, or Heterocera). 

Six perfect legs in d Q . 
Hind tibiae with one pair of spurs. 

Family 3. LYCBNIDE. 
Wing-cells (except in Eumcewr) not closed by perfect nervules. 

Subfam. 1. ERYCININBL 

Subfam. 2. STALACHTINE. 
position, without girdle. 

Subfam. 3. LIBYTHBINB. Pupa suspended freely by the tail. 
Family 5. NYMPHALIDE. Fore legs imperfect in both sexes ; in the 9 wanting the tarsal claws ; in 

the d the fore tarsi aborted, consisting of one or two joints. Pupa suspended freely by the tail. 

a. Lower disco-cellular nervule, especially of the hind wing, more or less atrophied. 
Subfam. 1. NYMPHALIN~E (Nymphalidce, Ageronidce, Eurytelidce, and Morphide, part, of authors). 

Subfam. 2. HELICONINB. 
Subfam. 3. ACRB~NLE. 

Subfam. 4. ERASSOLINE. 

b. Lower disco-cellular nervule perfect. 

Subfam. 5. SATYRINB. 
Subfam. 6. I)A?cA’~”B. 

The Dmaoid HeZiconidce, as before mentioned, are considered to stand at the bead of‘ 
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the order Lepidoptera, as being the perfection of the Lepidopterous type. This position 
might be disputed with them by the flaty?*iaa on account of the degree of atrophy of the 
fore legs, which is perhaps as great in some species of 8atyrhE as it is in the most 
advanced genera of Danaoid Aelicolzida The order of affinities does not range in a 
line ; there are branches ; and so it may happen that two groups may be nearly equal in 
their grade of perfection through each standing at the head of its branch. The true 
relationships of the groups of Rhopalocera may be therefore better explained by a diagram. 

Danaoid Heliconida 
Danains 

Acreinae I T -  Brassolins Heliconins I 

I I 

I 
Nymphalins 

Libythsins 

I 
Stalachtinae 

ErycininE 
I 

Ly csenide 

Pierinz 
I 

I 
Papilioninae 

1 

Hesperidae 

I 
HETEROCERA (Moths). 

Subfamily DANAINX. 
A. DANAINZ proper 

(Dunaide of authors). 

Genus DANAIS, Latreille. 
1. DANAIS ERIPPUS, Cramer. 
Papilio Erippus, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 3. f. A, B. 

A common and well-known insect. 
everywhere throughout the region of the Lower Amazons. 
Cwussovica. 

It is found in waste grounds and open places 
Its larva feeds on Asclepias 

2. DAKAIS GILIPPUS, Cramer. 
Papilio Gilippus, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 26. f. C,D. 

This is a rarer species than the foregoing. It is found in similar situations at Par& 
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3. DANAIS ERESIMUS, Cramer. 
Papilio Eresimus, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 175. f. G, H. 

This is the common species in the interior of the country. 
on the Upper Amazons, where D. Bippus did not occur. 

It is very abundant at Ega, 

B. DANAOID HELICONIDB 
(Heliconida?, part, of authors). 

Genus LYCOREA, Doubleday. 
Doubleday and Hewitson, Gen. Diurn. Lepid. p. 107. 

The six described species of this genus differ from each other by such slight characters 
(small differences in colours, and in the arrangement of the pattern on the wings, being 
the only points which distinguish them), that they might fairly be considered as varieties 
of one only. I have not yet seen specimens, however, which connect d the forms 
together, and these are mostly the products of different geographical areas; it will be 
more convenient therefore to treat them independently, than to combine them under the 
head of one polymorphic species. A good collection of specimens from all parts of the 
area of distribution of the genus would here be very instructive. We should then be able 
to ascertain the metropolis and probable area of origination of each of the various forms. 
I have seen only L. H u l k  in collections from S.E. Brazil. L. atergatis is peculiar to  
Columbia and the Upper Amazon region ; but a striking variety of it prevails over the 
type in this last-mentioned district, and another, A. Pales (Felder), occurs on the Rio 
Negro. L. CleobEa (which is scarcely more different from L. atergatis than the just- 
mentioned 5. atergatis, var., is from its type) is reputed to occur in the West India Islands. 
At Par6 three forms, including L. ZaZiu, are found together ; and here some intermediate 
varieties occur, making it probable that the segregation of the quasi-species is not in 
that district complete. 

1. LYCOREA CERES, Cramer. 
Papilio Ceres, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 90. f. A. 

This species occurs in the Amazon region at Par&, and on the banks of the Tapajos. 
It is also an inhabitant of Surinam. Cramer's figure is made from an example rather 
aberrant in the markings of the hind wings; otherwise it agrees very well with the 
specimens I have before me. I have a variety from Par& which connects this form with 
L. Hulia. 

2. LYCOREA PASINUNTIA, Cramer. 
Papilo Pasinuntia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 316, A, By C. 

This form occurs throughout the whole of the Amazon region, from 48" to 70" W. 
long. The extreme western examples, found at St. Paul0 on the Upper Amazons, 
show a change of colour in the yellow irregular belt of the fore wing, which has acquired 
the same orange-tawny shade as the rest of the wing. The same substitution of colour 
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occurs in several other species of Heliconidz, found in that locality-a, curious result of pe- 
culiar local conditions. Cramer figures a slight variety as the 8 of the species (fig. A). 

3. LYCOREA HALIA, IIubner. 
Eueides Halia, Hiibner, Exot. Schmett. 

Found in company with L. Ceres and L. Pocsinwntia at Par&. As I have before 
remarked, this is the form of Lycorea which prevails in S.E. Brazil. A variety, found 
also at Par&, connects it with A. Ceres, the chief Guianian form, and suggests the 
conclusion that both the extreme local races or species were one and the same at not a 
very distant period of time. 

4. LYCOREA ATERGATIS, Doubleday. 
L. atergatis, Doubled. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. pl. 16. f. 1 .  

I did not find the 
species on the Lower Amazons ; but it was the most abundant form of the genus at  Ega, 
on the upper river. Many of the individuals there occurring, however, form a strongly 
marked variety, in which the ground-colour is dark brown, suffused more or less with 
blackish. 

The figure here quoted was made from a Venezuelan specimen. 

Further to the west of Ega, this variety is the prevailing form. 

Genus ITUNA, Doubleday. 

Doubled. and Hemits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 113. 

The species of this genus, like those of &ycoreoc, seem to be all geographical forms of 
one only. But in this instance the segregation of races is complete, whilst in Xycorea 
we have seen it to be in many of the forms only in process. Three Itzcmz are known : 
one, I. Aamyra, Latr., occurs in New Granada; the second, I .  Iliome, Cram., inhabits 
Guiana and, I believe, Brazil, along the Atlantic coast ; the third, I. Phenarete, Dbld., is 
peculiar to Bolivia and the Upper Amazons. All three are tolerably distinct in colours 
and markings. 

ITUNA PH~NARETE, Doubleday. 
I. Phenurete, Dbld. and Hewits. Gen. Diuni. Lepid. pl. 17. f. 1. 

I met with one example only, at Tabatinga, Upper Amazons. 

Genus METHONA, Doubleday. 
Dbld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 115. 

This genus, which is so closely allied to the following (Thyridia) that the species of 
both have always been confounded, is distinguished from it by structural characters, vie. 
the neuration of the hind wings and the form of the male. fore legs, which are of great 
systematic importance in another part of this family, but here can scarcely be considered 
even of gene’ric value. The internal (abdominal) nervure of the hind wing is long, and 
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terminates on the outer margin ; the lower disco-cellular is placed at a right angle with 
the median, is much longer than the middle disco-cellular (which is straight), and 
strongly angulated. The fore legs of the male have the tibiz and tarsi linear in shape, 
although much shorter than the femur ; they differ in length in individuals of the same 
species, but are never so far aborted as to form a mere round knob at the tip of the 
femur, as in Z'hyridia. In Z'hyridia the lower disco-cellular is short and straight, and 
placed at an obtuse angle with the median, whilst the middle disco-cellular is very long 
and angulated; and the internal (abdominal) nervure is short, terminating on the 
abdominal border. 

1. METHONA THEMISTO, Hubner. 
Thyridia Themisto, Hubn. Zutrag. f. 1 6 3 4 .  

I found this species at Par&, where it was associated with M. Psidii. Like the other 
species of the genus, its flight is somewhat slow and heavy. It frequents thinned parts 
of the virgin forest, moving about the lower trees and underwood. It differs from 
1M: Psidii, principally, in the absence of a black belt across the disk of the hind wings. 
It is probably a modification of it. 

2. METHONA PSIDII, Linnzus (Pl. LVI. fig. 8 a). 
Papilio Psidii, Linnzeus, sec. Cramer. 
-_ -_ , Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 257, f. F. 

Mr. Doubleday and all subsequent authors have considered the P. Psidii of Linnzeus 
and Cramer to be a Thyridia. I cannot imagine how their mistake has arisen, all the 
numerous examples of the insect represented by Cramer as P. Psidii which I have 
examined having the wing-newation and male fore legs of Methmza. It is an 
exceedingly common insect throughout the Amazon region. The figure of Cramer is 
accurate: the small, rounded shape of the hyaline area near the tip of the hind wing, 
crossed by two nervures only, and the opake black colour of the basal part of the hind 
margin of the fore wing reaching the median nervure (both good specific characters), are 
well given. In all there is 
a round grey spot on the wing-lappets ; but in some examples the edges of these organs 
are also grey, and in others the surface of the thorax is much variegated with grey colour. 

The colour of the thorax varies in almost every specimen. 

Genus THYRIDIA (Hubner), Doubleday. 
Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 117. 

THYRIDIA INO, Felder. 
Thyridio Ino, Feld. Wien. Ent. Monatschr. 1862, p. 75. 

I found this species at  Villa Nova, on the Lower Amazons, in company with Methona 
Psidii. It is distinguishable 
from M. Psidii at once by its structural generic characters, as will be seen from the 
description above given of the genus Metholza ; but in size and colours the two resemble 

Dr. Felder's specimens came from the Upper Rio Negro. 

VOL. XXIII. 4 A  
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each other so much, that I could not distinguish them when on the wing. It is replaced 
in South-East Brazil by the Th. Pytho of Felder, which I consider a local form of the same 
species. 

Genus DIRCENNA, Doubleday. 
Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 119. 

I n  this genus the hind-wing neuration resembles that of Hethom, inasmuch as the 
lower disco-cellular is strongly angulated, and emits a recurrent nervule ; but the middle 
disco-cellular in the 6 is bent, and directed towards the apex of thk wing. The internal 
nervure is very short, terminating on the abdominal edge. I n  the fore wing the first 
median branch is thrown off at a moderate distance from the base of the wing, terminating 
on the hind margin, close to the posterior angle, the cell being much broader than in 
X e t h o m  and Thyriclia. The body is slender ; the antennz moderately elongated, and 
thickened towards the tip into an elongate club. The palpi are clothed in front with 
long porrect hairs, their third joint being long and pointed. The male fore tibiae and 
tarsi are aborted, being reduced to a small knob a t  the apex of the femur. 

Doubleday left the list of species referable to this genus in an unsatisfactory state. 
The following are all at present known” :- 

1. D. Klugii, Hubn. Zutr. f. 801, 802.-Mexico. 
2. D. Jeminza, Hubn. ib. f. 807, 808.-TTenezuela and New Granada. 

3. D. Dem, Hubn. Zutr. f. 243, 244.-South-East Brazil, Bahia. 
4. D. Rhoeo, Felder, Lepidop. Fragment., p. 40.-South-East Brazil, Par& and 

5. D. Xuntho, ib. p. 4O.-South-East Brazil, Bahia. 
6. D. Zelia, GuBr. Icon. Rbgne Animal, text, p. 4’70.-Bolivia. 
7. D. E9idero (Boisduval, MS.), n. sp.-Amazons. 
8. D. Aefiea, Cram.? t. 231, f. D. d .  

D. Melanida, Cram. t. 231, f. F. 0 .  
D. Zdo, Boisduval, MS. 

D. lambe, Doubled. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. pl. xvii. f. 2. 

Amazons. 

1. DIRCENNA RHOEO, Felder. 
D. rhoeo, Felder, Lepidop. Fragment., p. 40. 

This form differs from the D. Dero of Hubner only in the greater breadth and irre- 
gularity of the dusky-black border of the hind wing, especially in the 0 ,  and in the 

* Dircenna Duillia, Hewits. Trans. Ent. SOC.  vol. ii. N.S., pl. xxiii. f. 3, is a Hymenitis. 
j- This species is imperfectly known. Cramer’s figures are very unsatisfactory. In Cayenne examples, the wings 

are clearer hyaline than represented by him ; the basal half of the fore wing, the anal quadrate patch of the hind 
wing, and the nervures are suffused with bright fulvous. The nervures near the apex of the fore wing are bright 
yellow. In  Dr. Boisduval’~ collection, typical examples stand under the MS. name 
of D .  Zdo. I believe, however, that D. Lenea 
(Guiana), D.  Epidero (Amazons), D. Zelia (Bolivia), and D .  Xantho (Bahia) might be all treated as geographical 
forms of one and the same species. 

It appears to be a rare species. 
I am indebted to Dr. Boisduval for the present of a fine example. 
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nervures which traverse the disk of the same wing being of a yellowish colour instead of 
black. I n  the 9 the discocellulars and the terminal parts of the median branches are 
accompanied by dusky streaks. It cannot be considered, however, otherwise than as a 
local variety of D. Dew, which has the liyaline disks of the wings always clearer, and 
the black borders more sharply defined than D. RJzoeo. D. Dero is peculiar to South-East 
Brazil, and is not found in the Amazon region, where the local form D. Bhoeo takes its 
place. I have seen specimens of D. Rhoeo also from the neighbourhood of BogotA, New 
Granada. It flies in thinned parts of the forest in Ygap6, or flooded districts, in the dry 
season. The species is always accompanied by the following, D. Xpidero, to which it has 
so close a general resemblance, that I always found it difficult t o  distinguish one from the 
other when on the wing. The two forms, however, have no very close real relationship, 
there being points of difference in their structure, namely, in the shape and neuratioii 
of the hind wings in the males. The constant companionship of the two species can 
only be explained by the social and gregarious instincts of the Heliconicla 

2. DIRCENNA EPIDERO (Boisduval MS.), n. sp. 
8 .  Wings hyaline, a patch of bright yellow across the middle and 

apical regions of the fore wing and the basal half of the hind wing. Pore wilzg: 
ubove, with the margins blackish, a triangnlar spot on the hind part of the cell, near the 
base, and a narrow belt across the disco-cellulars, extending down the second median 
branch (and partly down the third) to the hind margin, also blackish, the dark colour 
on the posterior margin extending quite to the median nervure and its first branch. 
Berzeath, the same, except that there are two or three white specks at the tip of the wing. 
Hind wiag : above, with the margins blackish, the portion between the second median 
hranch and the abdominal edge very much broader; a narrow dusky belt from the costa 
across the disco-cellulars to the hind margin, most frequently interrupted in the middle, 
also blackish ; the nervures across the basal part clear light yellow. Beaeoth, the same, 
except that the base of the costa has a stripe of orange-colour, and that the tip has two, 
and the hind margin near the anal angle four, white specks. 

The hind wing is short and subquadrate, the apex being sharply truncated ; the lower 
disco-cellular is angulated (with a recurrent nervule) close to the junction of the lower 
radial. The species varies in the broad black border, near the anal angle of the hind 
wing, having a reddish streak in the middle, through which shine the white marginal 
specks of the under surface. 

Expanse 2” 5‘”. 

0 .  Very variable in colours. 
1. Same as the 8 ,  except that the broad ma1 black border of the hind wing is of a 

clear orange-red colour in the middle. 
2. The wing much suffused with blackish, leaving two broad belts across the fore wing, 

the basal part and a subapical spot of the hind wing alone hyaline ; the apical belt of the 
fore wing has a patch of light yellow, and the nervures traversing the basal part of the 
hind wing are reddish. 

Generally distributed throughout the Amazon region, in thinned parts of the forest, 

The following are the chief variations :- 

4 ~ 2  
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invariably associated with D. Rhoeo. 
seen in company with I t h o m k  of various species. 

Both have a weak, slow flight, and are generally 

Genus CALLITHOMIA, nov. genus. 

Generic Chamcters.-Head, palpi, and antennz same as in Diwemza ; the long hairy 
palpi, and their long pointed third joint, being characters which distinguish both from 
Ithomia and its allied genera. Hind wing in the c? short, subquadrate, in the 0 elliptical ; 
in both sexes with the lower disco-cellular straight, rather long, placed at an obtuse 
angle with the median; the middle disco-cellular angulated (with a recurrent ner- 
vule), in the d very long, bent, and directed outwards towards the apex of the wing. 
Fore t i b k  and tarsi in the d rudimentary, reduced to a small knob at the tip of the 
femur ; tarsi in the 0 slender, filiform, the joints not being contracted and crowded at 
the tip. 

The shape of the wings, structure of the head, antennz, and palpi give this genus 
very much the aspect of Dircenna, from which the neuration of the hind wing amply 
distinguishes it. In this latter respect, it bears a similar relation to Dircenna that Thy- 
~ i d i u  does to Methona. I n  the hind-wing neuration it resembles also the genus Olyras, 
but differs from it in the palpi and male fore legs. In colours it differs from Direennu, 
the wings being rendered opake by fulvous-coloured scales, instead of being naked and 
hyaline. The species are very rare, and seem to be confined to the far interior of 
Equatorial America : none have yet been noticed by authors. 

1. CALLITHOMIA ALEXIRRHOE, n. sp. 
Expanse, d , 2 "  2" ; 0 ,  2" 7"'. d . Pore wing : above, with a large opake orange-tawny 

spot occupying the basal third of the wing-a round spot in the middle of the cell, and a 
line running along the apical part of the first median branch being black ; to this succeeds 
an irregular belt of light yellow, semitransparent on its outer edge-the rest of the wing 
from the end of the cell being black, with a row of five large, yellowish, semitransparent 
spots, of which the fourth is placed out of line, near to the outer margin. I n  the 
0 the apical part of the outer margin has a row of three or four pale spots. Beneath, 
the same, except that there is a marginal row of six large subtriangular silvery-white 

B r z d  wing : above, subopake orange-tawny, with a row of four large subrounded black 
spots along the wing behind the cell, of which the outermost is very small in the d ,  and 
a marginal series of six subtriangular black spots, through which, on the edge, shine the 
white marginal spots of the under side. Beneuth, the same, except that there is a long, 
subcostal, black stripe and a row of seven silvery-white marginal spots. Body black, 
beneath yellow ; collar with two small yellow spots ; wing-lappets each with one large 
spot of the same colour. 

I found two or three examples of this very elegant insect in the forest at St. Paulo, 
on the Upper Amazons, flying in company with the Ithomie and Ceratinia of the 
locality. 

spots. 

Antennae pale fulvous, the basal part black. 
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2. CALLITHOMIA ZEUXIPPE, n. sp. 

It differs in having the fore 
wing, the base of the costa, and the posterior margin broadly blackish: the apical 
part of the wing is brown, the margins of the nervures, at the end of the cell, being 
reddish ; the row of pale spots across this part is reduced in number to three. Beneccth, 
the marginal row of pale spots in both wings is clear yellow, instead of silvery white as 
in C. Aex iwhoe .  The neuration of the hind wing is slightly different from that of AZexir- 
rhoE, inasmuch as the upper radial is brought much nearer the subcostal, and the upper 
disco-cellular is very minute. 

0 .  Expanse 2” 6rrr. Very similar to the preceding. 

One example taken on the banks of the Cupari, an affluent of the Tapajos. 

3. CALLITHOMIA THORNAX, n. sp. 
Fore wing : above, with a large, 

rounded spot in the middle of the cell, the base of the costa, and the whole of the hind 
margin black; the apical third is also blackish, leaving a submarginal row of six 
triangular spots and the edges of the nervures at  the end of the cell orange-tawny; 
there is also a subapical row of four elongate, semihyaline spots. Beneutlz, the same, 
except that the submarginal row of fulvous spots is expanded into an irregular belt, and 
that there is an interrupted row of minute yellowish spots on the extreme outer margin. 

Hind wing : above, with a row of four subquadrate spots along the wing, close behind 
the cell ; the margins are spotless. Beneath, the same, except that there is a broad sub- 
costal black stripe, and a fifth spot added to the central series; the black stripe curves 
at the end, so as to meet the line of spots ; the hind margin, towards the anal angle, has 
a row of four whitish spots. 

The neuration of the 
hind wing is different from that of the preceding, inasmuch as the upper radial appears 
as a branch of the subcostal after the cell. 

0 .  Expanse 2fr 10”‘. Wings elongate, orange-tawny. 

Body and antennz the same as in the two preceding species. 

A single example taken at  Tabatinga, on the frontier of Peru. 

Genus CERATINra (Hiibn.), Doubleday. 

Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diuni. Lepid. p. 127. 

This genus, which Doubleday thought most convenient to treat as a section of Ithomicc, 
forms part of a group of genera or subgenera (comprising Ceratinia, Napeogenes, Oleria, 
Mechamitis, Sais, Ithomia, Bymenitis) which agree in their palpi being destitute of 
hairs in front, in their terminal joint being short, very slender, pointed, and projecting 
from the forehead, and in the antennze being somewhat elongate, only slightly and very 
gradually thickened towards their tips. These genera or subgenera, however (at least, 
such of them as I think it will be advantageous, for the sake of clearness, to adopt), differ 
from each other greatly in the neuration of the hind wings. 

Ceratkia has the hind wing elongated in both sexes. I n  the male, the lower disco- 
cellular forms a very obtuse angle with the median, is angulated, and emits n recurrent 
nervule near or close to the junction of the lower radial, the middle disco-cellular being 
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long and straight, directed outwards, and the upper straight, nearly reaching the apex 
of the wing. I n  the female, the lower disco-cellular forms a less obtuse angle with the 
median ; the recurrent nervule is emitted either close t o  the junction of the lower radial 
OT from the middle disco-cellular ; the latter is directed across the wing, joining the sub- 
costal ; the upper radial, is either emitted close to  this junction, or is situated as a branch 
of the subcostal, after the cell. The male fore tibize and tarsi are reduced t o  a small 
knob; the femur is not notably abbreviated. The female fore tarsi have the joints 
slender and filiform. 

Xot 
only do the sexes show an important difference in the position of the angle and recur- 
rent nervule of the hind wing disco-cellulars, but individuals of the same species 
vary in the position of certain nervures. Those parts of structure which form fixed 
generic characters in other groups are here variable in the sexes and in individuals 
of the same sex. Ceratinia is nearly allied to Mechanitis (as defined in this me- 
moir), on the one hand, and to Ithomia, through such species as I. Iphiumssa, on 
the other. 

This genus is interesting as exhibiting the wing-neuration in a vacillating state. 

1. CERATINIA NINONIA, Hubner. 
Ceratinia Ninonia, Hiibn. Exot. Schmett. 

Hubner's figures represent an insect with rather broad fore and hind wings, and with 
t,wo large yellow spots across the middle of the fore wing, besides a crooked yellow belt 
across the black apical part. I found a species extremely common at different stations 
on the Amazons, which was evidently the same as Ninonia, but very variable in shape 
and colours, and presenting very few examples which agreed exactly with Hubner's figures. 
The species, however, evidently varies in different ways in different localities; yet the 
local varieties are not definite, the segregation of the races is not complete ; so that it 
is embarrassing to decide whether to treat the form as one polymorphic species, in- 
cluding the variations under one and the same definition, or to describe separately the 
type and the local varieties. Besides these incomplete local modifications, easily trace- 
able to the type, there are, as often happens in the case of prolific, widely distributed, 
and variable species, a number of other forms rather more strongly marked and better 
defined, which inhabit regions rather more distant from the locality of the type than 
those which the mere varieties inhabit. These are admitted on all hands to be distinct 
species ; but I think it would be difficult to prove that these were not also varieties of C. 
Ninonia, which have become more completely segregated from the parent form. Such are, 
amongst others, C. Thea (Hewits.), Rio Negro ; C. Leprieurii (Feisthamel), Cayenne ; 
C. Fenestella (Hewits.), Venezuela ; C. Me@his (Hubn.), S.E. Brazil ; and C. Fidwia  
(Hewits.), New Granada. 

The following are the chief varieties of Ceratiniu Ninoinia occurring in the Amazon 
region . 

Var. 1. C. Barii (Boisduval's Coll.). 
Expanse 2" 1"' to 2" 3"'. Hing wings in both sexes much narrower than in the type ; 
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thc two yellow spots across the middle of the fore wing are pale and semitransparent ; 
the basal area of the hind wing is also semitransparent. 

This variety occurs in company with the typical C. Ninonia at Camet6, on the To- 
cantins, in much greater abundance than its type. I met with it also on the banks of 
the Tapajos, but there without the true C. Ninonia. It is found also at Cayenne, in com- 
pany with C. Lepriezwii, a form which I did not meet with in the Amazon region. 
Var. 2. Expanse 2”-5”’ Much larger than var. 1. The yellow spots across the middle 

of the fore wing are entirely wanting, there being only a crooked yellow belt across 
the black apical part. Both wings are much broader than in var. 1; and the hind 
wing is strongly angulated about the middle of outer margin. 
This variety occurs much further to  the west. It is found, to  the exclusion of var. 1, 

at Obydos, on the Guiana side of the Lower Amazons, and, again, on the Upper Amazons, 
at all the stations I examined, from the mouth of the Rio Negro to Peru. With it are 
found many individuals agreeing in colours with var. 1, although not in shape ; others 
occur intermediate between vars. 1 and 2. 

2. CERATINIA THEA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Thea, Hewits, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 11. 

It has 
not been found hitherto elsewhere than on the banks of the Rio Negro, whose climate, 
soil, and forests are different from those of the main Amazons. 

I consider this a well-marked and fixed local variety or race of C. Ninonia. 

3. CERATINIA XANTHOSTGLA, n. sp. 
I n  colours resembling C. Thea ; the wings very different in shape. 

The fore wing is long and narrow, very much longer than the hind wing (as in fig. 4, 
Ithomia, pl. 2. Hewits. Exot. Butt.). Opake orange-tawny ; costal edge and a faint spot 
in the centre of the cell blackish; apical third (or more) black, crossed by a curved 
yellow belt, which reaches only the second median branch ; margin with a row of seven 
large rounded yellow spots. 

Hind wing semioval, the costal and subcostal nervures rigid and straight, reaching 
the apex, which forms a sharp angle : ccboue, opake orange-tawny, with a broad, some- 
what regular dusky margin, in which is a row of seven rounded yellow spots. Beneath, 
the same, except that the base of the costa is yellow, that there is a stripe of dusky colour 
along the costal nervures, and a central dusky stripe along the wing, passing close behind 
the cell. 

This insect has the appearance of an aberration or extraordinary variety of C. Ninorbk 
in company with which and its varieties it is found. Many individuals, however, 
occurred ; and I think it is a form whose peculiarities are probably hereditary. 

4. CERATINIA VALLONIA, Hewitson. 
Ithornia Vallonia, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 13. 

Nqeogenes  Cyriamssa. 

d . Expanse 2” 5”’. 

This beautiful species was very rare at Par& I n  colours it resembles inudn 
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5. CERATINIA FLUONIA, Hewitson. 

Ithornia Fluonia, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 26. 

In  this species the hind-wing upper radial nervure in the female is always connected 
with the cell by means of an upper disco-cellular. It is a distinct, well-marked form, 
closely allied, however, to C. Ninonia, and appears to  be confined in its range to the 
region of the Upper Amazons. 

6. CERATINIA ANASTASIA, n. sp. 

A very large broad-winged species, having very much the 
appearance of Mechalzitis Naehs, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Mechamitis, fig. 9. Dark orange- 
tawny. Fore wing broad, rounded at the apex: ahove, with a transverse zigzag belt 
after the end of the cell, from the costal to  the second median branch, and a submarginal 
row of seven large, rounded spots, bright yellow ; it has the following spots and marks 
of black colour :-a streak along the base of the costa, a large triangular spot within the 
base and a double spot at the apex of the cell, two large spots between the 1st and 2nd 
median branches, and a broad stripe on the hind margin, not reaching the median 
nervure or the hind angle: the transverse belt and the submarginal spots are also 
margined with black. 

B i n d  wilzg nearly oval in shape : above, with a broad stripe crossing the hind part of 
the cell, the apical margin, and a row of large elongate marginal spots black; the 
marginal spots towards the apex are small, the others blend more or less with the central 
stripe. Beneath, the same, except that there is a broad black subcostal stripe and two 
small marginal yellow spots near the apex. 

This very large and remarkable species is found only on the Upper Amazons, at Ega 
and St. Paulo, where it flies in company with Xelilzea (or Mecharyitis) Maehs, to which 
it is assimilated in colour. Both inhabit the shades of the lofty and humid forest, and 
are slow flyers. 

d 0 .  Expanse 2" 9"'. 

Belzeath, the same. 

7. CERATINIA MANAOS, n. sp. 

Resembles much in shape and colours C. Rowena (Hewitson, 
Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 123). It differs in the yellow transverse belt extending over 
the terminal part of the cell. The hind wing has a central black stripe composed of five 
subquadrate spots passing behind the cell, and a marginal row of six semicircular dull 
black spots. Beneath, all the wings have a submarginal row of white spots, and the 
hind wing has the usual black subcostal stripe. 

This species, together with C. Rowelza, cited above, have the appearance of small 
examples of Neehanitis Polymlzia ; their neuration, however, shows that they belong to 
Ceratinia. 

d .  Expanse 2" 5"'. 

C. Manaos was taken on the banks of the Rio Negro, at the Barra. 
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Genus SAIS, Doubleday (part). 

Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lepid. p. 131. 

The type of Doubleday’s genus Nuis is the Papilio RosaZia of Cramer, a species which 
differs in the structure of the fore legs of the male and in the hind-wing neuration from 
the allied forms of Heliconidze. Doubleday, however, made the definition of his genus 
impossible, by placing in it a series of species (6’. Cyi*iafiasscc and others) which have no 
resemblance to 8. Rosalia in the features mentioned. N. Cyriauassa and its allies form 
a distinct group, which I have named Napeogems. Sais may be known by the following 
characters. 

The hind-wing lower disco-cellular in the d runs in a line with the median nervure ; the 
middle disco-cellular also runs nearly in the same straight direction, but it is angular, and 
emits a recurrent nervule ; the upper disco-cellular is short, and placed near the apex of 
the wing. I n  the 0 the position of the lower and middle disco-cellulars is the same ; but 
the upper disco-cellular is wanting, the upper radial being placed as a branch of the 
subcostal. The costal and subcostal nervures amalgamate for nearly the whole course 
of the costal, as in the genus Meclzalzitis. The fore legs of the d are quite rudimentary ; 
not only are the tibize and tarsi reduced to a small knob, but the femur also is greatly 
abbreviated. I n  the 0 they are much elongated, and the tarsi are filiform. The head 
is very small ; the antenim are very long and slender. 

I n  this genus the elongation of the hind-wing cell and the attraction of the radial 
neuration within the domain of the median, reach their extreme point. I n  one sense, 
Xu& may be considered to be the highest development of the Reliconide (or Danaine) 
type on the American continent, in the sense of receding furthest from Danais and the 
Nymphalida The group Hymenitis exhibits probably as great a deviation from the 
Nymphalideous type as Sais, but in Hymetzitis this deviation runs in a different and 
nearly opposite direction. 

SAIS ROSALIA, Cramer. 
Papilio Rosalia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 246, f. B. 

Cramer’s figure, made from a Surinam specimen, represents the apex of the fore wing 
of the same orange-tawny colour as the rest of the surface. I did not meet with any 
examples coloured in this manner. The species varies much according to locality, as is 
usual with the Heliconid= ; but the variations do not embrace all the individuals in each 
locality ; in other words, the segregation of race is not complete. 

Var. 1. Pale orange-tawny ; apical part of the fore wing clear black. 
All the examples met with in the Par6 and Tapajos districts were conformable to this 

type. 

Var. 2. Dark orange-tawny; apical part of the fore wing black, hind wing having a 
series of blackish stripes extending from the central macular vitta to the marginal 
lunules. 
Examples of this occurred at Ega, in company with the follo%ing :- 

I did not find it at all on the Upper Amazons. 

VOL. XXIII. 4 B  
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Var. 3. Pale orange-tawny; apical part of the fore wing dusky, with a large irregular 
fulvous spot in the centre. 
Ega. 

Var. 4. Dark orange-tawny ; apical part of the fore wing black, with a series of short 
narrow isabella-coloyred stripes accompanying the nervures ; hind wing having a 
series of blackish stripes extending from the central macular vitta to the marginal 
lunules. 
Ega and St. Paulo. These At St. Paulo this was the prevailing form of the species. 

dark varieties certainly do not inhabit the region of the Lower Amazons. 

Genus MECHANITIS (Fab.), Doubleday. 

Doubld. & Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lepid. p. 130. 

After a careful examination of nearly all the species, I find that two widely distinct 
generic types were comprised by Doubleday under Mechanitis. One of these (which 
comprehends his section 1, including, however, N. Polymnia, placed in his section 2) is 
closely allied to Ceratinia, Xais, Napeogeaes, and Ithomia, agreeing with, them in the 
shape and position of the palpi and the rudimentary coiidition of the fore legs of the d ; 
the other (in which the fore tibize and tarsi of the d are nearly of the same shape as in 
Danais, being only a little shortened, more or less, according to the species, and the 
terminal joint of the palpi does not project in front of the forehead) approaches Olyras, 
Tithorea, and Eutresis. This group (Doubleday’s sect. 2, in part) I shall name Melinaa ; 
the other (sect. 1) will retain the name of Mecharzitis. We have here an illustration on 
a smaller scale of the same deceptive analogy which has led to the junction of the 
Heliconins with the Heliconia-like Danainse. There is, in truth, a very wide difference 
in structure between Mechatzitis and Helincea ; but the great similarity in dress of the 
respective species, in great part pair by pair, has led to their being grouped in one genus. 
The distinguishing characters of Mechanitis are the following :- 

Head small ; palpi thinly clothed with scales, terminal joint pointed, projecting. 
Antennae moderately long, thickened into a distinct club at the apex. Hind-wing lower 
discocellular nearly in a line with the median, rather short ; middle discocellular at 
right angles with the lower, angulated, and emitting a recurrent nervule in the middle 
in both sexes ; upper discocellular in the d inclined towards the base, joining the sub- 
costal not far from the middle of its course, in the 0 very short or entirely wanting, 
in the latter case the upper radial being as a branch of the subcostal beyond the cell. 
Costal nervure amalgamated with the subcostal for nearly half the length of the wing in 
the 0 .  Fore legs of the d with the femur short, tibiae and tarsi reduced to a small 
knob ; in the 0 slender, the tarsi filiform, the spines minute. 

The genus, as thus defined, comprises two groups of species of very different general 
appearance,-one containing M. Polymnia and its allies, distinguished by their large size, 
opake wings, and varied coloration-the other including H. P h y  llodoce of Hubner, and 
several nearly related species, remarkable for their much smaller size and pale, semi- 
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transparent wings. These latter may retain as sectional distinction the name OZei*iu, as 
proposed by Hubner. 

Section 1. Oleria, Hubner. 
Hiibner, Verzeichniss hekannter Schmetterlinge, p. 9. 

1. MECHANITIS (OLERIA) THEAPHIA, n. sp. 
Very similar in size, shape, and general appearance to Xechccnitis or Ithomia ethica 

(Hewits. Exot. Butt. Itlzornia, fig. 140). 
d 9 .  Expanse 1" 2"'-1" 8"'. Fore wing 

with a wide border, and a broad oblique band extending from the costa across the end 
of the cell to the outer margin near the hind angle, black ; a submarginal row of round 
white spots in the outer black border, not reaching the hind angle. Beneath, the same. 

Hind wing with a black border, narrow on the costa, and broad along the outer 
margin, the latter having a submarginal row of rounded white spots. Beneath, the same. 

Body and antennae black. Head and thorax with some whitish markings. 
Found on the banks of the Cupari, a branch of the Tapajos, and also at St. Paulo, on the 

At St. Paulo the individuals were larger and more vividly coloured 

Wings pale sulphur-white, semitransparent. 

Upper Amazons. 
than on the borders of the Cupari. 

Section 2. Mechanitis proper. 

2. MECHANITIS POLYMNIA (firm.), Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 191. f. E. 
This species, like many others of the Heliconidae, is subject to remarkable local 

variation. The varieties, taken in connexion with their geographical distribution, 
are a most interesting study. The species is extremely abundant wherever it is found, 
and the different varieties are copiously represented in collections. It is slow in 
flight, and inhabits thinned parts of the forest, or neglected and shady plantations near 
settlements. The caterpillar (figured in Sepp, Papill. de Surinam, pl. 2.) has a smooth 
integument. The head is round, and the body has a row of small pointed tubercles on 
each side. It feeds on XoZanum 
ucuZeatissimwm, and is gregarious. 

The typical form of the perfect insect, as figured by Cramer, prevails at Par& and 
throughout the Lower Amazon region. All the examples collected at the different 
stations in those parts resemble each other pretty closely in colours and markings. At 
Ega, on the Upper Amazons, the species is very unstable ; very few individuals were 
found conformable to the Cramerian type : it there varies, not only in general colour 
and pattern, but also very considerably in the shape of the wings, especially in the male 
sex. One variety seems, however, to predominate, to which I give the name of H. 
Bgaensis : I frequently found pairs of it ifi copzdd, and never observed it to mate with 
other varieties, from which I was inclined to conclude that the individuals preferred t o  
pair with their exact counterparts, and therefore that the variety was in process of 
segregation from the type. All the intermediate forms between the typical M. Polymnica 
and M. Ega8nsis occurred at Ega, but in fewer numbers. At St. Pado, 260 miles 

4 ~ 2  

It is grey, with black spots, and ringed with yellow. 
The chrysalis is smooth. 
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further to  the west, the species was again extremely variable, but the varieties were 
quite different from those of Ega : individuals corning very the near type occurred, but 
not one was found quite conformable. X. Bguensis was quite absent ; but, on the other 
hand, a new variety abounded at St. Paulo, of wliich there was certainly no trace a t  
Ega ; this has been figured and described as a distinct species, viz. M. Mux~us  (Hewits. 
Exot. Butt. Mechunitis, fig. 8). Two other remarkable varieties also occurred-one near 
J L  ,Wemophilus (Hewits. 1. c. XeclmLitis, figs. 2, 3), and the other with a structural 
modification in the shape of the wings, described below as 111. Olivenciu. 

The way in which I found this species Lo vary, as just described, impressed me greatly, 
and helped much, in conjunction with other facts of a similar tendency, not only to 
destroy my belief in the constancy of species, but to teach how new ones may have 
originated. The complete set of connecting forms found showed that I had here to deal 
with one species only, disseminated over a large area, and modified in certain districts 
under peculiar conditions there obtaining. The varieties were of such a nature as to 
form and colours, that it was inconceivable they could have been hybrids produced by 
the intercrossing of two or more originally distinct species. The amount of local 
modification exhibited was not in accordance with obvious differences in the local 
conditions ; for the species was totally changed from Ega to St. Paulo, 260 miles apart 
and very similar in soil, climate, &c., whilst very constant on the Lower Amazons, in 
districts 600 miles apart and very different in physical conditions. Since returning 
to England, P have learned that M. Polymniu again varies on the eastern slopes of the 
Andes, whilst a cluster of remarkable varieties or local forms (some of which have been 
described as species) are found in the Andean valleys. Some of these (JX Muc+us, 
12. Menophilus, &c.) are very clearly varieties of M. Polymniu, like the forms found at 
Ega and St. Paul0 ; but others (M. Mothone, M. Menapis) are more sharply defined, and 
have the appearance of true species. Now I think the conclusion is unavoidable, that 
these apparently distinct species are modifications, as well as the undoubted varieties are ; 
for we have the species in all stages of modification-simple variation, local variety 
scarcely distinguishable from a mere variation, complete local variety, and well-marked 
race or species. The forms of M. Polymnia found in South Brazil confirm this view. 
At Rio Janeiro the well-marked race or species 111. Lysimniu alone is found; at Bahia 
(travelling towards the home of the type, H. Polymniu), M. Lysimka in company with 
M. Netmu, a form exactly intermediate between M. Polynznia and M. Lysimniu; at 
Pernambuco (further northward) M. Nemu alone occurs ; at Para this form is seen no 
more, and M. Polymnia in its typical dress monopolizes the field. 

These facts seem to teach that, in this and similar cases, a new species originates in a 
local variety, formed in a certain area, where the conditions are more favourable to  it 
than to the typical form, and that a large number of such are simultaneously in process 
of formation from one variable and widely distributed species. The new species cannot 
be proved to  be established as such, unless it be found in company with a sister form 
which has had a similar origin, and maintaining itself perfectly distinct from it. Cases 
of two extreme varieties of a species being thus brought into contact by redistribution 
or migration, and not amalgamating, will be found to  be numerous when the subject is 
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inquired into”. I found no clear instance on the banks of the Amazons of two forms 
of M. Polymnia having this relationship ; but, to judge from the collections receivecl, it 
exists between M. Azpirnnia and M. Nesea, in the middle parts of the Brazilian coast- 
country, at  Bahia. 

Local var. Hechalzitis Egaemis (Pl. LVI. fig. 7 a). 
6. Fore wing similar in shape to  that of 1K. 

Polymnia : above, dark orange-tawny or reddish brown ; the basal part of the costa and 
a broad stripe along the hind margin, extending three-fourths the length of the wing, and 
touching the edge, black ; there are, besides, six black spots, namely, a large quadrate one 
about the middle of the cell, a faintly marked one near the base, two (sometimes united) 
over the end of the cell, and two between the 1st and 2nd median branches. Across the 
wing, a little beyond the middle, is a very irregular bright-yellow belt, which begins on 
the costa and terminates about the middle of the outer margin: this band generally 
includes a quadrate spot lying within the end of the cell; its outer margin is deeply 
bisinuated, and broadly edged with black: in the middle of the brownish apical part of 
the wing, near the costa, is a large ill-defined yellowish spot. Belzeuth, the same, except 
that there is on the outer margin, near the apex, a series of five whitish spots, in some 
examples reduced in size and number, in others altogether wanting. 
Hind wing short and quadrangular, the angularity most pronounced in small examples : 

above, same colour as the fore wing; there is a broad, black, zigzag stripe along the disk, 
behind the cell, and generally a series of marginal lunules of the same colour. The 
marginal lunules are wanting in some examples ; in others they are large, and blended 
partly with the black discal stripe. Be%eath, the same, the margin spotless ; there is a 
yellow spot at  the base of the costa. 

0 .  Similar to the 8 in colours : the hind wing is not angular, but elliptical in shape, 
and has generally a trace of the marginal white spots on the under surface. Individuals 
occur much darker in colour, with the black marks spreading partly over the suri‘ace. 

Extremely abundant all the year round at  Ega, in thinned parts of the forest ; but found 
in no other part of the Amazon region. It occurred in company with the typical M. 
Polyrnnia and numerous individuals exhibiting all the gradations between the two 
extreme forms. 

Expanse, d 2” 2”’-2” 7”, 0 2” 4”’-3”. 

I add descriptions of some of these intermediate varieties. 
* I have given a case in the first paper published of this series, On the Insect Fauna of the Amazon Valley,” iu 

‘ Transactions of the Entomological Society of London,’ n. s. vol. v. p. 354, Papila0 Yertumnus and P. Hieroeles. I t  
seems to me that, as only those local varieties become species which maintain themselves distinct when brought by 
redistribution in contact with their sister-forms, natural selection comes here into play. It is an advantage to a 
form to have a sphere of life different from its allies : when two sister forms keep themselves distinct in a locality, it 
is a sign they have acquired sufficient difference to fill two separate spheres ; if they paired together, they would soon 
become one again. Nature may be said to place a premium on diversity ; for she thus destroys the incompletely formed 
race, and preserves the completely formed one. 

The case of Meelbanitis Polymnia differs from that of Leptalis TReonoe, in exhibiting the production, generally, of’ 
only one local form in a district, instead of many. As far as my observations go, this seems to have been the most 
frequent course in nature. More than one new race would with difficulty be formed in a limited area, where the 
individuals live in close neighbourhood, except in such cases as our Leptalis, where rigid destruction of intermediate 
forms is going on, thus restricting the choice of mates to the surviving forms, or in such genera as Ithomiu, where 
there is no doubt the insects carefully select their exact connterparts in pairing. 
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Var. 1. Same as M. Polymnia, Cram., except that the ground-colour is of a dark orange- 
brown, nearly as in M. Bgaensis. 
This variety was numerously represented, and in both the sexes. 

Var. 2. Between var. 1 and M. Bgcc~mis. 
The wings are dark isabella-colour, or orange-brown ; the black stripe along the hind 

margin of the fore wing touches the edge for great part of its length ; and there is a large 
irregular yellow spot, bordered with tawny, in the centre of the black apical part. Hind 
wing of the d more angular than in M. Polymnicl, the apex being as if truncated. 

Many examples of this variety occurred at Ega. Few were exactly alike ; some approach 
J !  Eguk'mis, and others the var. 1 above described. 

Local var. Mechumitis 2 w c c x ~ ~ s ,  Hewits. Exot. Butt. Mechanitis, fig. 8. 
This form prevailed at 8t. Paulo, 260 miles to the west of Ega, in the same way as H. 

3yga&zsis did in its locality. There is a widc contrast in colour between the two varieties, 
and at a first glance they would be pronounced distinct species. Examples occurred at 
St. Paulo, however, which connected M. Maxazcs with M Polymnia type. The other 
varieties found at the same locality are so numerous that they cannot conveniently be 
described in detail : some are intermediate between Mccxa?us and the var. 2 of M. Egaensis ; 
others are remarkable for their rich colouring of black, yellow, and orange-brown, the black 
spots at the end of the fore-wing cell forming a belt, which divides the yellow part into 
two sinuous belts. One (found paired with Mazeus) resembles H. Menoplzilus (Hewits. 
Exot. Butt. Hecharzitis, fig. 3). All of these varieties, however, have the marginal row 
of white spots beneath ; and none agree with the M. Eqaensis. The following merits a 
separate name and description, on account of the modified shape of its wings. 

Local var. Mechanitis Olivelzcia. 
Fore wing much shorter, the 

apex being obtuse and the outer margin less oblique, so that the end of the cell is brought 
much nearer to the apex, reducing the extent of the dark-coloured part near the apex: 
orange-tawny; the costal margin near the base and a broad stripe along t ths  of the 
posterior margin, touching the edge, black. There is a triangular spot in the basal part 
of the cell, a large quadrate one in the middle, and a large twin spot across the end of 
the cell, also black ; beyond the twin spot there is a short undulated belt of a rather paler 
tawny than the ground-colour, which is yellow near the costa, and bordered exteriorly 
with black, the apical part of the wing beyond this belt being orange-tawny like the 
ground-colour: there is a black spot in the angle between the 1st and 2nd median 
branches, and a tivin spot posterior to it, nearer the outer edge, of the same colour. 
Beneuth, the same, except that there are three white marginal spots near the apex. 

Zing wing : ubove, the same as in N. Mclxaus; heneuth, the same as above, except that 
the margin is destitute of white spots, or has only a slight indication of them. Body and 
antennz the same as in 2M. Polynzniu and all the varieties of it here described. 

It is a variety of M. Polymniu, 
which varies in an important part of structure. 

9 .  Expanse 2" 10"'. Similar in colours to 1M; Mccxaxm. 

Found in company with the Jl. 2Mccx~us at St. Paulo. 
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Genus NAPEOGENES, nov. gen. 

Head small ; palpi thinly clothed with scales, not hairy, the terminal joint slender and 
projecting in front of the forehead. Antennae moderately short, and distinctly thickened 
towards the apex, fore-wing median nervure emitting its first branch at a short 
distance from the root of the wing, hind-wing lower and middle disco-cellulars running 
at  an obtuse angle with the median nervure ; both of the same length, directed obliquely 
towards the costa near the apex (a little less oblique in the 0 than in the d), straight 
or very slightly bent, and without recurrent nervules: upper disco-cellular in the d 

rather long, joining the subcostal near its termination; in the 0 short, joining the 
subcostal far from its termination. The costal and subcostal nervures of the hind wing, 
in both sexes, are free and wide apart. Fore tibiae and tarsi in the d aborted; femur 
not abbreviated: fore tarsi in the 0 slender filiform. 

The species of this genus, such as were then known, were included by Doubieday 
under his genus Sais ; they are, however, perfectly distinct from #ais both in the wing- 
neuration and in the structure of the fore legs of the d .  Most of the species mimic 
corresponding species of the allied genus Ithomia, in the same way as the Leptalides do. 
I n  every locality where Ithomie are found in abundance, species of Napeogenes are 
almost sure to be found also, mimicking one or more of them,-the IthomiQ being 
always abundant, whilst their imitators are very generally scarce in individuals. The 
resemblance between species of the two groups is so great that it is difficult to imagine 
it not to be one of real affinity; the neuration of the wings, however (a constant and 
important character), is a sure guide in distinguishing them. They are always represented 
with this feature carefully marked in the beautiful figures given by Mr. Hewitson in his 
Exotic Butterflies.' 

* Collar and wing-lappets oPaage ; antenna1 club less abruptly thickemd. 

1. NAPEOGENES CYRIANASSA, Doubleday. 
Sais Cyrianassa, Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. pl. 18. f. I .  
Ithomia Cyrianassa, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 65. 

Occurs at  Par& in humid parts of the forest, abundantly. It is distributed over a wide 
area in the Amazon valley, but in each locality it suffers modification. The amount of 
this modification is not in proportion to geographical distance. Tlius, at Fonte Boa, 1500 
miles to the west of Par&, it scarcely differs from the Par& type, having only the diseal 
area of the hind wings less transparent; but on the banks OP the Cupari, only 500 
miles west of Par& (all these places are in the same latitude), it exists only under the 
form of a well-marked and constant local variety or race (our N. Aclebhe) ; a short 
distance (150 miles) to the west of Fonte Boa, it occurs again as a distinct local variety 
(our N. Tulaunti'lza) . 

It is a 
slow flier, and, although abundant in individuals, is confined to limited areas in the 
districts where it is found. 

The species much resembles, when on the wing, Ceratinia Ninor~ia, var. Bccrii. 
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2. NAPEOGENES TUNANTINA. 
0 .  Size, shape, and general colour of N. Cyrialzassu. Apical yellow spot of the fore 

wing oval in shape, rounded on its inner edge, sinuated in the middle, leaving the dusky 
crossbelt of undiminished thickness to the outer margin. Disk of the hind wing semi- 
opake, fulvous. 

All the 
individuals seen were conformable to the above description. 

The rest as in N. Cyrianussa. 
Found in the forest at Tunantins, north shore of the Upper Amazons. 

3. NAPEOGENES ADELPHE. 
The wings are throughout 

more opake. The apical yellow spot of the fore wing is oblong, of nearly uniform width ; 
its inner margin has two slight sinuations : the black transverse belt between it and the 
disk commences at the subcostal nervure, and is gradually attenuated to its termination 
on the outer margin. 

This constant local form differs from N. Cyrialzussa more than N. Tunulztinu does. 
It is peculiar to  the forests of the Cupari, a branch river of the Tapajos. All the 
individuals found were constant to their type. 

8 0 .  Size, shape, and general colour of N. Cyi*iu.lzassu. 

4. NAPEOGENES INACHTA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Inachia, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 66 (not 67) *. 

The basal part of 
the fore wing, however, has a rather larger extent of yellowish hyaline; the subapical 
spot is regularly oblong oval, and the black crossbelt is gradually narrowed, its edges 
being straight, from the costa to  the outer margin, The antennae are entirely black. 
The hind wing beneath wants the basal costal yellow spot which is so constant in 
N. Cyrianassa and its local varieties. 

Although the two species are so 
closely allied and fly together, they appear to maintain themselves perfectly distinct. 
Nothing resembling a hybrid example or connecting form ever occurred. I strongly 
suspect that we have here a case of mimetic adaptation ; because most of the numerous 
local varieties of N. Inachiu are modified to  represent species of Ithonzia occurring in the 
same localities. 

This species closely resembles N. Cyrianassa in form and colours. 

Pound in company with N .  Cyrialzussa at Parti. 

5. NAPEOGENES PYROIS. 
The subapical yellow spot of 

the fore wing, and its accompanying black crossbelt, as well as the broad fulvous border 
of the hind wing, are also precisely the same. The ground-colour of the wings, however, 
is quite different. The basal area of the fore wing and the discal portion of the hind 
wing (with their nervures) are straw-coloured and semitransparent. The submarginal 

d 0 .  Size, shape, and colour of antennae of N. Inachiu. 

* Fig. 67 is given by hlr. Hewitson as a variety of Inachia. I t  differs only in colour, and is without a doubt a local 
It variety of Inachia. 

should have a distinctive name for the sake of clearness ; I propose that o f  N. euZphurina. 
It occurs abundantly at Bahia, where it seems to mimic Ithomia Euritea o f  that region. 
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row of white spots on the fore wing is partly obsolete. Beneath, it wants (like A? h - z c l ~ i a )  
the ydlom spot of the hind wing at the base of the costa. 

It is evidently a local 
niodification of iV. I~zucJ~ia, although having a strikingly different appearance through 
the change in its coloration. It is remarkable that the Cupari form of N. Cyrianassa 
(A: A d e b h e )  should have changed so little, whilst N. Pyrois, the Cupari form of Azachia, 
is so considerably iiiodified from its type. 

6. NAPEOGENES PHARO, Felder. 
Ithomia Pharo, Feld. Wien. Entomologische Monatsschr. 1862, p. 76. 
Ithomia Inachia, var., Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, figs. 143, 144. 

Tabatinga, iicar the frontier of Peru, Upper -4iiiazons. I believe, with Mr. Hewitson, 
that it is a variety of N. Inachicc, but is a well-marked one, the product of a distinct area, 
and constant in its differential characters ; it merits, therefore, a separate name and 
mention. I did not meet with it in any other part of the Amazon region, except the 
locality mentioned above. It is 
similar in colours to the N. stcZphurina (the race of N. &zucl~ia peculiar to S. E. Brazil), 
but dlffcrs from it in the broader black borders and the izluch paler colour with semi- 
transparency of the discal areas of the wings. 

7. NAPEOGESES ERCILLA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Ercilla, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 128. 

Found only at. Fonte Boa, on the Upper Amazons. It mimics very curiously in colours 
and markings a group of Ithomia which are peculiar to  the same part of the country, 
viz., I. B l i a ,  I. L?limissa, I. Priscilla, and I. Gz~+d?n. It agrees so nearIy in all essential 
characters with N. Inuchia, notwithstanding the totally different coloration, that I think 
there can be no doubt it is another local form of that species. In  support of this view, I 
would adduce that it is the only form of the N. Imachia-group found in the locality, where 
some one or other might be expected to occur, from being found always in company 
with Ithomi& where these latter exist abundantly. I found it flying amongst a crowd 
of the ahove-named species, within a limited area in the interior of the forest ; it was 
inuch rarer than the Itlzomie, and quite undistinguishable from them on the wing. 

8. NAPEOGENES ITHRA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Ithra, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 74. 

in the colours of the wings. 
Ithonzia Cymo. 
abundant, whilst N. ItZwa is an extremely rare species. 

9. NAPEOGENES CORENA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Corena, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 142. 

Agrees with 3zachia in the colour of the body and antennae, 
but is totally different in the coloration of the wings from that and all the allied species 

Found, in company with N. Aclelplbe, on the bauks of the Cupari. 

Dr. Felder has received it froiii the Upper Rio Negro. 

Agrees with lizuchia in the colour of the body and antennx, but differs from it totally 
It has a remarkable and evidently miinetic resemblance to 

Both are peculiar to the neighbourhood of Para-the Itlzomia being very 

Found only at  St. Paulo. 

VOL. XXIII. 4 G  
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or varieties. 
of the locality in which it is found, in this respect being like the two preceding species. 

It wears, in fact, the peculiar livery of a species of Ithomicc characteristic 

10. NAPEOGEKES PHERAXTHES, n. sp. 
Wings narrow ; shape and position of the l h c k  parts same as in 

N. I~uclzicc, except that the borders are wider. Foye zoing : ubove, with the basal and 
apical hyaline areas faintly lnargined with purple, stained in the middle with light yellow, 
the black posterior border reaching and slightly passing the median nervure and its first 
branch ; outer margin spotless. Beizeutlz, same as above, except that the marlis which 
are black above are of a fulvous colour, and the apical margin ha,s three white spots. 

Eind  zoing : cdozw, with the discal hyaline area faintly margined with purple, yellow 
in the iiiiddle ; the hind bolder wi& and orange-coloured, margined with black, as in 3. 
l i z c d i c c .  Beqzeccth, the same, except that the costa has a long fulvous stripe, and the 
outer margin a series of five white spots. 

Body black : collar and ming-lappets spotted with white; a central line on the meso- 
thorax also white. 

Taken at  Fonte Boa. Rare. 

d Y . Expanse 2”. 

Antennz black : club yellow. 

11. NAPEOGENES CROCODES, n. sp. 

Hewits. (Exot. Butt. Ithomiu, figs. 143, 144). 
colour, the wings much narrower. 

thorax also white. 

of N. pheraizthes, modified in colours to mimic N. Pluwo. 

12. NAPEOGENES DIJESSA, Hewitson. 

8 .  Expanse 2”. Colours above and beneath almost precisely as in Nupeogenes Pl~uro, 
The hyaline areas are rather paler straw- 

Body black ; collar and wing-lappets spotted with white; a central line on the rneso- 

Taken at  Tabatinga, in company with N. Plzcwo. It is evidently a local modification 

AntennE black ; club yellow. 

Ithomia Duessa, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 137. 

I did not meet with this species myself. It was taken by M. de Gand at  Nauta, on the 
Upper Amazons. 

It will be useful to  enumerate the rest of the described species which I consider to 
belong to this genus : I include a description of a new one in the list. 

I. N. TOLOSA, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Iihomiu, fig. 72. 
Mexico. 

2. N. LARINA, Ibid. Ithomia, fig. 90. 
New Granada. 
This is the mimetic analogue of ltliomia CeZemia, Hewits. (1. c.  Zti’zomia, fig. 22), found 
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in the same country. 
resemblance, stating that he had been inclined to refer them to the same species. 

Nr. Hewitson, in the text, has called attention to the close 

3. N. Armra, Hewits. 1. c. Itlzomia, fig. 127. 
This species, different in style of coloration from any IIeliconide found 

in the Amazon region, affords another instance of the strange adaptive resemblances 
existing in this genus. It mimics a small group of Cei*ntii&e which are also peculiar to 
Eew Granada, namely, C. (or MeZiitm?) YiZZzcZc~ (Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomicc, fig. 126) 
and C. Cox0 (ib. fig. S4). 

h’ew Granada. 

4. N. XSNTHONE, n. SP. 

6. Expanse 2”. Belongs to our first section, and is probably another local form of 
3. Inccchia. Wings elongate-narrow. Fore wiizy : above, with the black borders and 
crossbelt arranged as in N. Imtchicc, except that the crossbelt is much more oblique, com- 
mencing nearer the base of the wing ; basal area opake bright fulvous ; the crossbelt very 
broad on the costa, then narrower, but continuing of equal breadth from the cell to the 
outer margin ; subapical spot oblong-oval, bright clear yellow ; outer margin spotless. 
Beneath, the same, except that there is a submarginal row of seven white spots. 

Eincl wing : abouc, with outer margin from before the end of the costa to the anal angle 
broadly black, enclosing an orange-coloured stripe ; discal area bright clear yellow. 
Benectth, the same, except that the basal part of the costa is yellow, and that there is a 
black stripe along the subcostal nervure, and a submarginal row of six white spots. 

Body dark grey ; collar and wing-lappets orange-coloured. 
Bahia and S. E. Brazil. 

Antennae black. 
It somewhat resembles in its general colours Mechalzith 

Nesciz?a, a prolific species peculiar also to the same part of Brazil. 

5. N. SULPHURINA, nob. Ithomia Inuchia, var., Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 67. 
Bahia. 

Genus PTHOMIA, Doubleday. 
Doubld. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 122. 

I propose to limit this genus to those species in which the hind-wing disco-cellular 
nervule is placed so as to form a right or acute angle with the median nervure, and is 
directed across the wing (instead of towards the apex) in both sexes. The head and palpi 
are constructed precisely as in Ceratinia, Xais, Nechanitis, and Nupeogenes. The antenna: 
are long, and thickened towards the tips ; sometimes they are excessively elongated and 
filiform. Even when thus limited, the genus contains a considerable diversity of forms, 
constituting groups which perhaps have an equal right with Ceratinia and Napeogenes to 
be called genera. The chief groups are the three following :- 

1. Ithonhicc proper. 

The hind-wing lower radial is visible on the disk, and terminates on the hind margin, 
There is a long middle clisco-cellular 

The arrangement of the upper radial and 
the median branches not being widely separated. 
nervule which is directed obliquely outwards. 

4 c  2 
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upper disco-cellular is very variable, there being a gradation froin those speeics which stand 
nearest to G:rutinicc, which have an upper disco-cellular in both scxcs, to  those approach- 
ing Xyme.r2itis, in which this ncrvulc disappears, the upper radial lxiiig then as a branch 
of the subcostal (in the P )  or totally wanting (in the d) .  

2. Hynzenitis, part (Doubleday). 
I n  this series of species the lower radial and upper disco-cellular exist in the d ,  

although the lower radial is more or less aborted, whilst in the 9 the upper radial becomes 
joined as a branch to the subcostal, its corresponding (the upper) disco-cellular being 
wanting. The lower radial is removed nearer the costa,, teriiiinating at the apex of the 
wing, the median branches being rather widely spread. 

3. Hymenitis. 
The hind-wing lower disco-cellular, in the extreme forms of the group, anastomoses 

immediately with the subcostal in both sexes ; consequently both middle and upper disco- 
cellulars are entirely absent, the lower and upper radials being as branch and sub-branch 
of the subcostal. The inediaii branches are very widely spread, and the wing-cell is 
thrown close to  the fore margin of the wing. In the less extreme species, both disco- 
cellulars exist in the d ; hut they are very short, and the lower radial is always placed 
nearer the subcostal than in group 2. 

The explanation of this diversity in the system of neuration of the hind wing in the 
genus Ithomia seems to  be this :-The species exhibit from one end of the scale to the 
other the gradual determination of the nervures towards the costa. In  iVapeogenes, in 
Cerutinicc, in Mechalzitis, and still fmther in Sais, we have seen the radials brought 
within the domain of the median nervure ; in Ithomia they show the opposite tendency, 
namely, t o  connect themselves with the subcostal system of nervures-a tendency which 
progresses through our sections 1 (Ithomia proper) and 2, and culminates in Hymenitis. 
Hymenitis, therefore, exhibits the extreme development of a plan of wing-neuration totally 
unlike anything existing in the rest of the section Rhopalocera. 

I n  this direction it may be said to display the type of the beautiful order Lepidoptera 
in its greatest perfection. It is a curious fact that none of the delicate species comprised 
in the subgenus Hymenitis are found in the Amazon plains : they seem to be confined to 
the more elevated valleys of the Andes, in Peru and New Granada, and to  the higher 
tropical latitudes of Mexico and S. E. Brazil*. 

* The following described species of Ithomia belong to the Hymenifis section :- 
€. I.  diaphana, Drury, ii. pl. ?.-Jamaica, St. Domingo. 
2. I. esula, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 83.-New Granada. 
3. r. Thdeclinda, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 146.-New Granada. 
4. I. Duillia, IIewits. Trans. Ent. SOC. n. s. 1-01. ii. pl. 33. fig. 3.--New Granada. 
5 .  I. Andromica, IIewits. Exot. Butt. Ifhomia, fig. 38.--Venezuela. 
6. I. Eruca, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 81.-Brazil, 30's. lat. 
7. I. Morgane, Hubner, Zutriige, figs. 8G9, 87O.-Mexico. 
8. I .  Dercetis, Doubled. & Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. pl. 18. fig. G.--Veuezuela. 
9. I.  Nero, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 37.-Mexico. 

10. I. Oto, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 39.-Guatemala. 
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The species of Itthoinia are very numerous ; 107 have already been described, but many 
still exist unpublished in collections. They are most numerous in the cquatorid parts of 
America, decreasing towards either tropic. One only is found in the MTest India Islands, 
and none, I believe, in extra-tropical North America. Two 01% three occur in 30" S. lat, ; 
but the genus is unknown in Chili and to the south of the Rio de la Plata. Most of 
the species have curiously limited ranges ; many of those inhabiting the banks of the 
Upper Amazons do not extend more than 100 or 200 miles, although there are no apparent 
physical barriers to  their dissemination ; and it is probable, from the number of new ones 
received in collections made in newly explored localities, that most of the Andean valleys 
have their peculiar species. 

They are prolific insects, and gregarious in their habits, flocks of many different species 
associating together. Their flight is low and weak ; and they affect only certain parts of 
the forest, generally shady hollows, where many hundreds may often be seen sporting 
together, although not an individual is found in any other part of  the iieighbourhood. 

1. ITHOMIA ~ U R I X E D I A ,  Crsmer. 
Papilio Eurimedia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 126. f. C, D. 
-___ BgZe, Hiibner, Samml. Ex. Schm. 

It is often found 
in company with Aeptalis Xzcnzelicc, to which it has so great a resemblance that the two 
seem to be of the same species when on the wing. It is found also at  Surinam (in corn- 
pany with the Xeptalis) ; and I have examples from Bahia, in S. E. Brazil, where a variety 
of it also occurs which is widely disseminated over South and extra-tropical Brazil. 

2, ITHOMIA NISE, Cramer. 
Papilio Nise, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 231. f. E. 
-- SeZene, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 315. f. F, G .  
- Neso, Hubn. Samml. Ex. Schm. 

A common species at Par& and throughout the Lower Amazon region. 

Cramer's figures of this species are very bad ; but I think they are recognizable with 
the assistance of the descriptions in the text, and that they represent the same species as 
that figured by Hiibner under the name of Neso. It is an abundant species at Par& but 
is not found anywhere else in tho Amazon region. I have specimens of both sexes from 
Demerara, and find that they do not differ from Par& examples ; at Cayenne, liotvever, a 
local variety prevails in which both wings have above a submarginal row of pale spots, 
and the general colour is much paler. It is the only Ithomicc known to me in which the 
sexes are strikingly different in appearance. The wings of the d are more transparent, 
and much paler in colour that those of the P ,  especially the discal area of the hind wing. 
The peculiar texture of the surface of the wings is owing to  the extreme fineness of the 
scales with which they are covered. I consider I. A x a m  (Hewits. Exot. Butt. Itliomia, 
f. 23), which occurs on the banks of the Napo, a local inoditication of this species, several 
connecting forms being known. The very beautiful Iolaicc (Hewits. 1. c. f. 97) of New 
Granada is probably also another local variety *. 

erroneously. 
* I. Tutia, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ifhomia, ii. 6 (a species allied to I. Nise), is given as an Amazonian species 

It is a native of Venezuela. 
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3. ITHOXIA P~CILA,  n. sp. 
Texture of the wings precisely as in I. Arise ; but both wings are 

considerably narrower, as in I. Axcwa. Pom zuiqy : above, semitransparent, with the basal 
half orange-ttlvny; the costal edge, the hind inargin, a narrow triangular spot at the 
base of the cell, and two rounded ones placed obliquely at the end of the cell blackish ; 
the apical third of the wing dusky black, the s p e c  between this part and the orange- 
tawny basal part occupied by a rather broad, oblique, light-yellow crossbelt ; the inner 
edge of the black apical part has many indentations, and near the hind angle there is a 
narrow dusky streak running from the outer margin halfway along the second median 
branch. Be~zecctlz, the same, except that there is a row of 5-G sniall white spots very 
near the outer margin, and a series of 4-6 fulvous spots across the dusky-black apical 
part, 

Hind wing semitransparent : ubove, orange-tawny, with a straight macular stripe along 
the disk running behind the cell, composed of four semioval spots, which are connected to- 
gether, and a marginal row of four or  five nearly semicircular spots, all black. Beneath, 
the same, except that the costal edge is yellom-ish, and that there is a marginal row of six 
small white spots. 

Body blackish ; thorax spotted with greenish yellow ; abdomen beneath wholly 
greenish yellow. (Antennz wanting). 

My example of this species was received from Bogotii, New Granada. There is a 
specimen in the British Museum from Kauta, Upper Amazons. 

8. Expanse 2” 2”’. 

4. ITHOMIA SYNNOVA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Synnova, Hemits. Exot. Butt. Itho~nnia, f. 136. 

bank of the Upper Amazons. 
A distinct and beautiful species, found only in the forest at Tunantins, on the northern 

I t s  nearest relative is no doubt the following, I. Gzcnilla. 

5. ITHOMIA GUNILLA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Gunilla, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 130. 

Found at Fonte Boa, Upper Amazons, flying in company with the two following. All 
three stand in the closest relationship with each other; they are identical in colours, 
differing only in their arrangement or pattern. They all seem to keep themselves 
perfectly distinct. 

6. ITHOXIA PRISCILLA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Priscilla, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithonzia, f. 131. 

Fonte Boa ; equally abundant with the preceding and following. 

7. ITHOMIA ILLINISSA, Hewitson. (Pl. LV. fig. 6 a). 
Ithomia Illinissa, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 2 and 132 (aberration). 

eastward, at  Ega, and probably also westward in Peru. 
the type, a few individuals of a variety which connects the species with I. Priscilla. 

This species has a wider range than the two preceding, being found much further 
I found, at Fonte Boa, with 

I 
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am inclined t o  think that all three are modifications of one and the sanic species. They 
may have arisen in separate localities, and have been afterwards brought by altered 
distribution into contact; but it is not necessary t o  suppose this, as the Itlao~~hia always 
pair with their exact counterparts, so that separation is probably not requisite to aid the 
segregation of races, when the variations have once arisen. 

The flocks of Butterflies, all of t,he same colour, and undistinguishable from one another 
when on the wing, which fly together in thc same dry hollows of the forest at FonteBoa, 
comprise, besides the three preceding species, also a fourth ItJLonzicc (I. BZh, belonging 
to a different section of the genus) and Nupeogeizes EmiZZcc. A Leptnlis (Pl. LV. 
fig. S), coloured in the same way, occurs in conipany with I. IZZi?aissci, at Ega; and 
an Ithorneis (I. utwcmticicu, belonging to the widely different family B ~ * y c i ~ t i d a )  flies 

* ITHOMEIS, nov. gen. (Family ERYCINIDB). 

Allied to Zyliznc(s and Pheles. Facies of Ithonzia, haring similar elongated fore wings and whitish spots near the 
apex, imitating the transparent ones usual in the species of that genus. 

Head clothed with even, soft hair-scales: palpi extremely short, thick, thinly and smoothly clad with srales. 
Antennz moderately slender, elongate, not pale-ringed ; thickened towards the apex into an elongate, slender, com- 
pressed club. Fore wing elongate, apex more or less rouiided : subcostal and median nervures straight ; the former two- 
branched, emitting its first branch just before, its second much beyond, the end of the cell : upper disco-cellular very 
short ; middle disco-cellular much longer, transverse ; lower disco-cellular slanting outwards, nearly perfectly tubular, 
joining the median beyond its second branch. Hind wing siiboval; upper radial appearing as a continuation of the 
subcostal, the terminal part of the subcostal placed as a branch of i t  ; middle disco-cellular short, transverse ; lower 
disco-cellular in the same relative position as in the fore wing. Legs thinly clad with scales, stout ; fore legs of the 8 
densely hairy ; fore legs of the 2 long, thinly clad, claw-joint very large, oblong-oval, claws minute. 

In the shape and clothing of the head, paIpi, and antennz, this genus is extremely similar to  Lymnas, Pheles, 
Zeonia, Themone, and the allied genera. I t s  nearest relationship is with Pheles, from which it differs in the second 
subcostal branch of the fore wing being emitted after, instead of before, the end of the cell. The species of Pheles 
have somewhat the aspect of Ithomie and Stalachtes, but those of Ithoineis have a much closer resemblance to those 
genera. 

1. ITHOMEIS AURANTIACA, n. sp. 
Fore wing : aZow, black ; a long triangular spot a t  the base of the cell, a smaller one just 

after the cell, a rounded one between the 1st and 2nd median branches, and a belt of three similar spots across the 
wing, between the radials and the 2nd and 3rd median branches, whitish ; the costal margin at  the base, a large spot 
between the median and postmedian nervnres, and a narrow, somewhat regular, submarginal band beginning on the 
costa, running parallel to  the outer margin, arched, and reaching the hind margin, orange. 

Hing wing : aZove, orange, the whole margin narrowly, and a large triangular spot on the basal part of the disk, 
black. Beneath, the same, except that there are two white spots a t  the base of the wing. 

Antennz hlack. 
Found at Caisara, between Ega and Fonte Boa, in company with Ithomia BZia, which it very much resembled on 

8. Expanse 1” 9”’. 

Beneath, the same. 

Body black ; forehead silvery white ; abdomen beneath orange. 

the wing. 

-2. ITHOMEIS STALACHTINA, n. Sp. 

d . Expanse 1” 8”’. Fore wing : above, black ; the costal and hind margins near the base slightly tinged with 
tawny orange ; a long stripe within the base, a speck beyond the cell, a spot between the 1st and 2nd median branches, 
and a short macular crossbelt, placed rather more than halfway between the cell and the apex, white. Bene& the 
same, except that the tawny-orange marks near the base appear as distinct stripes, and that there is a short, narrow, 
obscure tawny belt parallel to the outer margin. 

B i n d  wing : above, black ; a broad tawny-orange stripe begins a t  the base, runs along the abdominal margin, 
bending before reaching the anal angle, and continues thence to  the apex ; there is also a dull tawny-orange spot in the 
middle of the costal margin. Beneath, the same, except that there are two white spots a t  the base. 

Body and antennze black ; forehead silvery white ; abdomen beneath orange. 
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with Ithoiizicc 2 E Z k  in another locality. A specks of I3oinl)ycide Moth (Bioytis BZiunu, 
P1. LV. fig. 10) is also seen mingled with the crowd in the forests of Foiite Boa. Kone of 
these are found in any other part of tlic Rinazoii region, nor incleecl in any other part of 
America, to  my knowledge, than the places inlisbitcd by their counterparts. 

Found at  Ega, in company with Stalachtis Duvalii and lthonaia Theoiioi!, var. Lysimi!. I think there can be no 
doubt it is of the same stock as Ithomeis aurantiaca, and has become modified in colours by natural selection, like 
Leptalis Lysino2, to adapt it to the prolific and flourishing Stalachtis DuvaZii. 

3. ITHOMEIS HELICONINA, n. sp. 
Foye wing : above, black ; a large triangular spot on the basal part of the disk, traversed by 

the median nervure and its first branch, a short crossbelt beyond the cell, traversed by the costal, upper and lower 
radials, and 3rd median brarich, white ; a narrow subniargiiial curvcd belt, beginning pn thc costa and eliding iiear the 
hind margin, reddish. 

Hind  wing .- above, black, with the disk (behind the cell), including the central part of the abdominal margin, 
greyish white, semitransparent ; the iiervures dusky : the broad black hiiid border has a narrow reddish-orange stripe 
in its middle. 

6 .  Expanse 1" 2"'. 

Beneath, the same. 

Beneath, the same, except that there is a white spot a t  the base. 
Body and antenu= black ; forehead silvery white ; abdomen beneath orange. 
Found a t  St. Paulo, flying in company with Ithomia Ilerdina, which it resembles when on the wing. 

4. ITHOMEIS RIIMICA, n. sp. 
Fore wing : above, dull black, with a reddish tinge on the margins near the base ; 

a triangular spot traversed by the median nervure in the basal part of the disk, and an obscure spot between the 2nd 
and 3rd median branches, dull greyish white ; a broad arched tawny-orange belt parallel to but distant from the outer 
margin, beginning on the costa, and not reaching the hind angle. Benenth, the same, except that the tawny-orange 
belt is yellower, and that there is a stripe of the same colour on the costal and hind margins, near the base. 

Hind wing : above, dull black ; the disk crossed behind the cell by an obscure, narrow, greyish stripe, traversed by 
the dusky nervures ; a broad regular submarginal stripe along the hind margin and the abdominal edge orange-tawny. 
Beneafh,  the same, except that there is II whitish streak at  the base of the costa. 

Body arid aiitennse black ; forehead silvery white ; abdomen beneath orange. 
This species is found at  St. Paul0 and at Ega. 

6 . Expanse 1" 3"'-1" 9"'. 

Tt has a great resemblance in colours (though much smaller in size) 
to Stalachtis Euterpe, which inhabits in great numbers both localities. 

5. ITHOMEIS SATELLITES, n. sp. 
Fore wing .- above, black ; a very large trianguIar spot, occupying the basal part of the disk, 

extending nearly to the end of the cell and to the hind angle, and a macular crossbelt consisting of six spots, half- 
nay  between the cell and outer margin, greyish white, slightly transparent ; a submarginal belt, beginning on the costa 
and extending nearly to the hind margin, reddish orange. 

€Iind wing : above, with the whole disk grey, setnitransparent ; the costal edge black ; a broad snbinarginal band, 
beginning on the costa and running parallel with the margin to the abdominal edge, reddish orange, bordered on each 
side with black. Beneath, the same, except that the red submarginal belt runs also along the costal margin to the 
base of the wing, which has also on its black costal edge a whitish stripe. 

d . Expanse 1" 8"'. 

Beneath, the same. 

Body and antennz black ; forehead silvery white ; abdomen beneath orange. 
This species has the light-coloured portions of the wings much greater in extent, and much clearer in hue, than any 

of its kindred. I t  is found in the forests of the Cupari, a branch of the Tapajos, in company with Ithoinin PZora. It 
is in accordance with the rest of the facts of adaptive resemblances here recorded, that this Ithomeis, the Leptalis of 
the locality (L. Theonoz), and the ItJLonzia which they both mimic ( I .  Flora), are all much more transparent and 
clearer in colour than their allied forms of the Upper Amazons. 

I t  is remarkable that the colonrs 
of the antennz and body are identical in all five. This seems to show that the modifications have played only 
upon the colours of the wings, and this strictly in accordance with the Ithomie or StaZachtes which abonnd in the 
locality they respectively inhabit. I found but one specimen each of four of the 
species, during eleven years' research. 

I believe that all the five species of Ithomeis here described belong to one stock. 

They are all excessively rare. 
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8. ITHOMIA ILERDINA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Ilerdina, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 129, 145. 

It entirely takes the place of that species at St. 
Paulo, mer ing  from it only in the white disk of the hind wing and orange submarginal 
band of the fore wing. It is clearly only a local modification of the same, whose segre- 
gation from the original stock is complete. A variety of Leptalis Lysinoe (&. Leuconoe, 
P1. LVI. fig. 4) exists at St. Paul0 in company with it, and presents precisely the same 
modifications of colour ; also the Erycinide Ithomeis Xeliconiwa, and a species of Bomby- 
cide Moth (Dioptis, P1. LV. fig. 11). The three mimicking species were very rare, whilst 
I. nerdiwa was extremely abundant. 1. Ilerdinu varies a little in the white nervures of 
the disk of the wings being partly black, showing the process of transition to the peculiar 
white hue which distinguishes it from the allied species. 

(Pl. LVI. fig. 4 cc.) 

This is closely allied to I. Illinisso. 

9. ITHOMIA ONEGA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Onega, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 1 .  

This handsome species is found in abundance throughout the Upper Amazon region, 
where it seems to take the place of Ithomia Flora, which is peculiar to the region nearer 
the Atlantic. A Leptcclis of similar 
colours (A. Melawoe, P1. LV. fig. 2) and a Bombycide Moth (Dioptis Onega) accompany 
it. The Aeptulis is undoubtedly a variety or descendant from the stock of A. Yheonoe, 
which, we have seen, inhabits only those places where Ithomia f lora  occurs. Aeptalis 
Melunoe has been found nowhere but in company with Ithomiu Onegu. 

(Pl. LV. fig. 2 u.) 

I believe it to be a local modification of I. Flora. 

10. ITHOMIA FLORA, Cramer. 
Papilio FZora, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 257. f. B, C (poor figure). 
lthoniia Flora, Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 68, 69. 
- Egra, ibid., f. 4 (a slight aberration). 

This species abounds in the forests of the Amazon Delta, and as far up the river as the 
banks of the Cupari (a branch of the Tapajos), 120 miles above the mouth of that river. 
Unlike the Ithonzie of the Upper Amazons, its wings have a very large portion of their 
surface clear of scales and transparent. Leptalis Fheowoe (Pl. LV. fig. l), Nupeogenes 
Ithra, and the Bombycide Moth Dioptis Cyma, have a great resemblance to it, and are 
found only in the regions which it inhabits. Dioptis Cyma, however, is an exception ; 
it has acquired a wider range, being found at  Ega, where no clear-winged Jthomie are 
met with. They 
are numerous in Venezuela, South Brazil, and Mexico. The tendency to transparency 
reaches its acme in Ithomiu (Bymenitis) diuphawa of Jamaica, Nearly all the species of 
the Upper Amazon region have opake wings. 

(Pl. LV. fig. 1 a.) 

The Ithomie increase in transparency in receding from the equator. 

11. ITHOMIA DOTO, Hiibner. 
Ithomia Doto, Hubner, Samml. Exot. Schmett. 
- Sisera, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 6. 

Abundant on the banks of the Tocantins, at Baiao. Found also at Par& 
VOL. XXIII. 41, 
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12. ITHOMIA ANTISAO. 
Ithomia Xuo, Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 110, 111. 

This form requires to be distinguished by a separate name from I. Xao of Hubner, 
although it be only a local variety of it, on account of its wings being less clear, the 
nervures tinged and bordered with reddish, and the hind-wing border having a reddish 
stripe within it. The true Xao of Hubner, of which I examined the typical example in 
Dr. Boisduval’s collection, has very clear wings, sharply defined nervures, and the hind- 
wing border wholly dark brown. I did not find this in the Amazon region, the 
whole of the examples collected agreeing with the figs. 110, 111 of Hewitson. On the 
Upper Amazons it is an extremely abundant species. 

With this species commences the tendency to determination of the hind-wing neuration 
towards the costa. In the d the upper radial is placed as a, branch of the subcostal near 
the apex, and consequently there is no upper disco-cellular nervule. I n  the P the upper 
radial is connected with the cell by means of an upper disco-cellular, in the same way as 
in the typical Ithomia I. Flora and its allies. 

13. ITHOMIA TUCUNA, n. sp. 
d 0 .  Expanse 1” 9‘”-2” 4rrr. Closely resembles in shape, markings, and neuration 

Ithomia Zerlina (Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, f. 94-96). Pow 
zuhg hyaline : above, the entire margin evenly bordered with dark brown, which colour 
also forms a short oblique belt running from the costa across the end of the cell; the 
hyaline part brownish, with a large spot in the middle of the cell, a crossbelt beyond the 
cell, and a row of elongate spots between the nervures, near the margin, light yellow ; the 
costal stigma, with the nervures crossing it, and the base of the upper radial light 
yellow. Bemeath, the same, except that the outer margin, from the costal stigma to 
the hind angle, is orange-coloured, edged with black, and that there are two white spots 
at  the apex. 

H i n d  w h g  : above, more broadly margined with dark brown, except on the abdominal 
edge; the whole basal part of the disk, extending to the abdominal margin, with the 
nervures traversing it, light ,yellow ; an elongate spot over the lower radial, also, same 
colour. Beneath, the same, except that the margin is orange, edged with black, and that 
there is a marginal row of five white spots set in black semicircles. 

Antennze black ; 
club orange- yellow. 

The hind-wing 
upper radial is totally wanting in the 8 .  

Differs in colours. 

Body black ; thorax spotted with white ; abdomen yellow beneath. 

Abundant in humid parts of the forest, at St. Paulo, Upper Amazons. 

14. ITHOMIA SALAPIA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Sulapiu, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomiu, f. 15. 

The collar and wing-lappets are rufous, and the antenna1 club yellow; otherwise it 

Banks of the Napo. 
very closely resembles I. Pri.m.ulc~. 
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15. ITHOMIA VESTILLA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Vestilla, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Itthomia, f. 17. 

Very abundant in the forests of the Upper Amazons. It is always seen in company 
with I. Amtisao ; at Ega these two species seem to prefer each other’s company t o  that 
of any of their kindred. At Fonte Boa there were two places in the forest peopled by 
Ithornicz. : one was tenanted only by I. Illinissa and its allies, as already described ; the 
other by I. Arztisao, I. ?Gstilla, I. Virginia, and I. Orzegcc. The same occurred at St. Paulo : 
their societies were there increased by the attendance of I. Oriana. 

The hind-wing upper radial is deficient in the d, and is placed as a branch of the sub- 
costal a short distance after the cell in the 0 .  This is a further approximation towards 
Bymerzitis. 

16. ITHOMIA PRIMULA, n. sp. 
It differs in colours. 

The hyaline parts of the wings in their centres are sulphur-yellow, as also the nervures 
which traverse them. I n  the fore wing there are two dusky lines, instead of one, extend- 
ing from the short black stripe at the end of the cell, namely, one accompanying the 2nd, 
and the other the 3rd median branch. The dark border of the hind wing is much wider 
than it is in I. Pestilla. 

These points of difference are constant in all the examples (many hundreds) which I 
examined. I believe, however, that I. Prinzulcc and I. Pestilla have descended from the 
same stock at no remote period. The grades of modification have not been found, and 
probably no longer exist ; but allied species show, by their variations, a segregation in 
progress of two or more species from one stock not less dissimilar than the two species 
in question. It is 
not found at Ega, which seems to be the head-quarters of I. Pestilla, but makes its 
&st appearance further west, at  St. Paulo, where it is more abundant than its sister 

d 0 .  In  size, shape, and markings, identical with I. Pestilla. 

The range of I; Pm%mtda does not coincide with that of I; Vestilka. 

species. 

the subcostal, a long distance beyond the end of the cell in the 0 .  

17. ITHOMIA BLIA, Hewitson. 

The hind-wing upper radial is totally wanting in the d ,  and is placed, as a branch of 

Ithomia a l i a ,  Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 7. 

As before stated, this species flies in company with the similarly coloured I; Blhissa, 
I. &~zilZa, and I. Priscilla. It differs from them considerably in the neuration, the upper 
radial being placed as a branch of the subcostal after the cell in the 9 ,  although (unlike 
I. Pestilla and I; Primula) it is present in the d and connected with the cell by means of 
an upper disco-cellular nervule. 

18. ITHOMIA OROLINA, Hewitson. 

Found abundantly at St. Paulo. 
Expanse 1” 7’”. It is a very variable species ; and one at least of the varieties appears 

It is found at  Ega, and at various places in the forest thence to Fonte Boa. 

Ithomia Orolina, Hewits. Ex&. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 141, 6 .  

4 ~ 2  
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t o  have reached an advanced stage of segregation from the parental stock. They all fly 
together in the same places, and their differences are so slight and graduatcd that they 
cannot fittingly be treated as independent forms or species. 

Var. 1. L Aureola. 

They are as follows :- 

0 .  Size and general colours of I. Orolina. Pore wing : above, with a complete black 
border; the apical part has a large, broad, oblong, opilke orange spot occupying more 
ihan one-third of the wing ; posteriorly the spot reaches only the 2nd median branch, but 
covers entirely the 3rd ; interiorly it is bordered by the short dusky belt running across 
the end of the cell : rest of the wing clear, transparent. Beneath, the same, except that 
there are three greyish-white spots at the apex. 

Hind wifig clear, transparent, the nervures edged with blackish ; costal and posterior 
margins widely bordered with blackish, the latter having a rufous line in the centre. 
Belzeath, the margins are orange-coloured, bordered with blackish, the marginwithout spots. 

Body and antenme black ; thorax with a few faint whitish marks. 
Found in company with I. Orolina, whose 0 usually does not differ in markings from 

It is a mere variety of the 0 ,  but necessary to  distinguish, as it connects together the 8, 
the extreme modifications of the species. 

Var. 2. I. Oncidia. 

0 .  In size, shape, and markings, similar to I, O?*O&na. Pom w i ~ g :  ahoue, wi th  a 
complete narrow dusky border ; the apical part has an arcuated orange belt, which is in- 
distinctly limited on the inner side, but reaches nearly the hind angle, and leaves both the 
2nd and 3rd median branches visible for the greater part of their length ; rest of the wing 
transparent : the cell in middle part is broadly fuliginous ; there is a thick dusky belt 
across the end of the cell, and the median branches are edged with blackish ; a spot over 
the end of the cell and two spots between the median branches milky white. Beneath, 
the same, except that the apical margin of the wing has a greyish-white stripe. 

Zhzd wing broadly margined with blackish, the hind border having in the middle a 
narrow orange-coloured line ; the whole of the discd portion, with its nervures, milky 
white. Beneath, the same, except that the margins have a broadish orange line, widely 
margined with dusky, and the apex has a short greyish-white stripe. 

Body and antem= black ; head and thorax with a few faint whitish marks. 
This variety of the 2 is interesting, as furnishing proof of the variability in colour, from 

smoky hyaline to  milky white, of the discal portions of the wings and their nervures. 
We can understand from this how Ithomiu Ilerdina, and its imitator Leptalis LewconoL;, 

may have originated. 

Var. 3. I. Chrysodonia. 

Very similar in colours and markings to I. O~olinu,  but much larger ; the hind wings 
in the d different in shape. 

d 0 .  Expanse 2” 1”. I”ore wing the same in colours and markings as I. Orolinu 
(fig. cit.), the orily differences being that the orange belt of the apical border is neatly 
margined with blackish on its inner side, between the 2nd and 3rd median branches, and 

(Pl. LVi. fig. 3 G . )  
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that it wants, beneath, the greyish-white marginal stripe at the apex ; the upper disco- 
cellular is rather longer. 

H i d  wzhg with the costal edge much more dilated before the apex than in I. Orolincc, 
and the apex itself in consequence is more broadly and transversely truncated ; the two 
radials are much closer together, the upper partly atrophied, and the lower not visible on 
the disk ; the third median branch is directed more towards the apex of the wing ; the 
colours of the hind wing are the same as in I. Orolina, except that the dusky border is 
deeper in colour, more distinctly limited, and has an orange stripe running through the 
middle, which is most distinct towards the apex. Beneath, it wants the short grey-white 
macular marginal stripe at the apex. 

The 
elongate cup-like depression between the costal and subcostal nervures of the hind wing 
in the S , connected with the pencil of hairs, is much larger in this form than in I. Orolilza. 

This is the most abundant form of the species, and should be properly taken as the type, 
I. Orolha being subordinated with the other forms as its varieties. I follow the usual 
practice in taking the first-described form as the type. 

Var. 4. I. Azcreliana. 

Body and antennz black; head and thorax with a few faint white markings. 

In shape and markings this form comes between I. Surepta (Hewits. Exot. Butt. Itho- 
miu, fig. 3.) and I. Chrysodoniu. 8 .  Expanse 2" 2"'. Fore wing much elongated, upper 
disco-cellular wanting : ccbose, the subapical orange belt, as in I. Surepta, is broadly 
margined along its entire inner edge with black ; but it is much narrower, being broadest 
near the costa, narrowing gradually to the 3rd median branch, thence very narrow to the 
hind angle ; it thus leaves between the upper radial and 1st median branch a series of four 
successively larger whitish transparent spots : the dusky belt across the apex of the cell 
is large ; the transparent parts are whitish, and all the nervures are broadly bordered 
with blackish : the black apical margin has a row of four obscure whitish spots. Beneath, 
the same, except that the nervures around the end of the cell are orange-coloured, and 
the marginal spots near the apex are large and of a clear grey white. 

Hind wing oblong, costal border broad, apex rounded ; outer margin with a broad 
dusky border, in the middle of which runs a broad orange stripe ; the hyaline disk is 
whitish, the nervures dusky. Beneath, the oblong pouch near the costa is much larger 
than in I. Chrysodonia ; colours as above, except that there is near the apex a marginal 
row of four elongate greyish-white spots. 

The hind- 
wing lower radial ($ )  is not visible on the disk, and the upper radial is partially aborted. 

Body and antennE black ; head and thorax with a few faint white marks. 

Taken, in company with the four preceding, at St. Paulo. 

19. ITHOMIA SAREPTA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Sarepta, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 3. 

Found at Barra, on the Rio Negro, by myself; and at Guia, several hundred miles 

I trcat this as an independent form, becausc it appears to  have separated itself corn- 
further up the same river, by Mr. Wallace. I did not find it at St. Paulo. 
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pletely from the parcntal stock, I. Oro~incc, and inhabits a distinct area of country. 
Ithomia Cidofzia (Hewitson, Exot. Butt. It7zorniccY fig. 122), of New Granada, is another 
local race of the same stock. 1 Sui=epta comes nearest to  I; A.ureZimu, and I. Cidonia 
t o  I. Chm~soclorzia. The five varieties found mingled together at St. Paulo cannot be thus 
separated, although they show, as we have seen, differences of structure as well as of 
colour and markings. They form a graduated series, and have not reached the stage of 
complete segregation. The differences in the veining of the wings are evidently the 
correlated result of the altered shape and increased or diminished size of the wings. I 
consider this Orolina group of Ithomia to be nearly equivalent to the IZZinissa group ; 
the difference between the present condition of the two is that in Iihomia OroZina and 
its allies the segregation of the forms is only partially complete, whilst in I. IZZinissa and 
its kindred it is almost perfectly so. 

A variety of Aeptalis Lysinoe (A. Abythroe, P1. LVI. figs. 1, 2, 3), it Napeogenes (N. 
Corem), and a Bombycide Moth (Dioptis, n. sp.), all assimilated in colours to 1;. Oro- 
linu and its varieties, occur in company with them at St. Paulo. 

20. ITEOMIA ORIANA, Hewitson. 
Ithomia Oriana, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 134. 

Abundant at St. Paulo, in the moister parts of the forests. 

21. ITHOMIA VIRGINIA, Hewitson. 
Ithowia Virginia, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 18. 

Banks of the Upper Amazons, from the mouth of the Rio Negro to St. Paulo. 
probably a local variety of I. Cymo. The upper radial is partly aborted in the 8. 

(Pl. LVI. fig. 6 a.) 

It is 

22. ITHOMIA CYMO, Hubner. 
Ithomia Cymo, Hiibn. Samml. Exot. Schm. 
- Galita, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 5. 

Very abundant at Para, in company with I. FZora. The upper radial is totally wanting, 
and the lower disco-cellular partly aborted in the 6 .  

23. ITIXOMIA NEPHELE, n. sp. 
Fore wing with a narrow black 

border, which is broadest along the hind margin ; there is a short, broadish, oblique black 
belt across the end of the cell, and beyond this an oblique chalky-white belt, beginning 
on the costa, where it forms an opake white stigma, and nearly reaching the middle of 
the 3rd median branch ; the nervures which it traverses are also white ; the 2nd and 3rd 
median branches, as well as the rest of the nervures, are black ; there is also a series of 
obscure whitish spots between the nervures, near the outer border. Belzeath, the black 
borders and belt are reddish orange. 

Hind wing with a narrow, clearly defined black border, which beneath is reddish 
orange. 

Body and antenmx black ; head and thorax marked with white. 

d 0 .  Expanse 2” 5”’. Hyaline, slightly fuliginous. 
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This species, which is the only Iihomiu found in the Amazon region that might be 
considered a Hymenitis, is found only at Tabatinga, on the Peruvian frontier. It re- 
sembles much I. Edessu (Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Ithomia, fig. 42.), a native of S. E. Brazil; 
but it is a little larger, and differs considerably in the hind-wing neuration of the 8. In  
I. Edessa there is a middle and an upper disco-cellular nervule, and the upper radial is 
only partially aborted ; indeed, the neuration is identical with that of I. Virginia and 
I. Orianu ; but in Nephele the approximation to Bymenitis is carried a step further ; for 
the middle and upper disco-eellula,rs, as well as the upper radial, are all quite aborted, 
although the lower disco-cellular and radial are not attached to the subcostal. In the 0 
the middle disco-cellular joins the subcostal, and there is no trace of an upper radial. 

Genus MELINBA, nov. genus. 

The species of this distinct group were placed by Doubleday in section 2 of the genus 
Hechamitis ; but he failed to mention or misstated most of the principal characters of the 
section. The genus is nearest allied to Olyras and Thyridia; in fact, it approximates 
these much more closely than it does Mechanitis. From Olyras it differs in the fore 
legs of the d ,  in the palpi, and slightly in the wing-neuration; from Fhyridic6 also in 
the fore legs of the male, in the palpi, and in the antenna The following are its principal 
characters. 

Palpi short, smoothly clothed with scales, and closely applied to the forehead ; third 
joint not porrect as in Mechmitis and the allied genera. Antenne very long and slender. 
Fore legs of the d with the tibize and tarsi more or less abbreviated, but never reduced 
to  a rounded knob ; the tibia always shorter than the femur. Fore tarsi of the 0 long, 
filiform, spines wide apart. Hind-wing costal widely separated from the subcostal in 
both sexes, in the d long, reaching nearly the apex of the wing, in the 0 very short, 
terminating on the costa, : the lower disco-cellular in both sexes straight, nearly in a line 
with the median nervure ; the median nervure, in fact, describes a gentle curve, the lower 
radial beirig placed as though it were a fourth median branch : the middle disco-cellular 
is at  right angles with the lower, strongly angulated in its middle, and emitting a 
recurrent nervule : upper disco-cellular rather long, transverse, joining the subcostal at 
about one-half the length of the wing. 

The great resemblance in colours and markings between the species of ~Melinaa and 
those of Mechanitis has led to the confounding of the two genera; in other words, a 
relation of analogy has been mistaken for one of affinity, just as in the case of the two 
subfamilies Heliconin@ and Danaina. There is, however, as will be seen on comparing 
the characters of the two genera, a wide structural difference in the palpi, fore legs of 
the male, and neuration of the hind wings. Some species of HeZi?zau so nearly resemble 
species of Mechunitis, that they might easily be mistaken for them. The two analogous 
forms accompany each other; but I think I found proof that they are not adapted one 
to the other, in the fact that the species of the two genera do not coincide in any locality 
on the Amazons, but vary and segregate races without any mutual specific similarity. 
They are very frequently accompanied by a Belicomhs assimilated to  them in colours 
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and markings : in the case of this genus, adaptation seems t,o be intended. The following 
are all the cases of this complex association known to me :- 

Nicaragua. Upper Amazons. 

Heliconius Zuleika. 
Melinzea Hezia. 
Mechanitis, n. sp. 

Heliconius Pardalinus. 
Melinaea Pardalis. 

No Mechanitis. 

Heliconius Aurora. New Granada. 

Heliconius Ismenius. Melinixa Lucifer. 
Melinaea Messatis. No Mechanitis. 

No Mechanitis. 
Par&. 

Heliconius, n. sp. 
Melinzea, n. sp. 
Mechanitis Menophilus. 

East Peru and Bolivia. 

Heliconius, n. sp. 
Melinaea, n. sp. 
Mechanitis Mothone. 

The new species mentioned are contained 
in the British Museum Collection. 

Heliconius Sylvana. 
Melinzea Egina. 

No Mechanitis. 

Heliconius Numata. 
Melinzea Mneme. 

Pernambuco. 

Heliconius Ethra. 
Mechanitis Nesea. 

No Melinaea. 

Rio Janeiro. 

Heliconius Eucrate. 
Mechanitis Lysimnia. 

No Melinaea. 

1. MELINBA EGINA, Cramer. 
PapiZio Egina, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 191. f. D. 
- Ludovica, Cram. Yap. Exot. t. 297. f. E. 

This is a common species throughout the Amazon region, and appears to  be very con- 
stant in character throughout the whole area. The d fore legs are in a more rudimentary 
condition than in other species of the genus, the tibia and tarsi forming simply an 
elongate-conical point at the apex of the femur. It flies, in company with itfeehanitis 
Polymmia, Melincm Mneme, Heliconius Sy lvana, and E. Nzcmata, slowly, amongst the 
lower trees in thinned parts of the forest. 

2. NELINBA MNEME, Linnaeus. 
PapiZio Mneme, Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. 756. n. 59. -- , Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 190. f. C. 

It is constant in its specific 
characters, with the exception of a frequent aberration in the blending of the black 

Also found at all stations throughout the Amazon region. 
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central and marginal stripes of the hind wing, which many HeZicozide are subject to. 
The fore tibiz and tarsi of the 8 are nearly as long as the femur. 

3. MELINBA EQUICOJA, Cramer. 
Pupilio Equicda, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 297. f. F. 

This species seems intermediate between M. Mizeine and M. Eginn, not only in colours, 
but in the structure of the fore legs in the d.  In my example the 
yellow belt across the end of the cell in the fore wing is less distinct than it is i i  Cramer's 
figure; the alpical half of the wing is black, with two yellow macular belts, as in M. 
Xgina ; there is a black spot in the angle formed by the first median nervure and its first 
branch ; and the marginal row of pale spots is indistinctly marked. 

It is found at Ega. 

4. MELINBB LVCIFER, n. sp. 
Similar in size and general appearance to Z. Mnenze ; differs froin 

it in the absence of the yellow crossbelt, and the presence of a very large subapical 
yellow spot on the fore wing. Fore wing : above, tawny orange ; the costal margin near 
the base, a stripe along the middle of the hind margin, an irregular spot within the 
cell before the middle, a short oblique belt across the end of the cell touching the costa, 
a spot between the 1st and 2nd median branches near the median nervure, and the apical 
fourth of the wing black ; the black apical part extends along the outer margin, and is 
connected with an oblong spot which ascends between the 1st and 2nd median branches ; 
there is a yellow spot on the costa, at  the end of the cell, and a very large oblong yellow 
spot in the middle of the apical part, crossed by three nervures ; near the middle of the 
black outer border are two large orange-tawny submarginal spots. Beneccth, the same ; 
margin spotless. 

M i d  wiag : cthove, tawny orange ; a stripe along the costa from the base to the apes, 
and a very large rounded spot which occupies the anal half of the wing, black ; thcrc is 
also a small black spot between the two radial nervures. Bemeath, the same ; margin 
spotless. 

Fore tibiz and tarsi of 
the d elongated, but much shorter than the femur. 

Its mimetic analogue, Helicolzius ALUTO?~~,  was found in 
its company. 

9 .  Expanse 2" 9'". 

Body and antenntx precisely as in M. i'kGzeme and M. Egina. 

St. Paul0 ; Upper Amazons. 

5 ,  MELINBA MBNIUS, Hewitson. 
Mechanitis Mmius, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Mechanitis, fig. 6. 

This species was plentiful at Ega. 

6. MELINBA MAELUS, Hewitson. 
Mechanitis MaZlus, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Mechanzitis, fig. 6 ,  2 .  - Marsms, Hewits. 2. c.  fig. 10, 6 .  

similar in the colours of the wings. 
Also plentiful at Ega, in company with X. Mceniu~. The two sexes are somewhat dis- 

VOL. XXIII. 4 E  
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7. MELINBA PARDALIS. 
Mechanitis MaZlus (part), Hewitson, Exot. Butt. Mechanitis, fig. 9. 

Mr. Hewitson considered this form to  be a variety of JK i Y a t ; l ~ s :  both were very 
abundant at Ega, and I did not find them to intermingle ; it will be better, therefore, t o  
keep them apart. The two sexes are alike in colours, as in the vast majority of the HeZi- 
coizide. 1 did not meet with M. Purddis  at St. Paul0 ; but at Tabatinga, 80 miles further 
west, it again occurred, not however under precisely the same form as at  Ega, but in a 
modified state, the yellow crossbelt and the spot at the hind angle of the fore wing having 
beconie of the same dark orange-brown hue as the rest of the wing. The same trans- 
formation of colour takes place in many species of Eeliconicla in travelling from east to 
west, and I an1 inclined to think it is due to the direct action of the physical conditions 
of the localities on the early states of the insects. 

8. MELINBA MNASIAS, Hewitson. 
ivechanitis Mnasius, Hewits. Exot. Butt. Mechanitis, fig. 5. 

Found at Par& where it is rare. The species mimics most accurately in colours the 
Ceratinicc Ni~zonin, var. Bccrii. 

Genus TITHOREA, Doubleday. 
Doubled. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 99. 

1. TITIXOREA HARMONIA, Cramer. 
Papilio Harfizonia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 190. f. C. 
Tithoreu Meyara, Dotlbled. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. pl. 14. fig. 2 .  

Cramer’s figure was made from an aberrant example, in which, as frequently happens 
in the Neliconicla, the black central stripe of the hind wing is partially connected with 
the hind border ; on this account Doubleday and other authors have passed it over, and 
given a new name to  the species. The figure, however, is a very fair one, and recogni- 
zable by the tricuspid termination, on the outer border, of the fore-wing central yellow 
crossbelt, which distinguishes the species from all others. It is found pretty generally 
throughout the Amazon region, in the moister parts of the forest, and in company 
with Meli.rza!cc Mkenze, iWeehmzz’tis Polymwia, $c. 

2. TITHOREA CUYARINA. 
Poore wiiig : ccboue, with 

the basal half orange-tawny, the outer edge of this colour running very obliquely from 
the middle of the costa to the outer margin ; this is followed by an irregular and oblique 
clear yellow belt which crosses the costal part of the end of the cell and terminates in an 
obtuse point in the middle of the outer margin ; the apical p a t  beyond the yellow belt is 
black, and is crossed in the middle by three yellow spots ; the basal third of the costa, 
the median nervure to  the 1st branch, and the whole of the hind margin are bordered 
with black, besides which there are three black spots on the disk of the wing, namely, a 
triangular one in the middle of the cell, one across the end of the cell, and one between 

d 9 .  Size, shape, and general coloration of T. Hcwm~wia. 
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the 1st and 2nd median branches. Beneath, the same, except that there is (in some 
examples) a row of four white spots along the outer margin. 

Hiad wing precisely as in 17. €Icwmo&t, namely, tawny-orange, with a broad stripe 
along the fore margin not reaching the costa or the apex, an outer border, widening 
towards the anal angle, and a central stripe from the abdominal edge to the lower radial, 
crossing part of the cell, black. Benecctlz, the same, except that there is a row of fourteen 
silvery-white submarginal spots. 

Common on the banks of the Cupari (branch of the Tapajos), where it replaces 
T. LLTc(wzolziu, of which it is a tolerably well-marked local variety. I found it only in the 
district just named ; whilst F. Hcwnaonia ranges, under its typical form, over a :vide tract 
of country, from Surinam, Par& and the Tocantins t o  t8he banks of the Upper Amazons. 

Subfamily HELIGONINB *, 
Genus HELICONIUS. 

Heliconiust, Felder, W e n .  Entom. Monatsschr. 1662, p. 79. 
Heliconia (Latr.), Doubled. and Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 101, and authors. 

1. HELICONIUS SYLVANA, Cramer. 
Papilio Sylvana, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 364. f. C, D. 

This species is common throughout the Amazon region, in company with B. Nzmatu, 
Melinea Egimna, Mechanitis Polymnia, and other species of Helicor&z?. I have found 
examples which almost link it to  H. NzGmatu; indeed the three forms H. Numata, 
1y. Sylvalza, and H. Eucoma might be treated as so many varieties of one stock, being in 
an incomplete state of segregation. 

2. HELICONIUS NUMATA, Cramer. 
Papilio Numata, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 297. f. C, D. 

This species is so variable that it is difficult to find two examples exactly alike. 
Cramer’s figure represents a frequent aberration, in which the central stripe of the hind 
wing is connected by dark lines with the hind border; in the markings of the fore wings, 
however, it exhibits nearly the most common form of the species. It differs from H. 
Sylvalza in the following points :- 

1. The yellow crossbelt of the fore wing lies wholly beyond the cell ; the black apical 
part is much smaller ; and there is only one transverse row of spots, which are three in 
number and widely separated. 

2. The black spot in the middle of the fore-wing cell is connected with a line of the 
same colour, which runs to the base. 

* Synonymous with our Acrsoid HeZiconide, p. 496. The small nervule mentioned (in the note on that page) as 
one of the distinguishing characters of the Danaoid Heliconide, was considered by Doubleday (who noticed it in the 
Dunaide proper) to be the internal nervure. It is connected with the suhmedian nervure, and not the median, as 
stated by inadvertence. 
t Dr. Felder proposes this innovation of the masculine for the feminine termination, on the grounds that the name 

Heliconia clashes with that of a group of plants inhabiting the same region, and that Linnseus first used the word in 
the masculine form, Papiliones Heliconii. 

4 3 2  
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3. The black central stripe of the hind wing runs from the niicidle of the abdominal 

4. The pale submarginal spots of the upper surface are wanting. 
It is curious that these points of difference between H. h'2isnntct and $I. flylvcc?zct arc 

almost precisely the same as those which distinguish Jfeliizacr .Hieme from JK Eginn. 
I judge from this that a mimetic resemblance is intended between the IIeZiconii and 
the Helinmc-IL Numuta and M. Hkwne, AT. Sylvcci~c and Ill. Bginn,-the Heliconiizc 
insects being adapted to the Dana'ine species. If we trace the species or races allied to  
H. hTumntn over the whole of Tropical America, we shall find that each one mimics a 
DanaYne species in its locality ; and I think it probable that they are all of the same stock 
as I€. Nzcmuta. Thus, in Eastern Brazil I€. Etlwn mimics J f e c h z i t i s  Nesaa ; and in the 
southern parts of the same country, Z. Euciwte precisely imitates Meelmnitis fijsinania. 
I have already mentioned these and other cases occurring in New Granada, Nicaragua, 
Eastern Peru, and the Upper Amazoiis : the Heliconii are adapted sometimes to a fZe- 
clzunitis, and sometiines to a Meliizcea. 

H. Nanocctu varies in structure as well as in colours. The wings are sometimes broader, 
sometimes narrower ; and their edges are simple in some examples, and festooned in others. 
The yellow crossbelt is sometimes blended with the ground-colour of the wing ; in many 
examples which connect the species with H. Eucomcc it is narrow, and in others very 
broad, as represented in Crainer's figure. 

The central black stripe of the hind wing is often very broad, covering part of the cell ; 
at other times it is very narrow, and passes much behind the cell. 

The species is found abundantly throughout the Amazon region ; it occurs in thinned 
parts of the forest, where it is seen sporting about by twos and threes in the sunlight, OF 

floating lazily in the air. The following is a remarkable variety occurring only on the 
Upper Amazons. 

Tar. H. Isubelliws. 
Pale 

orange-tawny ; in the fore wing the two macular belts, which in €€. Nwmatu are distinct 
and of a yellow colour, are blended together and of the same pale orange-tawny hue as 
the rest of the wing; the nervures, at the point where the two belts touch, are margined 
with blackish ; the apical part of the wing is black, as usual, and is crossed by a row of 
four pale spots. 

edge to the apex of the wing. 

8 2 similar in shape and in the position of the black markings to B. Nzcnzatu. 

Two examples occurred, one at St. Paulo, and one (much smaller) at Tuiiantins. 

3. HELICONIUS EUCOMA, Hiibner. 
Eueides Eucoma, Hiibner, Zutrage, f. 577, 57%. 

This species differs from V. ATzcvautn in the yellow crossbelt of the fore wing being 
narrow and submacular, consisting o f  four or five more or less distinct elongate spots, 
and also by its being separated €rani the cell by a series of black spots, more or less joined 
together in the form of an oblique belt. At St. 
Paulo and other stations on the Upper Amazons, many examples occurred of a very dark 

It is, however, extremely variable. 
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orange-hrown colour, more or less suffused with black ; one variety is so distinct that it 
merits a distinctive name, as follows :- 

lTar. I% Prirdnliizus. 

Pope wing : above, rich 
orange-brown ; the basal half of the costal margin, a broad stripe on the hind margin, 
broadest in the middle, and an irregular border along the outer margin black; an 
elongate spot within the cell touching the base, a quadrate spot at the end of the cell, 
and two rounded spots, one between the 1st and 2nd, the other between the 2nd and 3rd 
median branches, also black ; beyond the cell is an oblique bright-yellow belt, consisting 
of five elongate spots, and between it and the apex is a second yellow belt of four smaller 
spots: the outer edge of the first belt, the nervures beyond it, and an irregular spot 
around its extremity are black. 

2lind zoing : aBo2je, rich orange-brown ; a stripe along the costa, a broad central one, and 
a marginal series of very large connected angular spots black. Be.lzeath, the same, 
except that there is on the hind margin, towards the anal angle, a series of ten short 
y ellowish-whit e lines. 

d .  Similar in size and shape to 15. Nzcnzcctcc and Ezcco~ncc. 

Beneath, the same. 

Body and antennae as in H. Nzcmata. 
The rich orange-brown colour of the apical part of the wing, divided into spots by the 

dark lines which accompany the nervures, gives a distinct appearance to this form, which, 
however, in all essential points is very closely allied to H. Eucoma. It is found in 
company with H. Eucoma at St. Paulo. It very much resembles MelinGa Pardalis of 
the same neighbourhood. 

4. HELICONIUS AURORA. 
Fore wing : above, clear tawny orange ; the basal 

half of the costa, a broad stripe on the hind margin, touching the edge, but not reaching 
the hind angle, an elongate spot at the base of the cell, a stripe across the end of the 
cell, from the costa to the outer margin, consisting of two elongate spots which meet 
at the hind angle of the cell, and the apical fourth of the wing black : in the middle of 
the black apical portion is an elongate yellow spot, crossed by four nervures. Beneath, 
the same ; margin spotless. 

Hind wing : above, clear tawny orange ; a subcostal stripe, bent before the apex towards 
the upper radial, and a very large rounded spot occupying more than the anal half of 
the wing, black. 

Body and antennae precisely the same as in E. Nmata and the allied species and 
varieties. 

This apparently distinct species occurred at  St. Paul0 ; it has a striking resemblance 
to Melinaa hc@r of the same locality. It agrees in all essential points with E- Nzcmatcr, 
and is most likely a modification of that species ; but the intermediate connecting fornicl 
are wanting. 

9 .  Size and shape of Z, Numccta. 

Bemeath, the same ; margin spotless. 
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5 .  HELICONIUS ANTIOCHA, Linnaeus. 

Papilio Antiocha, Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. add. 1068. n. 12.  
-- , Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 38. f. E, F. 

A widely distributed species ; found in Venezuela, Guiana, and throughout t,he Amazon 
region, with the exception of the district near Parti. 

6. HELICONIUS CLYTIA, Cramer. 

Papilio Clytia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 66. f. C. 

This species is very abundant at all the placcs I visited on the Banks of the Amazons. 
I n  many places a variety occurs in company with the type, in which the first yellow belt 
of the fore wing is narrow, and similar in shape to the first white belt of H. Antiochn. 
The colour of the belts in Cramer’s figures of P. CZytia is given as white, probably by 
error of the colourist. 

7.  HELICONIUS RHEA, Cramer. 

Papilio Rhea, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 54. f. C, D. 

Also a generally distributed and abundant species throughout the Amazon region. 

8. HELICONIUS LEUCADIA. 
Similar in size, shape, and general colours to H. Rhea ; differs 

chiefly in having a series of eight large geminated whitish spots on the posterior margin 
of the hind wing. The first yellow belt of the fore wing is in the form of an oval spot, 
divided in two by the median nervure. The hind wing, beneath, is considerably different 
from the same part in H. Bhea ; the red streaks and spots at the base are as follows :- 
there is an elongated streak along the basal part of the costa, a shorter one between the 
basal parts of the costal and subcostal nervures, a round spot within the base of the cell, 
another similar one at the base, between the median and post-median nervures, and a 
macular vitta running in a curve from the base of the abdominal edge to the third median 
branch. The marginal geminated spots of the upper surface are represented by large 
elongated white spots, one between each nervure. 

d . Expanse 2” 6”’. 

One example, taken at, St. Paulo. 

9. HELICONIUS HERMATHENA, Hewitson. 

Heliconia Hermathena, Hewits. Exot. Butt., Heliconia, fig. 5. 

This very beautiful species was found only on the banks of the Tapajos, in scattered 
woods on the campos opposite Aveyros. It is not closely allied to any known species ; 
as Mr. ISemitson observes, it partakes of the characters of H.  PhyZZis (of Rio Janeiro) 
and H. Chnritolzin (of the West India Islands), which are the two extreme forms of the 
genus. 
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10. HELICOXIUS ERATO, Liiinaeus. 
Papilio Erato, Linn. Mus. Lud. Ulr. 231 (1764). 
-- AmathiAsia, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 177. f. F. (1770). 
- Doris, Linn. Mant. 536 ( l77 l ) ,  var. 
-- ,Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 337. f. C. (1782). 
- Quirina, Cram. 1. c. t. 65. f. A, B. (1779). 

The two forms, Brato and Doris, offer a striking contrast in their colours, one being red, 
the other blue, and were naturally considered two perfectly distinct species. I thought 
they were such myself, until I bred thein from precisely similar larvE, which fed together 
in one cluster on the same tree. There are males and females in about equal numbers of 
both forms. I did not find, in the many hundreds of examples which I examined, any 
intermediate variety; the species, therefore, offers a case of dimorphism of which it is 
difficult to surmise the purpose. This case of variation in colour may, however, help to 
explain how the very diversified species of this genus have originated. H. Erato exists 
in both forms throughout the delta region of the Amazons, Guiana, and New Granada ; 
but on the Upper Amazons, at St. Paulo, I found one of them absent, the blue one 
(Doris) only existing there ; it occurred, however, in great numbers. 

The larva has a series of moderately long hispid spines on each segment of the body : 
the head is bifid ; in colour it is yellow, with narrow black bands. The chrysalis is smooth, 
without angles; the head, however, is prolonged to a point. It is suspended freely by 
the tail. The pupa-state lasts eight days. 

11. HELICONIUS METHARME, Erichson. 
Heliconia Methame, Erichson in Schomburgk's Reise in Brit. Guiana, p. 595. 

This species has very much the appearance of H. B a t 0  (var. Boris), but it wants the 
patch of blue at the base of the hind wings above ; it has, on the other hand, a series of 
short bluish lines near the hind margin, which are absent in H. 3rato. It was rather 
a common insect at Ega and St. Paulo, but did not occur at all on the Lower Amazons. 
The species is found only in the interior of the forest, flying slowly, and delighting to 
settle on the scarlet blossoms of a climbing-plant ; whilst H. Eruto is seen only on the 
skirts of the woods and in damp waste places. 

12. HELICONIUS MELPOMENE, Linnaeus. 
PupiEio Mel-pomene, Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. 758. n. 71. 
-- , Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 191. f. C. 

Found only in the middle part of the Lower Amazon region, at Obydos and Santarem, 
where the dry, hilly country of Guiana from the'north, and that of interior Brazil from 
the south, reach the banks of the river. The soil in this part of the banks of the Ama- 
zons is light and sandy ; the dry and wet seasons are more strongly contrasted, and the 
forests thinner, than in the rest of the river valley. The species also occurs throughout 
Guiana, Venezuela, and in New Granada. It is quite absent, however, from the humid 
forests of the Amazons, both to the east and to the west of thc places above mentioned. 
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A11 allied species, H. Thelxiopc. of TIubner, exists there in its stead, having very similar 
ha1)its, and filling, as it n-ere, the samc sphere in the economy of nature. These two 
forins (11. MeZpomelze and H. Tldxiope) have all the appearance of t1i-o t'noroughly 
(Iistinct species ; but they arc connected together by an unbroken series of varieties, 
the principal of which occur, not in the places where the two species come in contact, 
hut in two isolated limitcd arcas-at Serpa (west of Obydos) ancl on the banks of the 
Tapajos (near Aveyros). These connecting links cannot be the hybrid progeny of two 
originally distinct species, on account of their geographical position ; many of theni 
(and others not met with on the Amazons) occur also in Surinam and Cayenne, where 
H .  Tlwlxiope has not been found. I believe there can be no doubt that H. Tlzelxiope 
is desccnded from lI. Melpomene, and that the intermediate varieties are remnants of 
tlic steps of modification. The following are the principal intermediate varieties ; they 
are all very scarce, whilst the species they connect exist in great profusion :- 

Var. 1. +I; Cccllycopis, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t .  190. f. E, F. 

and irregular, or is broken into a number of various-sized spots. 
Same as H. MeZpomeme, except that the red belt of the fore wing is either very broad 

Surinam and Obydos, Lower Amazons, in company with fl. -Me@onze?ze. 

Var. 2. H. El imm, Erichson, in Schomburgk, Reise in Brit. Guiana, p. 595. 

hasal part of the fore wing has a large red patch. 
The same as Cccllycopis, except that, in addition to the irregularity of the red belt, the 

Obydos, in company with H. MeZpomefie. 

Tar. 3. H. Lzccia, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 350. f. E, F. 
Same as H. Melpomeme, except that the red crossbelt of the fore wing is narrow and 

curved outwards, ancl that there is a large quadrate yellow spot within the end of the 
cell. This is the commencement of the chain of variations which leads to H. Thelxiope. 
The H. Zucia of Cramer was found at Surinam. I have Amazonian examples, taken at 
Serpa and on the Tapajos, which differ in the yellow spot of the cell being scarcely 
perceptible. 

Var. 4. The same as H. Lucia, except that the base of the fore wings has a large red spot, 
and that the base of the hind wing is also red. 
Serpa, Lower Amazons ; banks of the Tapajos, near Aveyros ; Cayenne. 

Var. 5. H. Ei~~tJzma,  Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 189. f. A. 
Saniarem, in company with H. MeZpomeme ; Surinam. 

Var. 6. H. Andwmoncc, Cramer, 1. c. t. 297. f. A. 
Surinam. 
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Var. 7. H. i7dulricc1, Crainci*, 1. c. t. 297. f. 13. 
" Pard " (Cramer). Taken probably somewhere on the banks of the Lower Amazons, 

as no trace of any of these forins exists at Par& 
These three variet ics (5-7) scem to bc intermediate between H. Mei'poiimze and H. Ycsttr . 

I once took a 2 Eiylhmen in copulk with a C? nilel$onte?ze. H.  Testa  would appear, from 
this, to be descended from the same stock as IT. T h e k i o p .  It has, however, receded, 
as a form, further from the common parent than H. Thelxiope, and has acquired a 
much wider range. 

Var. 8. H. Tyche, noh. 

middle rosy red, leaving a narrow Mack intermediate space. 
beneath is precisely as in H. Thelxiope. 

Fore wing as in var. 2, viz., black, with the basal third and a broad belt across the 
The hind wing above and 

Taken at Serpa. 

Var. 9. H. Hippolyte, nob. 
Fore wing black; the basal fourth and a narrow oblique belt crossing the wing 

beyond the cell, from the costa nearly to the hind angle, rosy red ; there is also a yellow 
spot on the costa, on the inner side of the red belt, and another obscure one within the 
cell. Beneath, the same. Hind wing, above and beneath, as in H. Thelxiope. 

Serpa and banks of the Tapajos. 
The approximation towards H .  TheZxiope in this and the preceding variety is very 

considerable. 

Var. 10. H. Cybele, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 188. f. A. 
I n  this beautiful variety the fore wing has the arrangement of yellow spots 

very similar to  that of H. Thelxiope; but the hind wing is black, as in H. iKeZponze?ze, 
with the exception that there is a red spot at the base. 

Serpa. 

13. HELICOXIUS THELXIOPE, Uiibner. 
Nereis festiva l'helxiope, Hiibn. Samml. Exot. Schmett. 

Very abundant at Pard and on the banks of the Tocantins, also on the Upper Amazons, 
from the mouth of the Madeira to Peru. The geographical position of the complete 
chain of transition-forms just enumerated seems to show that H. Thelxiope originated 
in a variety of H. JIcZpomne, which mas naturally selected out of the many that arose 
in the species on its descending into moist areas, as being better adapted to the humid 
forests of the Amazon plains than the parent form. It varies much in the shape and 
position of the yellow spots of the fore wing, but the most general form is that figured 
by Hubner. 

Var. 1. H. dglaope, Fclder, Wiener Entomologische Monatsschrift, 1862, p. 79. 
Differs from IT. Tldxiope, IIUbner, in having simply a narrow, oblique, slightly curved, 

yellow macular belt, consisting of seven spots, which crosses the fore wing considerably 
beyond the cell. 

The following are the more important varieties. 

VOL. XXIII. 4 F  
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Par&, and north coast of the island of XIaraj6. 
from specimens received from the Upper Itio Kegro. 

Var. 2. E. Yiciizus, M&n&tri&s, Cat. d. 1. Coll. de YAc. Imp. de St. P&tersbourg, p. 114. 
In  this variety the yellow macular belt is placed close to the end of the cell ; the spots 

are much clongated, and form, with the yellow spot within the end of the cell, a large 
compact macular patch. 

Neither of these varieties shows a tendency to  become 
local, or separate itself from the parent form. 

Dr. Felder describes it as a species, 

Par6 and Upper Amazons. 

14. HELICQNIUS ESTRELLA. 
8 0 .  Size, shape, and colour of H. Thelxiope : markings of the hind wing nearly the 

same as in Z. Testa. Pore wiag : above, black, the basal third reddish carmine; the 
nervures bordered with black ; a narrow macular belt, consisting of six light yellow spots, 
crosses the wing much beyond the end of the cell, nearly reaching the 2nd median 
branch. Befieath, the same, except that the red at  the base of the wing is scarcely 
shown. 

Hind wing : ahove, black ; the centre of the cell and six narrow streaks radiating from 
the base, and running between the nervures, but not reaching the margin, reddish 
carmine ; the second streak from the abdominal edge has a black mark near the base. 
Beneath, the same, except that the cell has simply two red streaks, that there is a round 
red spot between the median and abdominal nervures, and that the costa is yellow at the 
base. 

Body differently marked from E. Thelxiope, the thorax being black, with six distinct 
rounded yellowish spots and two transverse lines behind. 

This form seems to be intermediate between V. Xelpomeme and €€. Testa. It agrees 
with the latter in the design of the hind wings, but the shape and colour of the wings are 
different from it. In H. Testa the shade of red is always inclining to orange, whilst in 
H. Estrella it is of the same crimson tint as in E. Me@omene and l'helxiope. This 
is most perceptible in living specimens. I look upon H. Estrella as a race, or a variety 
tending to become a race, equivalent to B. l'helxiope and H. Testa, and to have segregated 
from the common stock, independently of the other forms. 

I met with it only in the Delta lands of the Amazons ; at Par& ; and on the northern 
coast of the island of Maraj6. 

15. HELICONIUS VESTA, Cramer. 
Pupilio Vesta, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 119. f. A. 

This species is very abundant, and widely distributed, being found at Surinam; 
Cayenne ; along the whole course of the Amazons, up to the Andes ; in Bolivia, and at 
Cuenca, to the west of the Cordillera. It is further removed than .z% Thelxiope from 
H. Melpomene, differing from both in colour and in the shape of the hind wings, their 
outer margin being less rounded: the yellow marks of the thorax are the same as 
those of E. Estrella. The yellow spots of the fore wing vary in the same way as in 
H. Fhelxiope. 
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The area of distribution of 1% Testa embraces the lesser areas of B. iielpomene and 
E. Thelxiope. As intcrmediate forms connect it with Z. Me@oinene, there can be no 
doubt that it is descended from the same stock as that species; hut having diverged 
more widely, it is not readily seen to  be a modification of it, like H. Thelxiope. It may 
be the oldest-created of this cluster of imperfectly segregated species. 

16. HELICOXIUS BURNEYI, Hiibner. 
Migonitis Burneyi, Hubn. Zutrage, f. 401, 402. 

It 
seems to be confined, like H. Thelxiope, t o  the forest plains of the Amazons ; it is not, 
however, a common insect, but is restricted to certain localities. I ts  strong, bold fight 
distinguishes it from all other species of Heliconizts, when on the wing. Many individuals 
of both sexes have the hind wings black, except a patch of red at  the base. 

This fine, large, robust species belongs to the same group as H. MeZpomelze, &c. 

17. HELICONIUS EGERIA, Cramer. 
Pupilio Egeria, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 34. f. B, C. 

This resembles much H. Burneyi in size and general appearance ; it seems, however, 
to  be a perfectly distinct species, recognizable by the glossy liglit-brown hue with paler 
streaks between the nervures, of the under surface of the wings. The hind wing beneath 
has a red streak near the abdominal edge, and there is a yellow spot on the costa a t  the 
base. It is a rare species : I took it at  Para : it is found also at Cayenne, where H. Bzcrneyi 
appears not to occur. My specimens differ from the one figured by Cramer, in the design 
of the upper surface of the hind wing, the red colour of the basal half being continued in 
it series of eight short, wedge-shaped streaks into the broad, black marginal half of the 
wing. 

18. HELICONIUS A ~ D E ,  Hubner. 

Migonitis Acede, Hiibn. Zutrage, f. 129, 130. 
Heliconia Astydamia, Erichson in Schomburgk's Reise in Brit, Guian. p. 595 (aberration). 

The antennae in this species are much shorter than in the Heliconii generally, and 
more thickly clavate. In  
Guiana (Demerara and Cayenne) a species is found" which closely resembles it in shape 
and colours, but differs in having slender antenme, like the typical Helicolzii. 

* HELICONIUS XANTHOCLES, n. s. 
Fore wing : ahove, black ; the basal third clear orange-red ; a large quadrate spot within the cell a t  

the end, and a belt of seven Iarge spots close after the end of the cell, clear yellow ; near the apex is a small oblong 
yellow spot, crossed by three nervures. 

Beneath, the same, 
except that there is a small yellow spot at the base of the costa, and four small red spots between the nervures at their 
origin. Body black ; head with a few white marks ; mesothorax with four small spots in front, in a transverse line, 
and two large ones in the middle, yellow. The abdomen 
has a series of narrow yellow bands, the tip of each segment being edged with yellow. AntennE long and slender, 
black. 

It appears to be confined to the Amazon region and Guiana. 

d . 3" grrr. 

Beneath, the same. 
Hind wing very broad, nearly circular : ahowe, black, with two short red streaks at  the base. 

Scutellum and two spots on the metathorax also yellow. 

Demerara ; Cayenne. 
4 ~ 2  
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H. Astydamicc of Erichson differs from the type in wanting the radiating lines of the 
We have already seen that this is a common form of aberration in the hind wing. 

Heliconii of this group. 

19. HELICOWIUS RICINI, Linnzeus. 
Papilio Ricini, Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. 756. 63. 
-- , Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 378. f. A, B. 

A common and well-known species. It appears to be distributed throughout the 
whole of the northern part of tropical America. It differs in habits from the other 
species of the genus, inasmuch as it frequents the skirts of woods, semicultivated 
grounds, and gardens. I t s  antennze are short, and strongly clavate : in this feature, as 
well, indeed, as in size, shape, and habits, it approaches the genus Xueides. 

Genus EUEIDES, Doubleday. 
Doubled. & Hewits. Gen. Diurn. Lepid. p. 145. 

1. EUEIDES ISABELLA, Cramer. 
Papilio Isabella, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 350. f. C, D. 
Papilio Isabella Nereis fulva Dianasa, Hiibn. Samml. Exot. Schm. (slight var.). 

This is a common and abundant species throughout the Amazon region It does not 
inhabit the forest, but frequents open bushy places on the skirts of woods, flying in the 
usual sailing manner of the Heliconii. Like the species of Heliconiclce which have the 
same style of coloration (Heliconius Numata, Mechanitis Polymnia, &c.), it is a variable 
insect on the Upper Amazons, although constant in its specific characters at  Par&. H. 
Biccnascc of Hubner is a slight variety. 

2. EUEIDES H~BNERI, M6nBtriBs. 
Eueides Hiibneri, MQnQt. Cat. d. 1. Coll. de 1’Ac. Imp. de St. Petersburg, p. 116, pl. 8. f. 5 .  

Ega, rare. Although very closely allied to  Ezc. Isabella, this is a well-marked form, 
which probably maintains itself distinct from that species. It differs somewhat in the 
shape of the wings; the pale central crossbelt is divided into separate spots; the 
antennze are black, with the club pale beneath. It is an approximation towards 3%. 
Cleobea (Hubn.) of Mexico. 

3. EUEIDES LAMPETO, n. s. 
0 3”. Fore w h y  broader, the costa more arched than in Ezc. Isahella : above, orange- 

tavny ; a small portion at the apex, a narrow outer margin, and a broad stripe near the 
hind margin, extending from the base to near the hind angle, black ; there are also four 
black spots on the disk, vie. a large wedge-shaped spot within the cell near the base, a 
sinall one over the disco-cellulars, a large rounded one between the 2nd and 3rd, and an 
indistinct one between the 1st and 2nd median branches; close to the apex are two 
whitish spots. 

Hind wing .- ahow, orange-tawny ; a line along the basal half of the subcostal nervure, 
a broad central stripe of six elongate spots behind the cell, and a broad hind border 

Beneath, the same, except that there are three white apical spots. 
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black; a submarginal row of whitish spots, interrupted in the middle. Befieoth, the 
same, except that the costal nervure is also black, and the submarginal spots are larger 
and of a clearer white, there being two between each nervure, except near the apex, 
where there is only one, instead of two. 

Body brown ; antem= yellow, except the extreme base, which is black ; forehead and 
two spots on the crown white ; mesothorax with four large rounded orange-tawny spots, 
namely, two wide apart on the shoulders and two near together in the middle. 

It appears to be very 
rare. tSt~kc6chtis Calliope is a very 
abundant species. 

This fine large species is deceptively like S’taluchtis Calliope. 
I met with only one individual; at  St. Paulo. 

4. EUEIDES MEREAUI, Hiibner. 
Colamis Mereaui, Hiibn. Zutrage, f. 201, 202. 

The d is dark 
orange-tawny ; the apical half of the fore wing is black, sometimes crossed by a short 
orange-tawny belt ; the hind wing has a broad and rather well-defined black border. 
The 0 is paler in hue, and has two or three large ochreous spots in the middle of the 
fore wing ; the apical half is black, sometimes with an ochreous spot on the costa, half- 
way between the cell and the apex; the black border of the hind wing is ill defined, 
shading off gradually into the ground-colour of the wing. 

It is found within the 
forest, flying about the tops of low trees in sunny openings. It has no near ally in the 
Amazon region, to my knowledge. 

5 .  EUEIDES LYBIA, Fabricius. 
Pupilio Lybia, Fab. Syst. Ent. p. 460, n. 73. 
- Hypsipile, Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 177. f. C. D. 

A very common species throughout the country. It flies in open sunny places on the 
skirts d the forest, or in semicultivated grounds. The caterpillar resembles in all 
essential points those of Helicomius Erato and the species of Argynmis. Each abdominal 
segment is furnished with a row of rather long hispid spines ; the head has two siinilar 
spines, longer than those of the abdomen ; the colour is pale red ; the spines black. The 
chrysalis is angular, and spinose on its dorsal surface. 

6. EUEIDES THALES, Crarner. 
Papilio Thales, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 38. f. C, D. 
Eueides Thales, Hewitson, Journal of Entomology, i. pl. 10. f. 3 (var.). 

bles Heliconius Testa, in company with which it is frequently found. 

The sexes differ considerably in the colours and design of their wings. 

I met with this species on the Tapajos and Upper Amazons. 

The pupa state lasts eight days. 

A common and generally-distributed species in equatorial America. It closely resem- 

7. EUEIDES EANES, Hewitson. 
Eueides Eanes, Hewits. Journ. of Entom. i. pl. 10. f. 1. 

Amazons, at St. Paulo, flying over bushes on the skirts of the forest. 
This species also closely resembles Heliconius Vi?stcc. It is found only on the Upper 
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S. EUEIDES ALIPHERA, Godart. 
Papilio Alipheru, Godt. Encyclopkdie Mkthodique, t. ix. p. 246. 

It seems to be constant throughout. 
A widely distributed species, being found over nearly the whole of tropical America. 

I met with it at  St. Paulo. 

Subfamily ACRBINB. 

Genus ACRBA, Fabricius. 
1. ACRXA THALIA, Linnxws. 
Papilio Thalia, Linn. Syst. Nat. ii. 757, n. 67. 
-- , Cramer, Pap. Exot. t. 246. f. A. 

region. 
I took (at Par&) only one individual of this sole species of Awes found in the Amazon 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

The Plates are designed to show a few examples out of a great number of mimetic analogies between 
various Lepidopterous insects and the Heliconidze. The insects figured belong to four families, very 
widely dissimilar in structure and metamorphosis : Leptalis (fam. Pieridae), Dioptis (Bombycids, Moths), 
Stalachtis (fam. Erycinids), Ithomia, Mechanitis, Methona (fam. Heliconidae). The figures also illustrate 
the process of the origination of a mimetic species through variation and natural selection. Reasons have 
been given (p. 504 et seq.) €or considering the species of Leptalis and Dioptis, amongst others, as having 
been adapted by this process to the species of Stalachtis and the genera of Heliconidae-the colours being 
brought into exact resemblance by the successive preservation of such naturally arising variations as 
tended more and more to resemble. One species only, Leptulis Theonoe, furnishes a good example of the 
process, it being one which, by a rare chance, shows in its existing varieties the process in different stages 
of completion. The figures indicated by a simple numeral represent the adapted forms ; those marked a, 

the species to which they are adapted. 

PLATE LV. 
Fig. 1 *. Leptalis Theonoe (Hewitson).-Inhabits Capari, 55" W. long. 
Fig. 1 a. Ithomia Flora (Cramer).-Inhabits Cupari, 55" W. long. ; also the mouth of the Amazons and 

Neither of these forms is found further westward on the Upper Amazons, where the following 
Surinam. 

allied species and varieties alone occur. 
Fig. 2. Leptalis Theonoe, var. MelanoR-St. Paulo, Upper Amazons, 69" W. long. 
Fig. 2a.  Ithornia Onega (Hewitson).-Upper Amazons, from 58" to 70" W. long. 

* The specimen of L. Theonoe in the British Museum collection, which served Mr. Hewitson for his figure of the 
But the Leptalides are apt to vary very much species, is very much larger than the one figured in this Plate. 

in size. 
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Fig. 3 .  Leptalis Theonoe, var. Lysinoe (Hewitson. Described by this author as a distinct species. The 
white fore part of the hind wing is merely a sexual character, and is hidden by the fore wing in  
the natural position of the wings).-Ega, Upper Amazons, 6 5 O  W. long. 

Fig. 3a. Xtalachtis Phedusa, var. Duvalii (Perty).-Ega, Upper Amazons, 65" W. long. 
The resemblance between these two is very great, when flying in their native woods. The 

Leptalis is quite unlike any Ithomia found in the whole region, and is supposed to have been 
adapted to the Xtalachtis, because its original variations mere in the direction of XtaZachtis, and 
this disguise equally well served the purpose of preservation with that of an Ithomia. 

Fig. 4. Leptalis Theonoe, var.-Ega. Described by Hewitson as a variety of L. Lysinoz, Exot. Butt. 
Leptalis, fig. 13. 

Fig. 5.  LeptaZis TheonoZ, var.-Ega. 
Fig. 6. Lepta& TheonoZ, var.-Ega. 
Fig. 7. Leptalis TheonoZ, var.-St. Paulo. 
Fig. 8. Leptalis Theono?, var.-Ega. 
Fig. 9. Leptalis TheonoZ, var.-St. Paulo. 

This has considerable resemblance to Ithomia Illinissa, fig. 6 a. 

These six varieties occurred only in single or very few examples: they imitate (with the 
exception of fig. 6) no other insect, and are supposed to be either simple variations (sports) or 
remnants of the steps of modification which have led to the various complete adaptations in the 
two districts where they are found. In any case (since it is impossible to suppose that each is 
an unmodified descendant of a parent originally created, in the usual sense of the term) they may 
be taken as affording proof of the variability of the species in several divergent directions, 
tending towards resemblance to Ithomia 

Fig. 6 a. Ithomia IZlinissa (Hewits.).-Ega. 
Fig. 10. Dioptis a l iana  (n. sp. or var.?), deceptively like, when flying, Ithomia B l i a ,  a small species 

Fig. 11. Dioptis Ilerdilza (n. sp. or var. ?). Closely resembles, when flying, Ithomia Ilerdina (Pl. LVI. 

Fig. 12. Dioptis Onega (n. sp. or var. ?). Closely resembles, when flying, Ithomia Onega (PI. LV. 

Fig. 13. Dioptis Cyma (Doubleday). Closely resembles Ithomia Cymo, a species similar to I. Flora 

near akin to I. Illinissa, and found in company with it at Ega. 

fig. 4 a), and found in company with it at  St. Paulo. 

fig. 2 a) ,  and flies in company with it at St. Paulo. 

(fig. 1 a of the present Plate), and flies in company with it at  Par&. 

PLATE LVI. 
Fig. 1. Leptalis Theonoe, var. Eythro2.-St. Paulo, 69' W. long. 
Fig. 2. Leptalis Theonoe, var. ErythroL-St. Paulo. 
Fig. 3. Leptalis Theonoe, var. ErythroL-St. Paulo. 
Fig. 3 a. Ithomia Orolina, var. Chrysodonia.-St. Paulo. 

The linking variations between L. Erythroi.' and Theonoi.' can be traced through the varieties 
8, 5, and 6 of the preceding Plate. The substitution of red for white in the fore wings is seen 
to be a simple variation. Some traces of the narrowing of the red margin of the hind wing are 
also seen. The imitation of Ithomia is not nearly so close as it is in the cases of figs. 1 and i) of 
the preceding and fig. 4 of the present Plate, but there is a considerable approximation, giving 
the appearance of a striving after a correct imitation. The selection of individuals having the 
most faithful likeness is here either not rigid or we see the formation of an exact mimetir 
analogue in process. 

Fig. 4. Leptalis Theono& var. LeuconoR-St. Paulo. 
Fig. 4 a. Ithomia Ilerdina (Hewitson) .-St. Paulo. 

This Leptalis appears at  first sight an absolutely distinct species, but it is plainly a modifica- 
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tion Lvhose adaptation is complete. As to the fore wings, the vacillating nature of the colours 
is seen in figs. 4,6, and 8 of Plate LV. in the clearest manner. The hind wings appear very 
peculiar, on account of the milky colour ; but this is shown to arise by variation in Ithomia, which 
exhibit all the grades of variation from dusky to white nervures and ground of the hind wing. 

Fig. 5 .  Leptalis Nehemia (of authors).-New Granada and S. Brazil. 
Figured to show the normal form of the family (Pieride, called in England cc Garden White " 

Butterflies) to which Leptalis belongs. The contrast in form and colours points to the conclu- 
sion that all the other forms of Leptalis are perverted from the usual facies of the family by long- 
continued process of adaptation to the Heliconidz, in whose company (each species with its 
Heliconian model) they are solely found. 

Fig. 6. Leptalis Theonoe, var. Argoch1oe.-St. Paulo. 
Fig. 6 a. Ithomiar Virginia (Hewits.).-St. Paulo. 

The links of modification may be traced also with respect to this apparently distinct Leptalis. 
The shape of the spot of the fore wing is seen to be very variable in figs. 1, 2 , 3  of this Plate, 
and in 9 and 4 of Plate LV. 

Fig. 7. Leptalis Amphione, var. Egai'na.-Ega. 
Fig. 1 a. Mechanitis Polymnia, var. Ega.?nsis.-Ega. 
Fig. 5. Leptalis Orise (Boisduval).-Cupari, 5 5 O  W. long.; also Cayenne. 
Fig. 8a. Methona Psidii (Linnaeus).-Cupari ; also Cayenne. 

ERRATUM. 
At p. 515, after the characters of Family 2. PAPILIONIDW, insert 

Subfarn. 1. PAPILIONINX. 
Subfam. 2. PIERINB. 






